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The Farmer’s Advocate ! paged especially for agriculture, and may have the 
household department left by itself. Those who 
prefer the whole number as it is can preserve them 
and have them bound at the end of the year.

The year just closed has been one pf peace and 
tranquillity as far as Canada is concerned. Finan
cially, our records will show a deficiency; our great 
cereal crop, although promising an abundant return, 
was reduced to a very sparse crop, occasioned by a 
continued heat at the time of filling such as we 
never before experienced; our grain and root crops 
were reduced in ten days to from one-half to three- 
quarters of what we might have expected from 
their appearance.

The great dairy interest has been remimerative. 
The early part of the season had been so favorable 
to vegetation that the finest crop of hay ever known 
was secured in good order. A very large crop of 
apples crowned the orchards.

The prices of all farm products have been such 
as would in any ordinary season give a fair re
muneration to the judicious cultivator. Even this 
year all products will yield a paying price except 
the cereals and root crops. While the farmers of 
Ontario have had their potato crop much reduced 
in yield, Prince Edward Island and Nova Scotia 
have been blessed with a most bountiful crop, and 
are enabled to reap a rich harvest. The deficiency 
in quantity of our cereals will in a measure be 
somewhat made up in the advanced prices 
realized.

The manufacturing, mercantile, lumbering and 
railway interests of our country have suffered very 
materially during the past year, and many millions 
have been lost. This should cause young men to 
look at the prosperity and comfort of their homes 
and compare their safe banks of cultivated soil 
with the risk and hazard of trade or mechanics, 
thousands of whom arc now out of employment.

The opening up of a direct trade with Europe is 
a step in the right direction. Our stock has been 
profitably shipped there during the past year; this 
trade no doubt will rapidly increase, and we hope it 
will instil into the minds of all who have Ameri-

sbipped from this city only returned $1.60 per 
barrel to the shipper, after paying costs. It is 
possible for those who have carefully packed their 
apples and kept them at a proper temperature to 
ship ss soon as the season will permit, in the spring, 
and realize a better return; but the risk of keeping 
is great. We have often thought that a good cider 
bottling establishment would pay well, and won
dered why some one has not attempted the busi
ness, as we have tasted cider made from the fruit 
of trees planted by our own hands that we consid
ered quite equal to champagne that cost $4 per 
bottle. Some will use liquor despite the attempt 
to prevent it. Would not the use of cider prevent 
in a great measure the use of so much fire-water Î 
and would not the money do more good to Cana
dian fruit-growers to use cider than to send our 
cash to the States, as Canada is now doing, to 
purchase lager beer ?

The prospects of winter wheat lasted well in tho 
fall. A large breadth has been sown. It is now 
nicely covered with a good blanket of snow. Prices 
of produce generally are most likely to rise. The 
clover crop this year will bo light, both in regard 
to quantity and quality. The demand will most 
probably be in excess of the supply. Prices must 
be high. We should not advise our readers to 
sell till the first or second week in February,as the 
market will be fully opened and competition will 
be keen about that time. The principal shipping 
business of clover is done about that time. Cereals 
will fully maintain their prices and most probably 
advance, as the crop and stock have been generally 
light this year in other parts of the world.

The butter and cheese markets are both firm, 
and will probably remain so till the next season’s 
supply comes to market.

Potatoes in Ontario will command 
price in the spring.

The great apple crop has not been turned to 
half the profit it should have been. Many peopl 
that do not understand the market or the proper 
handling of apples may barely hold their 
Some may make a little; some will lose.
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January, 18TT.
We thank our numerous patrons who have so 

promptly remitted their subscriptions for the pre
sent year—tho 12th volume. Your liberal en
couragement and the thousands of kind remarks 
made by you in regard to its usefulness and the 
satisfaction the journal lias given, causes us to feel 
thankful, and inspires us with new vigor to apply 
ourselves with greater energy to improve the 
utility of your journal. You all admit that it has 
every year improved to the present time. The 
volume for 1877 we hope to make better than any 
number that has yet appeared. We ask every 
fripnd to agriculture to aid us. Many friends have 
kindly forwarded useful information and suggestions 
for which we thank them, and hope, by following 
the plans already pursued of avoiding as much as 
possible the advocacy of political party or particu
lar sect or organization, to continue to add to our 
list more of those who consider that our greatest 
and best attention should lie devoted to agricul
ture in all JKFbearings, and the advancement of the 
farmer and his family to a step above that which 
too many of them arc now filling—by so doing to 
advance the interests and position of this bright 
jewel in the British crown, our Dominion.

This year we wisli to give you as much valuable 
information as possible in eacli of the departments 
previously taken up, and intend to increase the in
formation in regard to fruit culture, and also to 
increase the household department, in which we 
fear some of our readers do not interest themselves; 
in the rebuses, puzzles, anagrams, &c., we also 
intend making some additions. The younger folks 
who have not yet done so, will, by comparing the 
answers with the questions in last year’s volume, 
soon find amusement and interest in this depart
ment. It,will he kept more distinct from the agri
cultural department during the present year, so 
that those wishing to have the journal hound at the 
end of the year may, hy giving us notice, have it

an unusua

e

own.

can proclivities that we no longer require to beg or 
crave a favor from Uncle Sam. New Brunswick.

Starch.—The starch factories in Aroostook have 
closed the season’s operations. There have been 
manufactured at the 

Washburn factory 
Marysville “
Carib

Wo have given 
them too much and arc giving them too much still. 
Our country is capable of producing a larger yield
of grain than the States can; also more butter and 
cheese, meat and finer apples, 
sources at our command, why should we any longer 
humble ourselves ? Let each loyal heart scorn any 
subserviency in any way. Cultivate our own trade 
and let the Americans delight in their own fiscal 
freedom, political systems and prospects.

250 tonsWith these re- 300 “
on 240 “

Fort Fairfield “ 
Limestone “ 
Bridgewater “ 
Presque Isle “

200 “

100 “ 

100 •« 

290 “

Total 1,480 “

«Mür* sssa
starch; hence there have been sold 326,000 bushels
to all the factories. These at 25 cents per bushel

of instances of our apples realizing $7 per barrel, ma^ea the snug littie sum of $81,400 distributed
but we se by qnotations in market report that a alnol|8 the farmers entirely. This is but a very
largo quantity ha, b„„ ,„M a, *, „. S&Tbî 1“^

penses amounting to ov er $2. One lqt that was resources in all directions.

;If only choice apples are properly packed and 
properly cared for after they are packed, and put 
on the European market in good order, there sure
ly must be money in the business. We have heard
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tility of the soil and1 its capability are seriously 
lessened, and the crops must be proportionately 
light.

Draining is expensive. The cost of draining 
would in some places bo enough to purchase as 
many acres as it would thoroughly drain. From 
estimates of the cost of thorough draining carefully 
prepared we may put the cost at §50 per acre. The 
cost of work actually when accurately kept diffe; 
little from these estimates. As the drainage is 
permanent work, this cost cannot bo fairly charged 
to one year’s account. It should extend 
number of years. There have been instances in 
which the entire costs of draining were balanced 
by the improvements in crops in two or three years; 
but such instances must be few; but a farmer divid
ing the cost by a number of years, and estimates a 
reasonable improvement in his produce from the 
drainage, will see at once that there is a profit in 
draining.

over a

Imports ami Exports of Agricultural 
Commodities.

Under this head the Faniur (England), having 
given a review of the Board of Trafic Returns, re
fers to the general effect of figures given. The 
newly issued returns, he says, express so pithily 
the general condition of the country that he for 
once breaks through the rule, and states that in 
the ten months of 187<i previous to the report the 
balance of trade is on the wrong side. The total 
value of exports of British and Irish produce has 
been 10 per cent, less than in the same period last 
year, and more than 10 per cent, less than in 1874. 
\\ hile the exports have been so much less there has 
been an increase in the imports. We cannot but 
remark that while the balance of trade has been 
the wrong side in England, it has been the 
in America. 1 hero the dependence of the country 
on other nations for manufaetur es, has been lessened. 
Their importations have greatly decreased,and this 
decrease of importation becomes less continuedly. 
But it isto thoimpiorta tiens to Englandof agricultural 
commodities that we would refer. England imported 
during the ten months ending October 31st, 1876, 
live stock to the value of £6,400,000 in round 
numbers. Those figures tell us of the vastness of 
that market opened up to the stock-feeders of 
Canada. In bacon, hams, and salted pork, the im
portation has been equally great in proportion. The 
value of butter imported has been one million in 
excess of that imported in 1875. In the importa
tion of cheese there has been a failling oil, 
attention being now paid to cheese-making in 
Britain.

on
reverse

more

By far the greater portion of the commodit cs im
ported have been from North America, the United 
States supplying over 17 millions of cwts. of wheat, 
value over 9 millions of pounds sterling, and British 
North America supplying over 2 millions of cwts., 
value £1,081,961 ; and barley, oats, peas and beans 
proportionately. Some of the articles classified as 
it states arc really Canadian, having been imported 
into that country from Canada, and they reaping a 
protii as brokers and shippers on Canadian products 
and receiving credit for them, as if the products of 
theii oivn country, Hiis business is passing away. 
Canadian merchants have learned there is a profit 
to be derived in shipping Canadian products direct 
to England from the ports of the Dominion ; and 
those products arc known in British markets as 
Canadian and appreciated as such. To this the 
very creditable display of Canadian products at 
the Centennial Exhibition has contributed no little. 
The policy of maintaining the credit there obtained 
cannot be too forcibly inpressed on the minds of 
exporters to European markets. Fcr the encour
agent of this trade it is yeeessary above all things, 
that no inferior commedies that have not fairly

prepared for market to be shipped to England. 
Englisk'iWe of fair play is proverbial, and 
should see to it that all 
country be charterized by the same spirit. Fair 
dealing on our part and the supply of really good 
articles of produce will ensure for us the best 
market, for our increasing surplus products. _

we
dealings with thatour

The Prospects for Supply of Food in 
the Future.

Producers have for some time been considering 
the question, “Where shall we dispose of the sur
plus of our farms?” while men thinking themselves 
wise have boon perplexing themselves and others 
with the query, “ Where shall food bo found for 
future generations?” With them there is a terrible 
dread of a superabundent population, and a conse- 
ipient want of food. It is not long since we had such 
a cry from the United States, strange as it might 
sound from that land where vast prairies arc yet 
uncut by the plowshare, and yet there a wise 
expressed his dread of a coming time when the 
earth would be incapable of producing food for its 
inhabitants.

man

It is no new thing : it was the repi- 
tition of the doctrine of Malthus, discouraging 
marriage, from a dread that the world would 
become too densely populated. And now, again, 
comes a similar note of alarm, backed by a for
midable array of figures. A man wise in statistics, 
Mr. Ilawksby, in his address to the Social Science

soon

Congress assembled at Liverpool, expresses great 
alarm at the increase of the population in England. 
Ho takes up the question as one of simple arithme
tic. He finds that the increase in 76 years has been 
14 millions, nearly 1.35 per cent, of an annual in- 

He computes that the population of Eng
land will have become 42 millions at the end of 
the first generation, and that at the end of the 
fifth generation it will not be lose than 400 millions. 
If these expectations be realized, there may bo 
expected a pretty high price for a hundred weight 
of flour and a roast of beef, 
pany Mr. Ilawksby in liis calculations to the close 
of the twentieth generation, when fifteen worlds 
such as this of ours 
the increased population.

errase.

We will not accom-

would barely supply food to

\\ u have no dread of such a future for our little
earth, though the people of the “tight little is
land” have increased at an average of 1.35 per 

There are vast territoriescent, per annum.
awaiting the hand of the tiller of the soil to give 
food to the increasing numbers of those 
tions. \\ e need but refer to the unoccupied lands 
of North and Central America.

genera-

And more than 
this, we know that vast empires, that in former 
ages had been teeming with agricultural produce, 
and had borne unnumbered millions of human be
ings, arc now almost wholly deserts, not from 
natural sterility, but from causes that may be 
averted. We would merely name Syria and Asia 
Minor as instances of this reversed condition. We
have hot taken into our reckoning the increased 
supplies sure to be obtained from improvements in 
agriculture. Even.Britain, great as has been her 
progress in the science and practice of farming, 
may increase her produce one hundred per cent- 
This we have on good authority.

May not Mr. H. have been led astray by his cal
culations ? The history of the world, past and 
present, gives no supjport to his dark forebodings. 
The population of England may increase with the 
rapidity he says, but there is a different state of 
affairs in other countries. We need but look to 
the continent of Europe, and to Erance as a nation, 
where, if there has not been a falling off in the 
numbers of the picople, there has been, to say the 
least, no increase ; and in some of the United 
States tire increase has been, not from families of
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Draining—Is there any Profit from it?
We cannot p)roperly answer this query by a mere 

affirmative or negative. Either answer depends on 
circumstances needing explanation. Some land is 
naturally sufficiently porous ; such are light soils, 
sandy or gravelly, or of light loam. They do not 
need draining ; their drainage would be money and 
labor thrown away.

But there is pjrolit to be derived from the drainage 
of lands that need it, and from the cultivation of 
such lands without drainage profit is not to be ex
pected. Tenacious soils, such as retain stagnant 
water at periods during the vegetation of crops, 
need draining. Stagnant water in the soil or on its 
sufaoe is detrimental to genuine plants and should 
be drawn off by affording free means of its passage 
through and from the soil by drainage. It is ne
cessary that the soil be moist ; moisture, as well as 
air and a certain degree of heat is necessary for the 
germination and growth of plants ; but the re
quired moisture can be had without the retention
in or on the soil of stagnant water, 
mind that the fertility of the soil depends on the 
suitable warmth of the soil ; the soluble ingredi
ents of manure ; and the chemical action in the 
soil of air, and of water holding it in solution. The 
term manure here used includes all the elements in 
the soil which are

Let us hear iu

necessary to vegetation. We 
from this view of the subject how land through 

which the rainfall does not penetrate is injured by 
it. The raiu water hears with it in its descent fer
tilizing matter from tile atmosphere, and in its gra
dual descent through the soil these fertilizing mat
ters are left in it for food for the pilants. If this 
gradual descent be impjeded by the hardness or 
tenacity of the soil, and merely Hows over it, this 
supply of nutriment is wasted instead of fulfilling 
the purpose for which it was designed. And this 

may penetrate the surface of the ground, 
and yet, instead of being beneficial to vegetation, 
may actually prove injurious. If water, instead of 
passing through the soil by natural or artificial 
outlets, remain in it till it is drawn off by evapora
tion, the heat needed for vegetation is sensibly 
diminished by that evaporation, and thus vegetation 
is retarded and injured. And in some cases stag
nant water is productive of still greater detriment. 
The sued rots and parishes in the soil. The transi
tion from the germination of seed to its being killed 
is not difficult, nor does it require a long time.

see

rainfall

1

j

i
i

1

Rain water, as we have seen, was designed to he 
beneficial, conveying to the germinating and grow 
ing pilants fertilizing matter.

16
:

Shall we, by not 
bringing our soil into proper condition for their re- 
ccpitioii.piormit the ammonia, fresh air, warmth and 
other elements of fertility to escape without doing 
us any service ? Shall we, by not breaking through 
the hard soil and affording easy passing through it, 

it to lie within it stagnant to the great detri
ment of our crops Î Or shall wc, by incurring 
expense that we may reasonably expicct to lie re
paid, so prepare the soil by draining where 
sary as to render it easier of tillage, and pin id active 
of much heavier produce ? This is the question 
he solved. Every one who has had any experience 
in the culture of wet heavy soil, such 
said need draining, has learned to his cost the addi
tional labor and

cause
an

neces-

to

as we have

expense required to make them 
pnoduec crops at all equal to Fhdse grown from land 
that needs not drainage. And lie must know the 
much greater uncertainty of raising a paying eropi 
at all. 1 lie quality of the soil may retard his 

may not he able to pilough when 
ploughing, if it could he accomplished, would he 
most advantageous to the soil.

labors. He

From the same
he may he delayed days, or even weeks, in 

sowing and planting ; and such a delay in o,,r clim
ate may result in a partial or total failure of the 
cropi. Besides, as wc have already seen, the fcr-

causes

.gnm if&g. ■ ■ -Sx.
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the olil stock, hut from immigration. There is, 
as in England, a condition of society productive of a 
great increase of population, and there is, on the 
other hand, a condition unfavorable to such in
crease. There are natural laws in accordance with 
which an increase or decrease may be anticipated.

V\ hile we have no dread of an increase in popu
lation such as that predicted by Mr. Hawksby, 
look forward to such an increase of population in Eng
land and Canada as will cause a con ti nued demand for 
all cur surplus produce, and give us sufficient en
couragement for a progressive improvement in ag
riculture.

Drainage in the Valley of the Thames
Mr. A., from near Chatham, in a late visit to 

our editorial chamber, was quite enthusiastic in 
telling us of the good accomplished by the drain
age that had been carried out in that section of 
country.
deepening the beds of the natural water courses, 
and still further deepening the main channel for 
carrying off the water, a very valuable tract of 
rich land, in the townships of Raleigh and Dover, 
extending fully five miles along the river, has 
been rescued from the dominion of the water and 
converted into excellent farming lands, so that 
hundreds of acres that had formerly borne only 
coarse grass and sedge of very little value, 
produce heavy crops of corn, barley, oats and 
timothy grass. There are, in what was at one 
time a waste, unhealthy morass, lields from 100 
to 150 acres each in area, bearing crops heavier 
than are seen elsewhere even in that fertile section 
of the country. The profits from the drainage 
must have been great. Though we have not at 
hand the returns of the cost of the drainage of 
that locality, we know, however, that the esti
mated cost of draining such marsh lands under 
“ The Act Respecting Public Works of Ontario, ” 
under which this work was executed, varied from 
87 cents to $1.50 per acre of the land to be drained. 
When we realize the value of the land when im
proved by draining with what had been its value 
when covered with water, we must arrive at the 
conclusion that no other outlay of public money 
has produced such profitable results. We think 
that were the Legislature to encourage drainage of 
lands wherever it is needed by advancing money 
for the purpose at a very low rate of interest, while 
the investment would be safe beyond the possi
bility of a doubt, the profit to the country from 
the improvement of agriculture and the largely in
creased yield of the staple products of'the country, 
would far exceed any estimates that would 
bably be formed by any bureau "either of finances or 
agriculture'. Our farmers only require to be en
abled to carry out any needed improvements in 
agriculture, and any advances made for that pur
pose are sure to be repaid many-fold.

and ice-scrapers have been provided, 
quired in the northern part of the line are at the 
different engine houses, and ready for work. The 
snow-sheds and snow-fences are, we are informed, 
completed, and the whole number of engines of the 
road may lie engaged solely in dealing with the 
traffic of the line, 
are now

Those rc-

By removing the obstructions and
The coal sheds along the line 

filled with fuel, and a coal train goes north 
daily to keep up the supply. All that foresight 
and labor arid money can do to provide against a 
snow-blockade of the line in winter has been done. 
A sum of $200,000 has been expended on the snow- 
sheds and fencing alone. We learn with pleasure 
that the traffic on the road is fully equal to the ex
pectations. Already very considerable freights of 
fish, gypsum, grindstones and agricultural products 
have passed over the line, and other commodities of 
the Maritime Provinces only await the application 
of capital and enterprise to ensure a greatly in
creased business.

we

Crossing the Buffalo With Milch t ows.
An objection frequently brought against im

proved live stock is their susceptibility of disease, 
and their inability to bear the extreme rigor of 
northern winter. The old stock of the country 
could, it is said, bear any degree of cold, endure 
any amount of hardship and privation, while high 
bred animals require good shelter and high feed
ing. The objection, we hold, is more than bal
anced by the comparatively great profits from im
proved stock. If they do need and receive proper 
treatment they bring prices high enough to 
crate the owners well for the additional 
in their care and feeding. The old native stock, it 
is true, could bear cold better than they, could 
live on pastures that would be starvation to a 
Shorthorn or Hereford—they could live, but 
become fat, never make beef to bring a paying 
price in the market, 
by a judicious mixture of breeds to obtain a class 
of animals alike hardy and profitable, and 

grades ’ have been found to combine the advan
tages to be derived from each parent. Attempts have 
been also made lately to improve the well-bred cow 
by crossing with the buffalo, with the expectation 
that the offspring would retain the property of 
their domesticated parent as good dairy cattle, 
while inheriting the hardiness and superior beef
making qualities of the buffalo, 
suit has been obtained.

now

our

The natural resources of these 
provinces in minerals and fisheries will doubtless 
make them the centres of active industries, and 
the abode of a prosperous people. There is nothing 
to prevent the iron and coal of Nova Scotia being 
worked to great advantage. English capital will 
be available for stimulating Canadian industries, 
and the Intercolonial will doubtless be 
of developing these industries and thereby opening 
up a good market for the agricultural products of 
Ontario.

remun-
expense

a means

never

Barley Dull.Attempts have been made
As day follows day, and market succeeds market, 

the words “Barley dull” meet us in the market re
port. In the report of to-day, barley prices 
quoted one dollar to one dollar and forty cents per 
hundred pounds. At this time it may bo said to 
pay the farmer better than wheat at two cents 
pound ; but still the market for barley is dull. 
Neither in Canada nor the United States is there 
the same brisk demand for this grain that there 
was for the

some
arc

per

pro
crop of 1875, and the pricesThe desired re- are very

much lower. This may be attributed to the infe
rior quality of very many of the samples that 
sent to market. It is a fact well known in the » 
grain trade that a large quantity of any variety of 
grain of an inferior quality depreciates the market 
pi ice of samples of that grain that may even be A \ 
No. ]. When farmers have learned the value of 
barley for feeding their farm stock and 
barley for that purpose, if from

7'»)/, Fidel aiul Farm says :—It has been fully 
demonstrated, and is now an established fact, that 
the cross of the buffalo with milch cows arc of a 
gentle disposition, and yield a fair amount of 
rich milk.

are

very
The male produce of this cross make 

excellent bulls, and when crossed with good milkers 
of any of the milch families yield largely of a rich 
quality of milk, from which the finest butter

The Canadian Winter Port.
The first Allan steamer, with Canadian mails, 

which had travelled 
left Halifax on the 3rd of December.

use theiran all Canadian route,over
any cause it is to 

be graded under No. 2 at the very lowest, sending 
none to market but really good samples, they may 
expect not to see the market note “Barley dull;" 
the demand will then lie brisk with remunerative 
prices. I lie value of feeding barley is but little 
known here. \V e have till now been compelled by 
the want of good markets for our beef and mutton 
to rely' wholly on the cash received for our grain, 
chiefly our wheat, in our own markets. When the 
prices realized for Canadian meat in English mark
ets shall have taught us what are the profits feeding 
well, we will learn that there is a profit to be 
made in feeding on the farm all coarse and inferior 
grain, as the farmer does in Britain,

Another cause of the barley market being dull is 
its having been brought to market in large quanti
ties earlier in the

can
be made. In certain sections of Nebraska, especi
ally in Howard county, half and quarter-bred 
buffalo stock is quite common, 
the dairy stock of that State, crossed originally 
with the buffalo, were of an ordinary character, 
the half-breds yield an average of fourteen to six
teen quarts per day, the milk being of a rich and 
fine flavor, making the best butter, and very nearly 
equaling the Jerseys in the quantity obtained from 
a given proportion. These facts are obtained from 
Mr. J.

After this
no more mail matter will go or come by Portland. 
Tile people of the Dominion have in a voice not to 
be misunderstood insistedNotwithstanding this patriotic

When we reported the opening of that great 
Canadian work, we foretold the near advent of

Oil mea
sure.

our
independence of other ports or R. R. lines than 
own in communication with Europe; and in a few 
months our anticipations have been realized. We 

had a doubt of the inestimable value of that 
great undertaking in binding with bonds stronger 
than iron the separate members of British North 
America. By it we are 
Ontario the distant Maritime Provinces with those 
necessary commodities that the neighboring Re
public had been i^Ndic habit of supplying, and the 

day is not far distant when the coal and fish of 
Nova Scotia will be a

our

never

tV. Cunningham, formerly of Howard 
county, Nebraska, who vouches for their correct
ness, having largely experimented with these half 
and quarter-bred buffalo

enabled to siqiply from

1 his will prove of 
great value to thousands of breeders and farmers 
in the far \\ est, and notably sq in view of the fact 
that besides the dairy qualities which these half- 
breds possess in a remarkable degree, they take 
Hesh and fat rapidly, and make excellent beef.

The progeny of the united strains of the well- 
bred Shorthorn and the buffalo possess the extreme 
hardiness and good beef-producing properties of 
the buffalo, with the acquired superior qualities of 
the English Shorthorn.

cows.

than usual. The partial 
failure of the wheat crop compelled fanners to. 
I hey had based their calculations on wheat crops 
such as they had been used to harvest, 
they were disappointed, and the barley was taken 
to market that would,w ere the circumstances other
wise, have been held till later in the season. The 
market, in consequence, was overstocked and prices 
rided low. Speculators were the only buyers. 
Masters held back waiting, till later in the season. 
Ihe stocks in the hands of farmers, it is said 
pretty nigh exhausted, if this opinion bo correct

season
staple article of the freightage 

of that line of our consumption. It was held until 
lately that railway travel would be impossible in 
winter through much of the country where the In
tercolonial has been constructed, on account of the 
heavy snow-falls, but every precaution that human 
ingenuity could devise has been taken, and it is 
hoped, will be successful.

on

In this

Between Moncton and 
Riviere du Loup ten miles of snow-sheds have been 
erected.

rim trade in horses between England and Canada 
is rapidly increasing, and promises to become of 
great importance. They are found precisely of the 
stamp desired foT useful purposes.

The snow-fences will be fully twénty- 
cight miles long. Liberal supplies of snow-plows are
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in very few words. If every patron could only be 
made to know and feel the importance of sending 
nothing but good, stoeet, honest milk it would be 
comparatively easy for the maker to turn out a 
first-class article, and still easier for the salesman 
to sell his cheese. However, I would strongly im
press it upon all factories the importance of hav
ing but one salesman and be a good one. Let him 
have full power to act and use his judgment. Do 
not hamper him in any way ; he may make a mis
take sometimes, bnt we are all liable to do the 

If he makes a mistake, don’t worry him to 
death about it, he will not be apt to repeat it. 
Another thing, too, when you have a good one 
keep him ; it is a great mistake to be changing. 
It is something which requires 
ence and it is also a great advantage to be well ac
quainted and familiar with all the buyers that are 
in the market.

do not be afraid that he is going to make money 
out of you at your expense. Too many are afraid 
of this ; if he does well you are very likely to do 
well also, and the better he does for himself the 
better he can do for you, and the better you sup
port him so much the better he can satisfy you.

what they yet retain may command higher prices.
This view of the dulness of the market furnishes 

another proof of the correctness of the course be
fore now recommended in the Advocate to grow a 
diversity of crops. The farmer who had barley to 
convert into cash when disappointed in his wheat 
crop found it to be well to have such a diversity, 
and not to rely on wheat as almost his only grain 
crop.

The questic 
pendents, W1 
This is a ver- 
varieties are 
prove a faillir 
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niai Exhibitioi 
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The surroundings of very many factories are 
most objectionable. The whey tanks and hog 
yards are much too close to the factory, and are 
kept in a most filthy condition, and open to the 
air, with every breeze wafting them through the 
open windows where the night’s milk lies cooling. 
After this milk is made up into cheese it is carried 
up into a curing room which only deserves the 
name, and in which, on a hot summer’s day, the 
thermometer is standing at 90°, and on a cool 
frosty night it will run down to freezing point be
fore morning. Many of them have nothing be
tween the cheese and the sun’s rays but the 
shingles and sheeting, with a single board wall 
through which one has no trouble in seeing day
light.
treatment ? It is utterly impossible, 
wonder that June and July cheese are off flavored, 
and the only wonder is that they turn out as well 
as what they do.

The cheesemaker should have full control of the 
temperature of both making and curing rooms, 
but especially the curing room. In order to have 
this the room must be well plastered overhead and 
thoroughly ventilated from the ground floor up 
through the roof. The windows should be

Hints to Dairymen—No. 11.
Written for the Farmers’ Advocate, by J. Seabury.

Every factoryman and dairyman will now have 
his past season’s work wound up, and he now 
knows what have been his successes and failures 
during the past year. He can now take a calm 
and collected review #f the summer’s work, and 
see wherein he has succeeded and in what he has 
failed.
If not, what has been the cause of your non-suc
cess, and what would be the remedy ? It behoves 
every one to look back over their work, especially 
at this season of the year, and endeavor to profit 
by past experience. Experience is the great edu
cator of the dairyman as well as the business man. 
Every one should endeavor to profit by his own 
experience, and watching others who are successful 
and follow their example as well. If he does not 
do this he will not be very likely to make his mark 
in the race of human life, but will in all probability 
fall into the background.

In the Oct. number I remarked that a large 
number of the curing rooms throughout the country 
were sadly deficient. I will now endeavor to 
point out the evils and their remedy. The great 
majority of the buildings now in use for the manu
facture of cheese have been constructed on entirely 
wrong principles and without any regard being 
paid to the convenience or comfort of the maker 
either in the making or curing 
have been put up in the most haphazard manner, 
and as if they fully expected the business to be a 
total failure in the course of two or three jyears, 
and it therefore made but little difference how or 
where things were put together, 
has now become sufficiently well established to put 
all such ideas to flight and warrant the erection of 
permanent and substantial buildings. [_ But 
the past season I have met men who had the idea 
that it was the over-production of cheese that 
caused the extremely low'pricos. Such is not the 
case, and large as the make was, especially the 
first three or four months, and a large portion of 
it very inferior, it has all gone into consumption, 
and we shall in all probability see a very bare 
market by the time that the new cheese begins to 
move.

In many instances, too, it is the fault of the pat
rons as much as the owner of the factory that the 
building and apparatus are not up to the mark. 
He has not met with that hearty response and 
dial support from them that he should have had, 
and which arc really essential and necessary for 
the prosperity and support of a good factory. 
Many patrons seem to be jealous, and afraid the 
factoryman is going to make money out of them. 
Supposing he does make a little money, will they 
be anything the poorer for it? Not a whit. What 
will benefit him will be very likely to benefit them. 
And, besides, if he does make some money lie 
will be most likely to lay it out in enlarging and 
improving his present business. There should be 
n better feeling between the factoryman and the

same.

little experi-some

1 most probabb 
vantage. Seve 
big to hit 
Messrs. SVerJ

Have you been successful on the whole ?
Hard Times for Farmers.

J. B. H., in the English Agricultural Gazette, di
rects attention to “the panic among farmers.” The 
year, he says, will be “ memorable not only for its 
untoward seasons, but also for its panic among ten
ant farmers ; in many counties there seems a uni
versal scare. As the farmer in Canada is not only 
the cultivator of the soil, hut the proprietor of the 
farm he cultivates, his position is very different 
from that of the farmer in Britain; there is, how- 

much suitable to all in J. B. H. ’s retrospect 
of farming in past years, and still more so in the 
remedies he prescribes for the future. Throughout 
America, as well as in England, there have be.en 
complainings of an untoward season and a low 
price of grain. 1 arms here present large areas of 
cultivation, with small acreage returns, 
price of wheat has caused a deficiency in the profits 
of farming, as in Canada we have been accustomed 
to farm so as to render the question of profit a very 
doubtful one in a bad season such as this has been, 
even though we are owners of the farms, with no 
rent to pay; and the acreage labor is not a large 
item in the farm account.

How can cheese turn out well under such
It is no imported. ial 
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ever,

so con
structed as to be opened or closed at pleasure with
out throwing a draught on the cheese, 
best accomplished by putting Venetian blinds 
the outside of the windows. A room so constructed 
can be kept below 75° any time during the hottest 
summer weather.
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The low
A leading factoryman of On

tario informed me this summer that he had kept 
his curing room down to about 73° all through the 
hottest weather the past summer by the careful 
and proper opening and closing of his windows 
and ventilators, and by the use of ice ; a piece be
ing laid on the grates of each of the ventilators on 
the lower floor. Now if

!
Thingsrooms.

f.

The remedy proposed 
common sense that we give it 

in the writer’s words :—“A man who, off a break 
of 100 acres of wheat, has grown less than 300 qrs. 
of inferior grain, will very likely say yes. 
of £1 a qr. in price, or £300 a year, will probably 
be ruinous to him, and if compelled to grow this 
100 acres yearly of this most expensive crop, he y 
will be much pitied; but if, instead of following his 
old custom, he had recollected the comparative high 
price of spring corn and meat—if he were to leave 
part of his grass for another year, and sow a part 
of his wheat stubble wdth peas or beans, vetches or 
turnips, he would be able to keep more stock, he 
would save expense, he would improve his land, ■ 
and would probably find after a year or two that 
his reduced acreage would bear 
tive crop of wheat.

' is so consistent withman can do this every 
factory can do the same by having the proper ap
pliances and using them aright. There is not a 
point more important in the curing room than the 
control of the temperature, and 
stantly neglected by factorymen and cheesemakers. 
The demand for fine cheese is constantly increas
ing, and buyers are becoming, every 
particular about their purchases, so that it behoves 
every factoryman to be well up to the times, and 
wide awake to the wants and requirements of the 
trade.
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It is a standing complaint among cheesemakers 
that their patrons are not accustomed to cleanli
ness in the farm-yard and with their milk vessels, 
and that the milk comes to them in a condition 
unfit for the production of good cheese, 
maker should apply some of the rules which he has 
been trying to inculcate into others to himself and 
his own surroundings.

ona more rémunéra- 
A poor crop of wheat is the 

most expensive crop that can be grown, whereas 
barley and other spring crops can always be utilized 
in feeding at the present price of meat, and sent to 
market on four legs instead of in sacks, and by 
these means the low price of wheat may be tided 
over with advantage.”

Such a course as here recommended as a remedy 
for reverses, that we may expect occasionally in ' 
farming as in other businesses, has been proved by 
our own experience, and that of many good farm
ers, to guard against hard times. A similar course 
wo have ere now recommended as that we give un- 
der the authority of the Agricultural Gazette.

The
cor-

The ideal cheese factory 
is cool and balmy, with pleasant surroundings, and 
every pan and vat dazzling, and the floors, presses, 
&c., spotless and undefiled.

Agriculture.—lsi 
Gardiner, Buxton,

Chemistry.—1st - 
Gardiner, Cromptoi 
mith, Sangster, G re

Zoology.—1st ck 
Warren, Naismith. 
Buxton, Fitton, Cr<

Veterinary A no 
mith, Aird, Oarpen 
Ferguson, Graham,

Let him begin by 
setting his patrons a good example, and then what 
he says on the subject will carry very much greater 
weight with it.

At the closing meeting of the Utica Dairyman’s 
Board of Trade for the past season one of the 
speakers made the remark that “three elements 
are essential to success in conducting a cheese fac- 

patrons. They should stand by him and supportjrtory. These are, good milk, a good maker and a 
him heartily, giving him to understand that thdyj good salesman. A skilful maker cannot make 1 
are going to support and furnish him with first- 
class milk, and that they expect him in return to 
(turn them out a first class article of cheese, And

Agriculture.—Is1
Chemistry. 1st c 

Sykes, Shaw.
Entomology.—lsi

Meteorology.—1st cl 
S.vkes, Shaw, Whyt.

Veterinary Path 
Shaw. 2nd class ho

Messrs. Snell, of Edmonton, county of Peel, 
made a good sale of Berkshire pigs recently to 
Messrs. Gentry & Scott, of Sedalia, Missouri ; 
eighteen pigs realized them §1,800. Six of these 
were only six weeks old.

fancy article out of poor milk, and a bungling 
salesman cannot get a good price for fancy cheese.” 
These are pithy remarks and convey a great deal
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seed Wheat.■ Agricultural Hutcs. light of tourists-—always cool and bracing, they af
ford a most enjoyable change from the hot, enervat
ing atmosphere of crowded cities. This bay that 
stretches up so picturesquely among the hills of 
Prince Edward and Hastings counties to receive 
the waters of the Trent, is really a lovely sheet of 
water—I doubt if there is a finer anywhere on the 
continent.

1 Ihe question is frequently asked by 
pondents, Which is the best spring wheat to sow ? 
This is a very difficult question to answer, 
varieties are found to do well in one locality| ancl 
prove a failure in another. There is a greù anx
iety among farmers to procure some ue w variety 
of spring wheat that will surpass the present pro
ven varieties, as in many localities the present 
varieties have ceased to be remunerative. The 
seedsmen are trying to pro,-are any they can hear 
of m any part of the world dhat is likely to prove 
of benefit to the country. Our Government 
pleased to learn, have •secured 
all the varieties of

our corres-

Ontario.
Mr. R. R. Saul shipped a cargo of very fine sheep 

from Strathroy to New York, for the Christmas 
market.

as somfe

Quebec.At the Guelph Christmas Fair on the 13th inst., 
about 1,000 head of cattle changed hands. Prices 
ranged from $3.50 to $7.00. Shipment of Potatoes from Sherbrooke.— 

Twenty-two hundred and forty-nine bushels of po
tatoes had been shipped this season up to October 
12. Of this shipment, two thousand bushels were 
to the States. From the amount of the shipment 
in this one town, we can form some idea of the 
productions of the Eastern Townships.

A Glorious Country.—A Montreal correspon
dent of the St. John’s News, in a late issue, writ- 
‘ng°f the opening of the Quebec, Montreal, Ottawa

c *-Jc.cl“entM Railway, says:—“The country south 
of this is a glorious country—the garden of Quebec; 
and much as has been done for it, it has done still 
more for itself. But it is a strip of hardly more 
than a hundred miles in width, countiguous to a 
foreign country. This north country, through 
which the new railway is to pass, and which it will 
be the principal means of developing, has no inter
national boundaries. It is all our own, stretching 
back to the Arctic Circle. The broad St. Law- 
renoe is before it—an almost insurmountable ob. 
stacle to enemies in times of war. The new rail, 
way, when completed, will communicate directly 
with the heart of Ontario, so that the two old Pro, 
vinces will be one, as they never were before, 
lheir interests will be in common, and the im
mense back country, rescued from the Provincial 
wilderness, will bring Canada forward to the 
or the world in the impressive light of

\V hat Railroads Have Done for the Farmers 
of the Eastern Townships.—A farmer from 
riaton Comer writes:—Instead of getting $8 or $10 
for two-year-olds, $50 for a good yoke of oxen, 75 
cents for lambs and all other kinds of stock in the 
same proportion, we can get from $15 to $25 for 
two-year-olds, and $100, and in some cases $200 
for a yoke of oxen; and still people say it is hard 
times Potatoes, farmers used to get almost no- 
Uimg for, now bring 40 or 45 cents per bushel. 
The Canadian Meat and Produce Company,he says, 
have lessened the supply of beef, which had been 
greater than the demand, by taking so much to 
foreimi markets. This must consequently increase 

demand, as what the Meat Company takes is 
not consumed in our markets, but takes from such, 
and brings so much more money to be spent in our 
coun ry. From $1,000 to $10,000 have been paid 
for potatoes m this town in the last few months-
nntCtntam-I1<?7 40u° ,45 -,ent8 l>cr bushel. We could 
not get this if we had railroad.

The prospects for the cattle trade with England 
may be estimated from one small item : In the 
month of November 2,600 cattle were fed in the 
cattle-yards of Toronto for the English market.

Upwards of four thousand barrels of Canadian 
apples were sold in the Liverpool wholesale market 
in one day, the 29th November. Prices ranged 
from fourteen to sixteen shillings sterling per bar-

, we are
samples of nearly 

cereals exhibited at the Centen
nial Exhibition frop. foreign countries. A portion 
of these will be. tested at the Government farm; 
most probably aome may be found to be of ad- 
\ antage. Se verbal of our seedsmen are also attempt
ing to introduce more suitable varieties. 

Messrs. S‘*fj Brothers, of Toronto, have this year
imported. large quantity from Manitoba and Min
nesota.

The last shipment of salt for the season was 
made last week from Goderich. The International 
sent 510 tons to Chicago, and 1,241 barrels 
shipped to Canadian points by various dealers.

irmers.
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What the L., H. & B. Railway is Doing.— 
Arrangements are made by capitalists for building 
a large steam flouring and grist mill at Centralia, 
county of Huron, adjacent to the station. The 
power is to be sufficient to drive four run of stones, 
and to be in working order by next harvest.

The Agricultural Department estimates this 
year’s wheat harvest at 245,000,000 bushels. Barley 
falls six and oats twenty-three per cent, below last 
year’s yield.

The spring wheat raised in that part is
more ‘valuable for flouring than wheat raised in 

>d Ariu. The change may be of advantage, 
v H. Brown, of London, is importing a new va- 

J-iety from England, called the Mainstay wheat; 
*Jso the Odessa wheat. Perhaps some of the other 
seedsmen may be importing other varieties. By 
some the Mainstay is claimed to be both a spring 
.-and fall variety, and to be of a most hardy and vigor
ous nature. The wheat known as the Red Chaff 
is yielding very well in many localities, although 
the quality is not equal to most other kinds. 
The hardinsss and production have caused a demand 
in some localities for it. 
discarded.

Mr.

Pork Purchases.—Mr. Lees has bought of Mr. 
Dunn, Guelph townsdip, nine pigs, nine months 
old, weighing 2,396 lbs., at $7 per 100 lbs. This is 
a very unusual weight for pigs of such age, as they 
averaged 267 lbs., 225 lbs. being considered a very 
large weight. Mr. Lees, also purchased seven, of 
eleven months old, from another party, their weight 
averaging 305 lbs.

Shipment of Peas. —During the last week Mr. 
J. M. Warner, of Guelph, has shipped for Liver
pool thirty-five carloads of peas. The shipment 
was made by Messrs. James Sharpe, Thos. Hath- 
erJy, jr-> James Snider and Joseph Lynch, who 
must certainly have lost no time at their work. 
Mr. Warner says he will challenge any other ware
house in Canada to do it as quickly, where they 
are bagged and teamed. J

Fifty-seven thousand pounds of poultry, intended 
for the Boston market, was shipped from Brock- 
ville recently. It was purchased by local dealers 
of Smith’s Falls and Perth at the recent poultry 
fair held at those places. J
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some call it, rice wheat, is 
generally condemned because of its fatty nature. 
The Rio Grande, the long, open-headed, bearded 
wheat, is known under different 
not a general favorite. The Red Fern, or, as some 

•call it, the Golden Glohe, appears to be in much 
■demand m localities where it has been introduced. 
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well near Collingwood, but reports sent to 
some other parts are not so favorable. Some will
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A Large Prize Taker.—Mr. Walter West’s 
fat cow, which was sold to Mr. Geo. Hood and hv 
him to Mr. Britton, of Toronto, for $176, ’appears 
to have been a very successful animal in the show 
ring. She took, as a three-year-old fat heifer 
first prize at the Guelph Easter cattle fair last ’ 
the next, this fall at the Hamilton Provincial Ex 
lubition ; again she was a prize taker as a three 
year-ohl heifer at the Western show at London • 
still another first prize at the Guelph Central Show 
tins year ; and at the Christmas Fat Cattle 
held on Wednesday took the first

Prince Edward Island.
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Ontario School of Agriculture. it fa™?1®'"0" readers, particularly thoseof them who are farmers, have no doubt 
jvlr' An.gus Gregor’s advertisement of a 

combined Fanning Mill and Separator. Mr 
Gregor with commendable enterprise, purchased 
the patent right of the machine for this province 
As it is one from which the farmers of this Island
ThVRmncrreai lCnefit’ihe ou«htt<> be encouraged 
hern • AdnSeparat0r has’ we are infomed,
S wlne< by 8?me of the best and most in-

thev^ïî4 farm.f8 and millera in the country, and 
they all consider that it does its work well The
importance of keeping up the character "of our 
grain in foreign markets, and if having seed grain

EF? jatnfsrsy.'sasrafci: '
man TV.'8 7 energeti‘-; and enterprising business 
" a7 r n‘ti fi.rm of winch he is the managing 
R 1D operation in New Glasgow two
steam factories, provided with the best wood and 
iron working machinery. To such men as Mr. 
ffiduRtrJJ?R°rT ,m,the different departments of 
«n, h my’ •ibC l8lau,d owt;s ltH Prosperity, and upon 
such men it must depend to keep it in the van of 
industrial progress.

The Fall Term of the winter session of this
growing institution closed on the usual written ex
aminations Monday last. The subjects or 
lectures were held on Wednesday and Thursday, 

i he following are the Honour 
Lists-the names succeeding each other in order of 
merit :—-
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A New Implement—The Spectator says —We 
understand that Mr. John Richardson, of Ancaster 
township, has invented and is manufacturing a 
most ingenious combination in the shape of a com
bined gang plow and cultivator, which promises to 
revolutionize that branch of farm labor 
principle upon which it is worked is at once very 
ingenious and very simple. The gang plow can be 
removed and the cultivator attached or vice versa 
at any moment, ami the modus operandi is such that 
a seat is provided for the driver, who may be a 
hoy and who is given perfect control over the cul
tivator without leaving his seat. On the 22nd alt. 
an exhibition trial of the combination was witnessed 
on the farm of Mr. James Gibson by many of the 
most prominent farmers and most skilful plowmen

first year.

mith, gangster, Graham, Ferguson, Buxton, Warren. ’tided as a remedy 
t occasionally in '
3 been proved by 
many good farm- 
A similar course 
that we give un- •*- 
ral Gazette.

The
Zoology.- 1st class honours, Spencer, Carpenter AM 

Warren, Naismith. 2nd class honours, Fergusonii,V,,„ ’ Buxton, Fitton, Crompton, Farlinger, Lo<-an * ’ 1Iarnes-
Veterinary Anatomy.-Honours, Fitton,' Spencer Nais

SECOND YEAR.

Agriculture.—1st class honours, Lindsay, Shaw. 

S.rtes,"shaw'. l8‘ UlaSS honol,rs’ L'ndsa>-- 2nd class honours, 

Entomology. 1st class honours, Lindsay, Sykes, Shaw.
Sykes,rS^VhVma9S h°n0UrS’ LhldSa-V-

county of Peel, 
pigs recently to 
dalia, Missouri ; 

Six of these I tJ'7' BM ,°f QfiNTR.-From the land adjoining2nd class honours,).
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wool-growing interests than the figures we cite 
above, which are indisputable. The American 
manufacturers are commanding their own home 
market.

greater evil. When a square-toed shoe fails in pre
venting clicking, it will sometimes happen that a 
shoe pointed at thé Toe will succeed ; which, 
doubt, arises from the circumstance that the shoe, 
having so small. a surface to come in contact with, 
fails to strike the fore shoe and goes within, or by 
the side of it. —Live Stock Journal.

no

Sore Shoulders in Horses.
Some horses have very tender skins, which are 

excoriated by the slightest friction ; these animals, 
if not carefully watched, will suffer from sore 
shoulders, saddle-galls, and in fact will display 
raw places in various parts of the body which come 
in contact with the harness. The carter does not 
see the necessity for keeping the animal in the 
stable because he has, in horseman’s parlance, 
“lost leather” to a slight extent. He knows that 
he would not be allowed to skulk himself under 
such circumstances, and, therefore, the horse is 
put to work, the abraded part being protected by 
a pad of some sort ; an old handkerchief or rubber 
folded is often made to do duty for more appro
priate material. During the movement of the 
animal the wound is most probably made more ex
tensive, a little bleeding occurs, and a very un
pleasant appearance is consequently presented to 
the looker-on—an ugly wound in the shoulder or 
elsewhere, and a rough bandage round the collar 
or other part of the harness, and smeared with 
blood.

Convention of the International Asso
ciation of Short-Horn Breeders.

This Association held its fifth Annual Meeting at 
St. Louis, December 6th, with a fair attendance of 
members. We give the most generally interesting 
parts of the address to the meeting by the Presi
dent, J. II. Piclireli, Esq., of Illinois.

THE PH ESI DENT’S 'ADDRESS.

Since our last meeting many things have contri
buted to depress and discourage breeding. Vet, 
notwithstanding these drawbacks, we may congra
tulate ourselves on the fact that Short-horns liave 
maintained nearer the high prices established in 
flourishing times, perhaps, than any other branch 
of trade or industry. While we may know that 
we have lost in some of our speculations, and that 

of the evils (as prophesied one year ago) of 
reflecting on certain old and long established pedi
grees have been the cause of not only speculators, 
but of some of those who have made Short-horn 
breeding an all-life business, losing money, we have 
the satisfaction of knowing, however, that it is a 
rare thing for a man to oiler his own breeding that 
he does not get a fair remuneration for his stock. 
As long as that is the case, we can well afford to en
courage the breeding of good cattle.

" * “If we would but reflect a moment
we would know that our business could not always 
flourish with the present state of speculation and 
public sales, and one can easily ligure out that 
things must change before very long, because 
or later somebody is going to lose money.

The sooner the taint,

some

In such a case it is not difficult to prove 
that the horse was cruelly treated, and both the 
driver and owner are censured or fined, and per
haps they deserve it only as a punishment for their 
want of care and inattention to the feelings of a 
sensitive public. With proper management, well- 
fitting collars and harness, and the use occasionally 
of a little astringent lotion, the abrasions which 
are so common and so unsightly in working horses 
need never reach a condition to attract attention 
or interfere with the animal’s comfort or his work. 
A properly fitted collar and harness are, of course, 
absolutely essential ; but it will happen now and 
then, in spite of care, that abrasions occur. At 
first the injury is very slight ; the shoulders or 
withers arc “wrung a little,” and nothing is thought 
of the matter until the injury is repeated, and the 
results become more apparent. Correspondents 
frequently inquire what remedies are most effective, 
not only in the treatment of sore . shoulders and 
similar injuries, but also for their prevention. 
Some horses are particularly prone to suffer excori
ation on the slightest provocation, and no care in 
arranging the harness will suffice at times to pre
vent the occurrence. In such cases the daily use 
of a hardening fluid to the most exposed parts of 
the skin will be beneficial, and for the purpose 
nothing is better than Sir William Burnett's dis
infecting fluid (chloride of zinc) diluted with fifty 
parts of water. A soft brush or piece of sponge 
tied on a stick will be a convenient instrument 
with which to apply the lotion.

Very slight abrasions of the shoulder or other 
parts may be treated successfully with the same 
lotion ; but if the injury has been severe, and the 
part is swollen and tender, fomentations of warm 
water muât be employed in the first instance, and 
when the tumefaction has subsided the astringent 
lotion should be used.

sooner

even, of the you-tickle-me- 
and-I-tickle-you policy ends, the better for the 
general business. When breeders sell because they 
have a surplus, and buyers purchase only when they 
“«od them we may be certain, though we should 
have to take less for our offerings at first, that our 
business is on a more sure foundation, and those 
buying can be assured that the judicious invest
ments they make will well repay them, because, 
when such is the case, we may depend that the 

specie basis of Short-horn breeding will have 
been reached.

If we can devise means for advancing the breed- 
ing interists, we benefit not only ourselves, but the 
whole beef-producing class, and, at the same time, 
furnish a better quality of meat for the 
One thing that is being demonstrated in our favor is 
the success that has attended the shipping of live 
cattle to foreign markets. Nothing but the best 
quality will bear shipping, thereby creating 
demand for the better quality of beef.

In accordance with your request, I--addressed 
letters calling the attention of the ( 'ominittee on 
Postal Affairs in the Senate and House of Repre
sentatives, relative to the reduction of postage 
catalogues. \\ liether they had any influence or 
not, we have the satisfaction of knowing that the 
desired object was attained.

1 he Directors also authorized me to communicate 
with the authorities at Washington and of the Do

nt Canada, requesting them to establish 
qu.u antilie regulations to prevent the introduction 
of contageous diseases of cattle into America.

The Canadian authorities have established

consumer.

a new

on
In all cases some means must be devised to pre

vent pressure ou the abraded part until healing is 
perfectly completed. If this cannot be done the 
horse must be rested, or put to work which does not 
necessitate the use of harness in contact with the 
seat of injury during the cure.—Agricultural 
Guvtlr.

minimi

Over-reaching.
Many horses have the very unpleasant habit of 

striking the toes of the hind shoes against those 
the fore-feet. Most horsemen will agree that it is 
a fault attaching to some of the best as well as the 
worst of horses. It more frequently occurs with 
young horses, and they often clink on the turf or 
soft ground, and not on the road. It arises from 
the too great activity or length of stride of the 
hind legs : the forc-teet are unable to get out of the 
way in time ; therefore, anything which detains 
them, such as soft or heavy soil, must assist-the
habit. The principal point to be remedied is the It is a well ascertained fact that cattle from the 
intolerable noise, from which the evil derives the United States do not bear the hardships of the voy- 
name “clicking;” and this is often effected by age to Lngland as well as those of ( 'anada. Mr. <1. 
making the hmd shoes square at the too, and leav- V. I'rankland writes that lie bought a lot of 90 bill
ing the toe of the crust somewhat projecting over locks at Chicago which weie shipped at (juchée for 
the shoe, by which plan the crust receives the blow j Kngland. They were scarcely at sea when their 
instead of the shoe, and does not make any noise. | strength gave way, and ten of them died and had 
It sometimes happens that, from the repetition of to be thrown over-board, 
these blows, the crust is worn so thin at the ti

a sys
tem of quarantine that will undoubtedly prevent 
the importation of diseased animals through their 
ports. 1 am sorry to say that the < iovernment of 
the l liited States has taken but inadequate means 
to prevent such an introduction through their ports. 
1 am glad to be able to report, hoxvcx er, that much 
of the danger apprehended 
Yet"

on

< ne year ago is passed, 
but feel that under the present regula

tion we are constantly subjected to contageous dis
eases of foreign countries. ”

we can

I luring the summer sea
led! si-nularly lost on 

■a and Kngland. Some 
s ire the

ieas son as many as !)/ cattle have 1
to produce or threaten lameness, in which ease the the voyage between Amerii 
plan of shoeing mentioned must be desisted from, 
and we must put up with the noise to avoid the voyattc better thrill cattle from over the border.

were ( '.Tiiiulinn
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Wool and Woolen Goods in New 
York.

From the statistics of the importation of woolen 
goods at New York we see that there has been a 
decrease in importation in the years of 1874 and 
1875 of over nineteen million dollars worth. We 
make no comment, but direct the especial atten
tion of our readers to the fact that there is a large 

s-, i and annually increasing increase of manufactures 
in the United States. The Michigan. Farmer di
rects attention to this subject in a leading article, 
which we abridge, as follows :—

The statistics of the importation of foreign dry 
goods at New York, when examined, indicate a 
change as going on, which, in our opinion, has a 
bearing of much interest to manufacturers. It 
also has a very considerable interest for the wool 
dealers and wool growers of the United States. 
A" comparison of the amount of woolen goods im
ported in the ten months of 1876, which have just 
expired, with the importations of woolen goods 
for the corresponding periods of 1875 and 1874, 
show a decrease almost equal to 33 per cent, in 
their value. The fact stands prominently out that 
the value of the woolen goods imported during 
the ten months extending from January 1st to Oc
tober 31st, 1870, was as follows 
Manufacture of wool entered for con

sumption .............. ...............................
Manufacture of wool entered for ware

housing .................................................

1
I
r

!

;

:

-;x

$12,003,09!)

7,627,840:

Total importations 
The importations for 1875 and 1874 for the cor

responding periods of those two years was as fol
lows :—

$19,631,848

1875 1874
Entered for consumption. .$18,027,822 $18,742,114 
Entered for warehouse.... 10,482,401 12,484,600

Totals $28,510,313 $31,246,723 
Deduct.importation of 1874 19,631,848 10,631,848

$ 8,878,465 $11,614,875
Here a decrease from the imports of 1875 of $8,- 

878,465, and from those of 1871 of $11,614,875 of 
woolen manufactures alone.

The questh of these figures is, how the con
sumption of woolen goods decreased to that ex
tent in the United States? Has not the population 
increased so as to demand in reality a greater con
sumption of woolen goods during 1876, than in 
either of the two years preceding? Has not this 
great diminution in the consumption of foreign 
goods been made up by the increased production 
at home ? Is not this saving of nearly nine mil
lion of dollars in our export trade on this one item 
of woolen manufactures, the result of that tariff 
policy which has been so much abused by the doc
trinaires of the free trade policy ? It is evident to 
us that the great surplus of manufactures has taken 
the place of the foreign, goods. The quality and 
variety of the goods manufactured have met the 
wants of the community for consumption, and 
dently have at last competed on their merits for a 
share of the home trade. The very condition of 
the wool trade at present indicates that the manu
facturing interests, at the present time, 
couragcd by this very aspect of the trade for the 
past year. They, realize that at last, they have 
gained a market at home for their products, and 
one of- the very best in all the world of civilization 
and commerce. The result is seen in the advance 
in the price of wools, and the absorption, up to 
the present time, of a much larger proportion of 
the wool clip of the present year, large as it is. 
It is seen in the resumption of business by mills 
that have been lying idle, and now understand 
that the market of the country is not clogged with
the produce of foreign looms and foreign labor. It
is seen in the fact that, large as has been the in
crease of the wool-growing, Hiere is none too much 
for the wants of the consumers. It will be still 
further seen in the development of the wool-grow
ing interest, and in its attempts to supply the vari
ous grades that, may be needed. Besides our honte 
clip, the manufacturers of the United States 
using some fifty millions of pounds of foreign wool 
yearly- a fair proportion, which is likely to be in
creased as the necessities of the manufacturers d 
maud it, that they may supply the growing wants 
of the country. There is no more hopeful sign of 
the prosperity of the woolen manufactures and the
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Cheese Product of 1876.
According to Prof. Arnold, secretary of the Ame

rican Dairymen's Association, the cheese product of 
the United States for 1876 is 25 per cent, short, 
caused by the drouth. The quality of the cheese, 
down to the middle of August, was faulty. Cheese 
made later than the middle of August is of decidedly 
better quality than that made earlier in the season, 
at least the samples are finer and better flavored.

How to Cure Bacon, Ham, and Pork,
In reply to a subscriber asking for directions for 

saving meat, we give from the Tnlepraph the follow
ing instructions how to cure bacon, ham, and 
pork :—

As the wintry months approach, the hog gains 
greatly in the estimation of his friends, and many 
persons who would not taste of his flesh in the 
summer months are pleased to see various dishes 
composed of it upon their tables. But bacon holds 
its own at all seasons of the year, and ham is al
ways appreciated when properly cured and cooked.

Opinions differ as to the derivation of the term 
“bacon.” Some xyise heads think it to be 
ruption of the Scotch baken (dried); while others 
believe it to come from beechen, as the finest 
flitches are furnished by animals fed upon beech
nuts.

There are also various ways of curing bacon. 
The Yorkshire (England) method is to burn off the 
bristles, rather than to scald them, then brush the 
carcase and wash it in cold water, and let it hang 
where it will not freeze for twenty four hours. 
One (juarter of a pound of saltpetre and twenty- 
five pounds of common salt are then rubbed 
thoroughly into the pieces of the animal, which 
should be placed in a large tub and covered up 
closely in a cool place for a fortnight. Then turn 
over each piece and rub in a little more salt. Let 

another fortnight, and the 
bacon is ready to be moked. The best way to 
smoke it is with corn on the cobs, burned upon 
charcoal, keeping up a slow, dense smoke, and 
not a fire. Then put it in a cloth and wash it 
over with whitewash, to preserve it from mould or 
fly-blows, and place where there is no moisture, 
and it will keep for years.

The Westphalian hams and bacon are cured by 
the following recipe :—

To six pounds of rock salt add three ounces oi 
saltpetre and two pounds of Coffee C. sugar. Put 
it into three gallons of water and boil until dis
solved, skimming it well while it boils, and when 
cold pour it over the meat, keeping every part of 
it under the brine.

a em 

it remain in

Bacon can be pickled ready to smoke in about 
ten days ; but ham should remain in for four or 
five weeks. This pickle can be used again and 
again, if it is boiled up, skimmed, and a small por
tion of its ingredients added each time.

Before putting the meat into the brine it should 
be carefully washed and wiped clean from blood, 
as that spoils the pickle. Pickling tubs should bo 
larger at the bottom than at the top, so that the 
pork can remain undisturbed in its layers until 
needed for use ; and the bottom of the tuh should 
he covered with coarse salt, and then a layer of 
meat placed upon it, and so on until the tub is 
filled.

At the Annual Convention of the International 
Association of Shorthorn Breeders, held at St. 
Louis, Due. 6, the following officers for the ensuing 
year were e’ectcd :—President, lion. I). Christie, 
of Canada; Vice-Presidents, B. B. Groom, of Ken
tucky. and J. II. Kissinger, of Illinois; Secretary, 
C. F. Lockridge, of Indiana. In the Board of 
Directors are Stephen White, Charing Cross, Ont., 
and Hon. M. II. Cochrane, Compton, Quebec.

Dr. E. W. Sylvester, of Mayne Co., N. Y., ii 
reported to have made an experiment with a French 
method of butter-making, as follows: He put the 
cream in a canvass bag, and enclosed that in another 
bag, so as to prevent the cream from escaping and 
foreign matter from entering; lie then put the bag 
in the ground two feet deep, when the earth was 
dry, covered it over and allowed it to stay there 
twelve hours. At the expiration of that time he 
found flic inner bag full of butter, which, after re
ceiving the ordinary attentions in the dairy, was 
pronounced by competent judges a superior article.

Mr. F. Ii. Starr, of Litchfield, Conn., exhibited a 
Jersey cow two and a half years old, that during, 
the tw«3x,iiionths of July and August gave 
pounds of milk.

Stock Notes From Late Paris Letter. fleece heavy. I do not say that it is better to have 
lambs come early or late ; but wdiether early or 
late, they are saleable. All ewes that, with good 
care, will not raise a lamb and shear four pounds of 
washed wool, should be sold. I have them in my 
flock that shear nine pounds and raise a pair of 
twins, and it takes no more to keep one such than 
a sheep that shears but three pounds. 1 think that 
no one will hear the man who keeps his flock in 
this way, complaining because his sheep are all ‘run 
out,’and 1 do not pay him,’ and the like. Ticks 
must be kept out of the flock ; they arc the worst 
enemies of the sheep. If they are not killed they 
will destroy the sheep. Fqr killing them I have 
tried nothing better than tobacco juice.”

The Department of the Nievre is celebrated for 
the rearing and fattening of cattle, and agriculture 
there, once so backward, is now the most flourish
ing in the realm. The farmers have become 
wealthy by abandoning expensive systems of cul
ture, and confining their attention to live stock. 
The enlightened agriculturists of France recognize 
two truths : That they cannot compete with Am
erica and other countries in the profitable raising 
of wheat, nor witli Australia in the growth oi 
wool. It is on the production of meat then that 
attention is fixed, and for which the demand is 
unlimited, and the competition nil. Wool is re
garded but as an accessory. The question of im
proved breeds of cattle, and the precocious produc
tion of meat, are two subjects that occupy very 
seriously the attention of continental agriculturists. 
Belgium seems to have taken a strange step to ad
vance these ends. The provincial council of Hai- 
nant has decided that henceforth no pure Durham 
blood shall be imported for ameliorating local races; 
the latter must be amended by a careful selection 
of the best local types. Thus reliable purity of 
descent and aptitude for the butcher are secondary 
considerations. The discussion continues to be 
interesting between I’rofessor Sanson and his op
ponents on the question of precocity. According 
to the professor it is the maturity of the bones 
that limits and stops the development of the flesh, 
etc. ; while the contrary view is, that it is the com
plete development of the soft parts arrests the 
growth of the skeleton. Food acts in two 
nitrogen tends to the production of flesh, phos
phoric acid to that of the bones. M. Sanson lays 
down that the acid pushes to maturity by harden
ing the extremities of the bones, and thus check
ing the growth of the tissue. Not a few maintain 
that the solidification of the bone is the natural 
consequence of the animal's fleshy structure hav
ing been completed, and requiring no more phos
phoric acid to form new tissue, the acid concen
trates itself in the tissue of the bones—the latter 
contains thirty per cent, of organic matter. , The 
phosphoric acid accumulates in the extremities of 
the bones, as it collects in the seeds of plants, and 
the laws in both cases would appear to be similar 

to grow at first, and when growth is over, to 
ripen. Maturity is thus the consequence and 
crowning of growth.

New Food for Horses.
A new kind of mash for horses is now coming 

into use. It is thus described ;—
It is composed of two quarts of oats, one of bran 

and half a pint of flax seed. The oats are first 
placed in the stable bucket, over which is placed 
the linseed; add boiling water, then the bran, cov
ering the mixture with an old rug and allowing it 
thus to rest for five hours; then stir the mass well 

The bran absorbs while retaining the vapor, 
and the linseed binds the oats and bran together; 
a greater quantity of flax seed would make the 
preparation too oily and less relished. One feed 
per day is sufficient; it is easily digested, and is 
especially adapted to young animals, adding to 
their volume rather than their height, giving sub
stance to the frame. Prof. Sanson reminds us not 
to overlook food in connection with the ameliora
tion of stock.

up.

maimers :

He considers oats, so generally 
given to sheep, as objectionable, and approaching 
the unprofitable; rams generally receive one pound 
of oats daily; ewes half the quantity. Oats, form
ing an exciting food, arc especially suited to rams 
during the season they are to serve, but for hasten
ing the development of young sheep, they only 
build up the bones, and not the flesh.

4>iiv Cow a Mine of Wealth.
The history of the Shorthorn eowr, Duchess 66th, 

which was sold in 1858, at Earl Ducie’s sale, in 
England, to Col. Morris, of Fordham, for 700 
guineas, or $3,675, is remarkable as showing the 
actual value of one good breeding animal, 
this cow, which was calved in November, 1850, 
there may he traced in direct descent a number of 
animals .which have sold for about $500,000. 
it be admitted that as much of this value as may be 
is depending on fancy or rich breeders, and is not 
the intrinsic value of the beef and milk produced; 
yet no one can help admitting that 
value estimated in these alone, lias accrued to the 
world from this cow ; and in proportion to this 
value may be estimated the profit to a breeder from 
any superior animal he may produce, 
breeding animals is brought into existence which 

. spreads out fan like, and diverges year by year 
wider and wider, until we can no longer reach the 
bounds of the beneficial influence.

From

Butter in France.
If our dairymen need a spur, an eye-opener, "a* 

lesson which speaks volumes in three words, here 
is one at the head of this article. Butter is actually 
brought from France and sold by the New York 
dealers. And this is thus because there is an actual 

■city in the market of good butter, put up in 
attractive shape for small consumers. When we 
know that one dairyman gets $1.15 a pound for his 
products, another $1, and another 75 cents the year 
round, at his dairy door, it is easily seen that it will 
pay to bring butter across the ocean from France, 
if it is only good and shapely enough to suit the 
fastidious puuchasers who w ill have something nice, 
whatever it may cost. All this butter is made from 
choice cows, choicely fed on clean sweet food, the 
milking being done in the cleanest manner, 
milk is handled as carefully as though it 
tar, the cream is churned with clock and thermome
ter, the butter is worked with skill, and is made up 
in shapely cakes, which do not require to be cut 
"hen brought to the table. Comjiare, then this 
cake—hard, golden yellow, sweet, fragrant and 
tempting to all the senses- with an unsightly 
chunk, w hich is cut out of a greasy keg, and smells 
of old age and rancidity, and is made from ill-kept 
cream from cows filthily lodged and carelessly 
milked, and is churned anyhow, and the difference 
is amply accounted for. —À'. Y. Tribune.

Let

an immense

seal an

A line of

It is in this
that lies the value of any good animal, and it is an 
unfair disparagement to ^online its value to the 
weight of meat upon its carcass, or its produce in 
milk and butter. the breeder who produces a 
superior animal sets in motion an impulse which 
must in time spread and increase enormously, and 
far beyond computation.—A merirnri Agriculturist.
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One Million Milvli <’ows.
In the dairy show opened recently at the Agri

cultural Hall, a novel and interesting addition is 
made to the agricultural exhibitions periodically 
claiming metropolitan attention. The dairy farm
ers constitute an important section of the 
inunity, the returns of last year showing that in 
England alone there were 1,600,000 milch cows, of 
which number it was calculated 1,200,000 
the hands of 50,000 
milk produced by these cows, putting the price at 
-sixpence per imperial gallon, and estimating that 
each cow yields 400 gallons a year, would amount 
to twelve millions sterling. With the facilities 
afforded by the railways and the operation of the 
adulteration act, the milk trade is rapidly increas
ing, so that there is as much excuse for an annual 
evlnhit i

Cllill-

vverc ill 
The value of theFat Sheen for Heavy Fleeee. persons.

A \v i iter in tli c Co///// l'if (j('nf h' liidfi says ;_4 4 There
is much said about ewes being too fat to breed well. 
In my experience of twenty years I have 
any thing that led me to thin k so, providing th 
flesh was put on with good pasture during th ° 
mer, and a few roots With hay during the winter. 
The fatter sheep become under such circumstances 
the more valuable I consider them. There is 
time in the year when it pays butter to f< 
allowance of grain daily than in the autumn after 
the food gets frozen, and it is not lieeessarv to hriim 
the tloek to the 1

never seen

e sum

»n of dairy produce as of horses, poultry, 
does, y its, har-maids, donk 
dairy show leads to lin-

lin or baliies. If theys
I a small vending of pure milk and 

tof ij annihilation of “Simpson, 44 calves brains, ’ 
the cow with the imn tail, and other adulter

ants. mitd recently said to forni component cle- 
nientv oi “ London ndlk. the liritish hairy Farm
er - Association will no

It is all old saying thaf 
sheep well Novcinhered arc half wintered." Keep 

the ewes tat and the lambs will be fat. and the

nu.

have lived in vain.
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netimus happen that a 
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instance that the shoe, 
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no
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iorn Breeders.
ifth Annual Meeting at 
itli a fair attendance of 
it generally interesting 
meeting by the Presi- 
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results of such a course are strongly condemned by
T, ,, , . . , , , some, although finding favor with others.From a paper on hash ion in Breeding read before p, ,■'1 t .| u tn t]lpth. Central Farmer.' Club (England), L make the relXe“„SofSXckôfX^p^dày'ih» 

o owing extracts . great prices are realised, and the comparison they
The general cattle breeders of the Kingdom bear to those bred 30 or 40 years ago. It has 

will agree in assigning the first position to the been affirmed they have not improved, but if this 
shorthorn, both numerically and from the prices be so, we must ask ourselves, How is this to be ae- 
they command in our show-yards and sale-rings. counted for? Certainly there is a great increase in 

There are three separate and entirely distinct the value of animals of all kinds during that period, 
systems of breeding pursued—the one is “Line it is also conclusively proved that certain strains 
Breeding,” which is most in favor. The practice of blood have moved upwards in value far beyond 
of the continuation of the use of sires, of the same any other, whilst the general increase in the value 
line of descent, preserving an affinity, which is not °f live stock may be considered to have ranged 
considered likely to prove prejudicial to the health from 30 to 40 per cent.
of the offspring—when a herd has rendered itself Recently we see whole herds realizing fabulous 
famous, by the development of a perfection not prices, instance the sale of the late Mr Torr, in the 
ganerally found, there is the desire and the pro- autumn of last year ; many others can be quoted, 
bable fulfilment of that continued excellence which showing results confirming my statement, 
is peculiarly its own. The other is “Cross Breed- There are cases occurring every year of certain 
ing,” or the introduction of a male of one line to a strains of blood commanding prices not known 
female of a separate strain, and this I think causes until recently ; though instances can be quoted of 
more controversy with shorthorn men than any animals bred 'with the nearest possible affinity, 
other ; some maintaining that it is essential for the having realized extravagant rates. This question 
preservation of the health of a herd, that there admits of great latitude, and the subject suggests 
must be an occasional introduction of new blood, amount of argument which does not appear on the

Fashion in Breeding. The breeders of Devons of the present day are 
disposed to favor more scale than formerly. The 
same animal that now takes prizes was not the 
favourite in the show-yard some years ago; the 
small animal has made way for a lager one. 1 am 
disposed to think that change is due to the light
ness of flesh the smaller animal carried, and in 
some measure to the fact that few could be found 
possessing the constitution it is so essential to pre
serve.

The Hereford is a breed that lias always found 
favour at the hands of both grazier, butcher, and 
consumer.

The late Lord Berwick, Mr. Green, of Marlow, 
Mr Shirley, and others have herds possessing hardi
hood of constitution, with hair and heavy flesh, 
without that inclination to produce superfluous fat 
with absence of flesh, which is occasionally seen in 
our show-yards in the present day.

I must not forget to mention the beautiful and 
symmetrical polled Angus, and his heavy flesh ; 
and his companion from the extreme North, with 
his long and shaggy coat which defies the cold blast 
of that exposed district ; both of which afford 
some of the best beef the epicure can desire, and 
which finds admires wherever they are introduced.
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iBALMORAL FARM, LOBO, TIIE PROPERTY OF MR. ALEXANDER m’aRTHVR. I
others as‘d'ctcrnuuedfy pursue0™1 Wf’plst sltr^ace- Similarity may be arrived at to a greater

jSLSÿs&KSîSsS' ïï SSSsrtrs Bra? 3
SsnFrSwr»ras sasx&z
° 10 'with , rdhrirV111 teStL-y" } laV° °ftuu, kll0'vu commanding such extreme prices to continue to 
two nr ,-! t k Pul*chase a good sire for breed from the weakly and delicate misfits which
tv o or tin ee successive crosses, and, by that means, occasionally appear. The continuation of the use 
have materially increased the value of their stock, of such animals is prejudicial not only to the
and thV1LuîtUShasabiU.llmal kre3y thcmselves, owner, but to the purchaser of stock with that 
and the Jesuit has been most disappointing; the predisposition, the only recommendation to which 
germ of perfection was not sufficiently marked and is the somewhat fictitious price which they bring 
distinctive to warrant the practice, and thereby Many breeders of Sound amViZffira^ views 
they have reproduced some ol the weaknesses that ' object to the introduction of à v d st net I „

sr5zr‘i,,zi:fl^i,:'2rrtmT -n,° 4*j- «*fcrxotmr course is that ot ln-and-m Breeding —a animal possessing a strain of character and line of 
fashion much followed by certain classes ot breed- descent predominant in the herd where such intro-

There is little doubt that some extraordinary atf'C'ls'tvilf'uW?1‘3 mT 
results have been attained, and many animals so animals but the next ■} ’ good butchei a
bred have commanded most fabulous prices. The appointment. 4 S ls generally a dis-

“ Balmoral” Farm, Loiio, the Fro pert v 
ol Hr. Alexander Me Arthur.

This farm is claimed by some to be the best farm 
in Lobo township, which is generally admitted to 
be unsurpassed in the county of Middlesex, 
farmers of Middlesex, like the farmers of 
other counties, consider their locality the best in 
Canada ; at any rate, the soil is of an excellent 
quality, being a rich clay loam, 
has been a successful farmer, and feeling bound to 
excel, has lately devoted his time and means in 
establishing himself as a stock breeder, 
has a lot of very fine berk shires ; lie procured bis 
stock from Mr. T. S. Cooper, the gentleman who 
made the finest display in that class at the Centen
nial Exhibition ; in fact, we do not doubt but his 
stock is tiie best t > be found in th - world.

Mr. Chapman, the artist who drew the picture, 
has made some slight alterations in it to meet his
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fancy ; of course all the pigs could not be" made to 
stand quiet. Artists are always allowed a little 
liberty.

The piggery is constructed on the improved prin
ciple, and is worth a visit from those contemplating 
building one, and live within easy distance of his 
locality.
which appears in theTopposite page, to show the 
plan and some of the fixtures, that will no doubt 
be of use to others who are about to build."

The three pigs seen in the foreground arc Somho
Mr.

Me Arthur gained the Triple, 1 foublo and Sweepstake 
prizes at the last Provincial Exhibition in Hamilton. 
The value of this class of swine is such that a special 
herd hook is now kept for them.
McArthur success in his attempt to add greater 
honors to the reputation already gained by < 'anada.

Thursday, a. «.—“The Refuse of the Dairy-its ment» of the grain are rejected in the bran because 
Use and Abuse, by J. S. Van Duser, of Husband- of the ignorant opinions of other generations Ac- 
man, Elmira, N. Y. “The Cheese Interest of Ca- cording to tliis'high authority wheat bran consti- 
nada—Present, Past and Future,” by Adam Brown, tutes a decidedly important article of food whether 
Hamilton, Ont. I for man or beast.r ’

Thursday, p. m.—Reports of Committees and 
miscellaneous business. Canadian Sheen in England.

We have already from our Canadian standpoint 
taken a view of our exporting of sheep to Europe. 
How it is viewed from tlie English standpoint we 
learn from an article on the subject in the London 
Olobe. Thej capabilities of the Dominion for sup
plying the deficiencies in British produce, both 
cereals and meat is becoming fully ajipreeiated in 
Europe. The shipment of our produce promises to 
be beneficial to English consumers as well as to 
British American producers.

Here, then, we have the commencement of what 
may prove an almost inestimable boon to the Eng
lish people of small means. The capabilities of the 
Dominion for raising sheep are practically unlimi
ted. During the last few years the annual expor

tation of sheep from Canada to the 
United States has averaged half a 
million, and this in spite of the trade 
being hampered by a twenty percent, 
duty. It is estimated that this twenty 
per cent, more than equals tlie total 
cost of bringing sheep from the Cana
dian ports to Liverpool. Hence they 
could he sold for the same price in 
England as they fetch in the United 
States. 1 his is, we believe, consid- 

ibly less than the existing rates 
in the United Kingdom, and the 
effect of importations, if carried out 
extensively, must be to bring down 
our market to a level with the 
American.
guine to expect much relief from this 
source for some time, 
such magnitude as this would need 
to he to produce any effect on prices, 
could not he established in a day. 

But, in the present state of affairs, any news 
is welcome which affords a reasonable hope 
of a gold time coming for people of limited 
means. The price of butcher's meat in Lon
don is, to a certain extent, prohibitory, uidess 
those who want it go to the trouble of mak
ing their purchase at Smithfield market. There 
comparatively moderate prices prevail,owing, 
believe, to the slackness of trade having diminished 

consumption of meat among the labouring 
classes. But the rest of the metropolis, almost 
without exception, remains the victim of an inordi
nately high tarili, for which no reason is apparent, 
except the joint determination of retailers to main
tain existing rates. The public will certainly have 
every cause to rejoice if this Canadian sheep traffic 
proves successful.

We had a cut made of the interior, Prof. G. C. Caldwell, of Cornell University, has 
been invited, and is expected to be present and 
address the Convention—subject not named.

Other persons having any facts or topics appro
priate to the occasion are desired to present them, 
and all interested in the dairy are invited to be 
present and participate in the discussions. After 
each address time will he given for questions and 
discussion.

XV., Smithercn III., and Sweet Seventeen.

Booms will be provided for the exhibition of 
dairy goods and dairy apparatus, and committees 
appointed to make examinations and reports of the 

Liberal displays of both are solicited.
Hon. Horatio Seymour, 

President.

We wish Mr.
same.
L. B. AnNOT.n,

Secretary.
Interior of McArthur’s

Piggery.
The view is so distinct that ["de

scription is not required.
The fastenings used for the doors, 
shown^m the engraving, are of a 

simple pattern, and very useful. We 
believe they will he adopted in 
ference to the fastenings 

The

as

pre-
liow m use. 

upper part of the staple is 
made round, the bottom part square; 
the catch is made square to fit. The 
catch when raised revolves, hut 
not turn when it drops to its place as 
the door is closed. The cuts shown 
are half tlie size of those used in the 
pigery. If you show this picture to 
your blacksmith he will make a fastening, 
will find it very handy. The i 
should he half an inch thick, and the other irons in 
proportion. The invention is a really useful one, 
and can he. utilized by any practical farmer.

en

■Sis ■'ll BIÜ
1 IHwim,,..

It would bo too san-1can-
11

A trade ofmm [ i ■
INTERIOR VIEW OF MR. m’aRTIIRR’s PICO FRY.

You
for the fastening

weDairymen's C onvention.
theThe American Dairymen’s Association hold the

convention of 187/ in Ingersoll. Their prog ranime 
embraces t ipius of very great interest to all 
farmers, as the dairy business in all its hearings is 

of the greatest importance to farmers. The 
good market for our dairy products is lint the 
only source of profit. Stock-feeding for dairy 
shambles implie. the improvement of the soil. 
The conventio 1 will take place en .lull. 9th, Kith 
and I I til.

our

mone

Aor i
It is natural to expect that with a humid climate 

ami soil generally alluvial, Holland ought to have a 
breed of cattle to correspond, and that milking 
rather than fattening qualities ought to he the pre
dominating characteristics of that race. Such 
found to he tlie case in practice. Dutch cows are 
large and heavy, are excellent milkers, and put up 
tlesh rapidly. It is a curious custom of the country,
.that,while the milking qualities of the local races 
are not so excellent as in former years, farmers 
pursue a strange method for upholding these quali
ties. They give as little nourishment as possible 
to the calves, in tlie belief that this plan prevents 
precosity in running up fat. They send the heifers 
to the hull when very young, and pending the
period- iof -generfitinir -thc Tarhiiiil is ÏÏT,madly Tc»d^-------
The average yield of milk of a Dutch cow is about 

Chemists have long believed that wheat bran eon- u-n I)er anmmi> 11,1,1 oftentimes as much as
tains niiiUi material fur making aui...........loo,! Ti“

flesh. 1 he analysis of wffeat brail and Hour, by Dr. cwts. The construction of the sheds is curious. 
Huhhell, a noted pharmaceutist of Philadelphia, The building sonsisfs ordinarily of double stalls ; 
presents these facts. One hundred pounds of wheat 11,0 separating space is tilled with straw and rape

T sm the Dairy,” live. J^ld 7<i pounds of Hour and 20 pounds of bran. Ks of that"'seusm! '.'uV"'” the “xceM.iveL. Sheldon, of Lowville, X. Y. “Cheese Manu- The Hour holds in it of tissue-making elements - feet fro n the ™ I Ahe ad, ' tfn
facture, by Hon. Thomas Ballantyne, U. P. l\,„f gluten, albumen, etc. —1.<»5; of phosphates [„ w 'r ! ’ fortl.e admission of fresh air.
St atford, recipient of prize medal for best ( 'ami J aml„ °thcr salts, 0.70 -total, 2.35 per emit I turf, and only ho much air^'idmiffe A' 'I'1 Î 
dian cheese at the Centennial, in October display. While the bran contains of tissue - making for ventilation The M rcMpiirei
r 'Wednesday, p. m. -“Canadian 1)^717770777 , ^ments, 0. .0 ; salts, bran is, therefore, four- cnrLmls toex iud ' , se'u Vxc s ! Imht The 

- Chadwick Ingersoll, Out. “Dairying mid Per- ! «£ >'>■- nu nt.ous than phosphates, etc , I cattle are partly grazed and paH." house M, and 
/ A, 7 ,* n,t- "• Stewart, of the Xaliunaf ■ £ ~ * ‘j1'; ,U"' «« ccnt- (| 1 hc orI there is a decided objection to the introduction of
L-- .8/o-Z-■ aA- n I , , °aVy Me rr’ lma ,m raves Du,•hams for example for crossing

We lne day Evening.—Address by Hon. George Wheat I r ronitlm mill ’ m' T i'" >’ "I'”" ’ Holland claims to he the cradle
Brown, Senator, Toronto. ! t eW A f é’ ^ I St;Lr‘,,‘’ ' O' the Durham breed. Improvement of races is

| UK Wo «1-11. sd.-a,id-hone forming materials or ele- kept up by thuscivntilic selection of the best breeds

\\"o hope very many farmers will 
avai[ themselves of the present opportunity of 
hearing addresses and discussions on the dairy in
terests of the Domini >n.

l is

the following order of business will he ob
served:—
! Tuesday, at 11 
incut of Committees.

eh
iff

a. m.—Organization and appoint-

SVnjECTS. FOR DISCUSSION.
Tuesday, p. in.—“The Dairy at the Centennial,” 

by the (Secretary of the Association. “Butter 
Making at the West,” by .1. Stewart, of Manches
ter, Iowa, recipient of prize Medal for best butter 
at Centennial, at .1 une display. “Progressive 
Butter Making,” by 11 C. Green, of the Mead ville 
Jfypubltcan, Meadville, 1 *a.

Tuesday Evening. —“The Fitness of Things,” by 
Hon. Henry Lewis, of Frankfort, N. Y

Wednesday, a. m. — “Leak

IMPROVED DOOR FASTENING.

Wheat Bran for Tattle.
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prosperous they are now and the wisdom of letting 
well-enough alone. And then there are plenty of 
knowing ones who are quite sure that this or that 
State, or society, or person, would have done as 
well as Canada “if they had only known,” or if 
this thing, or if that thing, &c.—the stuff we al
ways hear W; en people get badly beaten. For our 
part, we know well that the American people as a 
whole love fair-play as well as the proverbial Eng
lishman, and are not disposed to abate one jot of 
the justly-earned honors of Canada in this great 
world’s fair. The motives that may have induced 
the display are nothing to us. She was t here in 
the face of allsthe world with her varied products, 
and she has reaped the lion’s share of the honors.

As the awards are being made, it is wonderful to 
note how many medals go to Canada for agricul
tural products. The work of two groups of judges 
has just been made public—horned cattle, and 
pomology and special agricultural products, and an 
analysis shows that Canada has—not the lion’s 
share, for that implies a forcible possession, right 
or wrong—but a liberal slice from the great Cen
tennial Wedding Cake.

In the case of the horned cattle awards, we note 
that sixty exhibitors take medals from sixteen dif
ferent countries or States, and of these Canada 
takes thirteen—more than one-fifth of the whole. 
The vicinity of Philadelphia has eleven, with seven 
to the rest of the State ; but the vicinity to the 
fair grounds ought to have been an additional in
ducement, and we cannot think but—taking these 
facts into consideration—our own people of Phila
delphia and State have been badly beaten by the 
Canadians. Connecticut does pretty well 
awards; then comes Iowa and New Jersey with 
four each; New York and Illinois with three each; 
and then one each to Massachusetts, Indiana, 
Maine, Nebraska, Virginia, Kentucky, Kansas and 
England.

When we examine the pomological and special 
agricultural list, we find just the same Canadian 
pre-eminence. Of three thousand exhibits ex
amined, the group makes two hundred and thirty- 
five awards. These cover fruits, vegetables, le
gumes, models and other incidentals. One hun
dred and fifty-eight of these are for fruit of various 
kinds. Nineteen of these are Canadian, or about 
one-eighth of the whole, which is wonderful when 
we remember that the fruit is regarded as particu
larly the attribute of more tropical climes. Penn
sylvania has twenty-t wo—nothing remarkable when 
we regard the proximity, and the difficulty of get
ting perishable fruits from a distance ; and even 
til's is distanced by Massachusetts, which has 
twenty-seven. Iowa comes next with seventeen ; 
Michigan and New York come next with ten—this, 
however, including several to the enterprising fi in 
of Ellwanger & Barry; Connecticut twelve, New 
Jersey nine, Oregon seven, Ohio and Kansas three 
each ; the Netherlands, Indiana, Nebaska, Dela
ware and Florida, two each ; and one award each to 
Austria, ( ieorgia, Wisconsin, Minnesota, Jamaica, 
North Carolina, Maine and District of Columbia.

ways that all farmers are not prepared for. Still 
roots and their culture are working their way just 
as they have done in Canada, while that climate is, 
if anything, somewhat more severe than that of 
Michigan.

It has long been felt by farmers and others in 
Ontario that the capabilities of the province as a 
root-growing country have never been fairly de
monstrated. The exigencies of climate compel the 
holding of the principal fall shows no later than 
the beginning of October, a season at which root 
crops have not nearly perfected their growth. 
Consequently, the roots shown at the Provincial 
Exhibition have been immature, not having ob
tained anything like the weight that other roots 
left in the ground have attained a month after
ward. It is evident that Canadian farming has got 
to undergo a radical change, or the land will be 
impoverished by the eternal succession of grain 
crops that are wrung from it. And as roots were 
the “salvation of English agriculture,” so the 
success of root-growing in Canada, as exemplified 
in the show lately held, may be said to mark a 
new era of prosperity for the Canadian farmer. 
Canada has got to grow more stock before her agri
culture can be considered fairly and permanently 
prosperous. To feed that stock we must grow- 
roots, not only for their intrinsic value as food, but 
for their known property of assisting in the assi
milation of other food. It has been the general 
notion of our farmers that roots cannot be grown 
profitably in Canada. The firmest believers in 
this doctrine are those farmers who never tried to 
grow them. Certainly last summer must be al
lowed to have been one of the most trying on re
cord for a crop popularly supposed to need, in order 
to arrive at perfection, a continuous drenching. It 
is but half known yet that a soil which is kept 
constantly loose and porous never dries out; that 
an inch or so under the surface of such a soil is 
moist in the severest ot drouths. The two prin
cipal exhibitors of the great roots now on show did 
not water them at all, but trusted to deep cultiva
tion and constant stirring of the soil to furnish the 
requisite moisture. And yet they have succeeded, 
in one of the hottest of onr hot seasons, in pro
ducing i-uuta that nut only surpass anything of the 
kind ever seen on this continent before, but fairly 
hold their own with those grown for exhibition in 
England itself. It must be allowed that these 
roots received more special attention and treat
ment than could be bestowed upon an ordinary 
field crop, but what then ? The fact is demon
strated that roots can be grown here, and under 
unfavorable circumstances at that. No more effect
ive way of root-growing could be found than by 
showing that it can be done here as well as in Eng
land. Much interest has been shown all the season 
through in the competition set on foot by Mr. lten- 
nie, and we should not be surprised if in other 
years the competition would be much greater.

The Corn Crop of Illinois for 1870.
A correspondent of the Prairie Farmer, who has 

taken great pains to asertaiu wdiat the yield of the 
last crop really has been, writes to that paper in 
no very encouraging terms. When we take into 
consideration that it is not wheat, as with Can
adian farmers, but corn that is the staple article of 
produce in that State, and that on corn they rely 
as the means to enable them to pay their heavy 
taxes and meet their many other engagements, wre 
will see what a crushing misfortune the reduction 
of the yield of that crop fully one-half must be. 
The correspondent travelled through the State for 
the purpose of learning by his own careful examina
tion what yield the crop had really given, feeling 
convinced that the report of the State Board of 
Agriculture was more favorable than was wrrranted 
by facts. We give extracts from his communica
tion as follows : —

“During the summer of 1870 I made arrange
ments for a more general survey, and carried them 
out by going up and down the State, from Cairo to 
Dunleitn, and across it, from Danville to (piincy ; 
and in addition, made several other excursions 
into districts where the corn crop was reported to 
be particularly good and into others, where the re- 

of a pleasant picture wras presented. As the 
result of these railroad journeys, I am prepared to 
offer the opinion that compared with the corn crop 
of 187f>, that of 187(i is not over half as large. 
That is, in 1875 the state supply gave us two 
bushels, where in 1870 we have hut one.

“ I do not think any good end would be attained 
in pointing out these Counties and parts of the 
State where the corn crop has failed badly, or dis
astrously carrying with that failure small grain, 
hay and even potatoes in the general wet weather, 
rain—when the stricken farmer has neither grain 
enough to keep his small stock of hogs, cattle and 
horses over winter—no means to meet his engage
ments, no money to pay his taxes, and where some 
of them are almost in a condition to feel themselves 
to be without hope and without God in the world. 
For while such an advertisement would he of little 
or no benefit to the sufferers, it might do a great 
deal of harm to them and to the bankers and busi
ness men of such a community. It is enough per
haps to say, that of the 55,000 square miles of all 
Illinois, in at least. 10,000 square miles of it, the 
crops are shorter than they have been remembered 
to be, and then the condition of business men in 
such districts is deplorable and that of farmers 
pitiable. Of those excursions, and some others I 
do not note, which took me into (10 of the 101 
counties of the State, and gave me a fair oppor
tunity to judge of the crop in at least 50 of them, 
and if those 50 fairly represent tdic average of the 
whole State, I do not see how the yield per acre 
can be estimated above 20 bushels. Consulting 
this year's crop returns and such other figures as 
had accumulated at Springfield, he calculated in his 
last report, the area ot the c >rn crop of 1870 at 
nine million acres nearly. This on my estimate 
of 20 bushels to the acre, average, would make 
ISO million bushels. It is figures as to yield, made 
up no doubt with great care, make the crop a trille 
over 202 million bushels, or sometihg less than 30 
bushels per acre. More xj- less, the corn 
crop of Illinois is very short, shorter even 
than that of 1874, and so short in some districts 
and counties as to amount to a public calamety. 
According to this carefully prepared report of the 
correspondent, of the Fanner, a de fluency of 180 
million bushels of corn exists.”
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One of the roots shown, a yellow globe mangold, 
reaches the enormous weight of 4 1 r pounds. The 
largest specimens grown for show in England ex
ceed this but little and seldom. Mr. Burgess' long 
red mangolds were a magnificent lot, and included 
one root of 38* pounds, but in this class he 
celled by Mr. Simpson Itennie, who showed six 
specimens of remarkable solidity and symmetry. 
The heaviest of his carrots is G

Now, considering the advantages which some of 
these States have, it is remarkable that Canada 
should do so well. She has done herself infinite 
honor and credit; and the beneficial results which 
will undoubtedly Howto her from her efforts she 
richly deserves.

was ex-;

pounds, a weight 
exceeded by a pound by a single specimen of the 
second prize lot.The Growing of Roots in Canada.

From the Michigan Farmer we copy an article 
on this subject. It is unnecessary for us to refer 
to a branch of husbandry of which we have so fre
quently spoken in our journal. Wo have again 
and again pointed out the great profits to lie de- 

. ..rived by farmers from the growing of roots for stock 
feeding,..and we are pleased to see that their culti
vation is every year extending throughout the 
country. Now that we can send our beef and 
mutton to the English markets, we have the greater 
inducement to pay more attention to the feeding of 

stock and providing food for them for all 
We abridge the article above referred to as

Some idea may be formed of the vast numbers of 
stock in Texas and the cash value there a head from 
a purchase made lately in the south-western part of 
the State of 40,000 head of cattle and 2,000 horses 
for §140,000 in silver, being S3.50 a head all round 
for cattle and horses.

At the royal farm buildings, Claremont, recently, 
there u;ere put up to auction 112 fat oxen, the 
short-horns, Devons and Herefords having been fed 
at Claremont Park, and the polled Scots at the 
Home I ark, Hampton Court. There was a large 
attendance of buyers. The Herefords fetched §1,- 
0G2, or an average of § 102 each, which is a pretty 
good price.

An American Opinion of Canadian 
Agriculture,

The (h runtil Telnjrajih speaks of Canadian agri
culture, as represented at the Centennial Exhibi
tion, in this wise : —

In whatever direction we looked on the Genten- 
nial grounds, it was impossible not to note the
credit which Canada did to herself by her exhibits. The growing of roots in Canada is becoming a 
She may well feel proud of the eminence she has part of their system of farming. We in Michigan 
attained, of the victories she has achieved. There are beginning to understand that something of the
arc always sonm who think tlu re is some ulterior same kind must be done here, and many of the In France there are 3,01!) veterinary sun-eons 
oh,CO m everything; and wv have heard it sug- most intelligent and successful farmers are giving a exclusive of those bchm-im- to the army This s 
gested that the Dominion mad a strenuous effort partial attention to the subject, and the fact is very an average of one sun-don to I 14” or'ses The 
to appear at her be.-t in order .hat the people of prominent that those who try it once stick to it, French government pays out annuiillv or tlm sum 
America might. see that others could prosper us and wonder that tliov have not tried it j ‘i , . 1 < . J_ \ 1 tllc SUP
vcW under a Mon.-rehy a* under a U,-pul,lie, and to IhiC this0root culture induces a very general change s|ôoooo* '111^Ï*i• i‘r ^ *lKmt

novation to the l mted Mates, by showing how well as constant attention and alterations in many 1 surgeon to 1,545 horses '

our 
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follows : —
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Food Value of Beef.
In a recent number of the Farmer’s Adooeate, in 

an article on “Winter feeding of Stock," we spoke 
of the relative values of lean and fat stock, referring 
to the fact that in our Canadian markets well fat
tened beef sells readily at thirty to forty per cent 
higher price than it would if lean or even half fat
tened, and that the difference is still greater in the 
markets of Britain. I11 a paper recently published 
in the Journal of the Chemical Society shows from 
a carefully prepared statement of the analyses of a 
lean cow, a fat ox and a very fat cow, showing the 
real comparative value of beef in each of these con
ditions, and also the comparative value in each of 
the four classes into which the food is divided by 
the method observed in Hnglrmd.

The authors refer to the work, &c., which Lawes 
and Gilbert have done on this subject in showing

Inoculating Arable Land.
The Duke of Manchester has tried experiments 

on his estate at Kimbolton, which are well worth 
consideration by all concerned in the breeding of 
live-stock. Desiring to convert arable land into 
pasture, he did not sow grass seeds, but with a 
machine, made by Messrs. Howard, of Bedford, he 
cut ropes of sod two inches wide out of an old pas
ture. These ropes were carted to the field that was 
to be converted, were broken into pieces about two 
inches square,and were then placed in regular rows 
on the surface of the ground by women and children, 
who gave eacii piece a slight squeeze with the foot 
after laying it. The rows are marked by the coun
ters of an empty corn drill drawn over the land ; 
and, after the inoculation is finished, the field may 
bo rolled whenever necessary. It was in Novem
ber, 1873, that the first field was thus treated. By 
the following autumn it was completely covered 
with grass, and “was nearly as level and as good 
as old grass land and in the second year was “fit 
for grazing.” And as regards the pasture from 
which the ropes had been cut, we are - told that 
“after the first year the gaps in the turf are scarcely 
perceptible.”

Thus, the tendency of grass to spread and fill up 
bare places has been turned to profitable account. 
The subject is not new, nor is this the first time it 
has been mentioned in these pages ; but the mak
ing use of such small pieces of sod to inoculate the 
land i* new. The cost is about three pounds an 
acre, which, as we are informed, is less than the 
cost of sowing with grass-seeds ; and “there is no 
falling off experienced in the third, fourth, or fifth 
year, at least to the same extent as when land is 
laid down to pasture with artificial grasses.—Cham
bers’ Journal.

I lated a life. The remedy is not altogether in far 
i mers’ clubs, Granges and meetings for social enjoy 
j ment during the season of rest. These are al 

good, but they do not reach the greater difficulty 
j ■—the isolation of farmers in their fields and during 
i the working season. “ It is not goo I for man to 
I be alone,” not only as to the necessity of marriage, 
but this is nearly as applicable to the need for 
society and companionship in work. Thousands 
of farmers become insane—some more and some 
less, and in a great majority of instances this ab- 
1 'oration is the direct result of a solitary life. 
Farmer's wives sutler from this cause more than 
the men, especially where children keep the house
wife closely at homo. Children are companions 
only in a partial sense. They stimulate the affec
tions, but they arc more or less duplications of 
their parents, .and do not demand the mental ac
tivity required by association with intelligent 
adults.

Farm help is not usually so nearly on an equality 
in mental culture and intelligence as it was forty 
or fifty years ago. It is quite rare that farmers 
now-a-days suck, or seeking find, intelligent com
panions in their hired men. I know many excep
tions to this, but what I hav e written is the gen
eral rule. Farmers mistake in this, for no matter 
how ignorant and thoughtless their help, they ought 
to make the most of it This is not only a duty, 
but their decided interest. Any hired man w 11 
do more work, and do it better, for being treated 
as an intelligent being lather than as a slave whose 
only use was to dig and delve for his monthly 
wages. This consideration should be more thought 
of in hiring help. Any man whom you cannot 
afford to associate with you cannot afford to hire 
at any price. Intelligence and moral worth are as 
important on the faun as anywhere, and if they 
do not command as high a price it only shows that 
they are not fully' appreciated by farmers.

After all, I suspect that the true remedy for the 
isolation of fanners is to be found in co-operation 
with each other. “Changing works" used to be 
common in all now settlements, and it is a great 
mistake that this custom has ever been left to die 
out. The farm help should so far as possibbe bo 
domiciled in separate houses built for their 
This plan generally .secures»*-better class of work
men, besides the further advantage of two distinct 
families on the same farm. If possible, neighbors 
should build their houses in clusters, and in all 
cases should live and act like neighbors. The Ger- 

custom is toYiave small villages of- farmers, 
whoso land often lies one, two or more miles dis
tant. Our practical Yankees scorn this way of do
ing things. “It is too unhandy for the work.” 
So everything is sacrificed to convenience for work. 
We labor harder and accomplish more than the 
people of any other country, but the effect is seen 
in broken down constitutions and prematurely old 
men, and in our farming population the effects of 

almost complete isolation from social life. By- 
and-by wc shall learn that more is gained by co
operation than by isolation. Farmers will work 
together, and their wives wi l also. The baking 
for a dozen families may bo done in the summer by 
a fire in ope large stove or range, and a housewife 
will 110 more think of doing the week’s washing by 
hand with the present slow processes than her hus
band would of reaping his grain with a sickle, or 
threshing his entire harvest with a Hail.

a

the modifications which take place in the animal 
organism during the process of fattening, namely, 
that the quantity of dry material is notably in
creased, and that while in oxen in moderately poor 
condition the water is about two-thirds of its total 
weight, in a fat ox it is only a half ; also, that the 
more nutritious character and superior taste of a 
fat animal are due to the increase of dry material. 
But of this increase two-thirds consist in fat ; the 
increase of proteids is only from seven per cent, to 
eight per cent., and of inorganic materials, one and 
one-half per cent.

This relation between the assimilated materials 
first becomes perceptible in the last month of the 
fattening. At the commencement, the increase in 
fixed materials is only from thirty to forty per 
cent., and according to ,1. Kuhn, the production of 
a living kilogramme costs twice as much at the 
end of the fattening as it does at the beginning.

From a variety of analyses which are given, the 
flesh of the fat animal in every case is richer in 
fixed material than that of the lean animal ; and 
though the flesh of a lean animal possesses a more 
uniform quality than that of a fat one, yet the 
poorest parts in the fat one possess higher nourish
ing value than the best in the lean animal.

COMPOSITION OF OX FLESH.

Co-operation in Farming.
W. F. .1., in a communication to the Country 

Gentleman, on Co-operation in Farming, gives some 
good practical suggestions. Among our Canadian 
tanners much that he advocates is of every-day 
occurrence, especially so in places but lately col
onized, where helping to bear one another’s bur
dens is a good rule genera ly practised. Whether 
all the suggestions of the writer will be thought 
suitable, or on the whole judicious, is a question 
for every one or eveiy family to decide for them
selves, but they are to judge. We transfer the 
article to our columns :—

use.
Fat Ox.

74.1)81 76.80 i6.53 
25.02 23.20 3.10
4.00! 4.33 12.40

20.02 17.87 2.60

l.ooj 1.00 17.80

Water.............................
Fixed material.............
Fat...................................
Muscle substance........
Ash, calculated as 1 per 

cent..............................

77.07
22.03
0.95

20.08 An important advantage of large farms is that 
they enable the farmer to employ more help and 
to do the work by groups of laborers rather than 
by solitary individuals. It is a well attested fact 
that two men working together can and generally 
will do mure than twice as much as one ; and three, 
four or more can work together witli proportionate 
advantage. It was one of the compensations for 
unpaid labor in the old slavery times that the 
colored people almost always worked in gangs. 
When they did not it was considered an especial 
hardship. Colored p ople preferred to belong to 
a rich master owning many slaves rather than a 
poor man. Undoubtedly one reason for this was 
the advantage of being with and working with a 
larger number of companions. There is more to 
do on a large plantation as well as a large farm ; 
but “many hands make light work.” It is not 
only pleasanter but easier to work with others than 
to work alone. Every Northern farmer’s boy 
knows how “lonesome” it seems to hoc or plant 
alone in a large corn field ; how the work drags 
and how tired the worker becomes. A dozan men 
and boys making twenty-four rows in a “bout,” 
changes everything ; a much smaller number 
work with nearly the same advantage, 
this kind should never be done by isolated laborers. 
They cannot accomplish as much alone, and the 
fatigue is far greater.

man

1.00
Very Fat Cow.

Water.............................
Fixed material.............
Fat...................................
Muscle substance........
Ash, calculated as 1 per 

cent.............................

76.15173.26 
23.85 26.74 

2.821 5.76 
20.03 19.98

57.81 97.34
32.19 32.65
8.812 12.86 

22.378 18.79 an
1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

The animals experimented on were a lean ten- 
year-old cow, a fat five-year-ohl Flemish ox, and a 
very fat" seven-year-old ( Hauer cow.

The authors noticed a great loss of weight during 
the transport of the meat from Brussels to Gem- 
bloux ; parcels which weighed in Brussels 225.3 
grains, weighed in Gembloux only 192.2 grains, in
dicating a loss of 10.65 per cent, of water.

The nitrogen was determined in average samples, 
and the figures given are the average of two deter
minations in each. Nitrogen : Lean cow, 14.0 per 
cent. ; fat ox, 14.88 per cunt. ; very fat cow, 15.9 
per cent.

What may be learned from the table is that the 
best piece (loin) in the fat ox and the very fat cow, 
contains from twenty-one per cent to twenty-eight 
per cent, more fixed materials than the correspond
ing piece in the lean one. The difference in the 
composition of the diff erent pieces of the lean 
is but small ; in the piece containing most water 
(paunch) and that containing least (neck) it is less 
than five per cent., and, curiously enough, the 
worst piece is richest in fixed material. The ffesh 
of the neck improves but little in value by the fat
tening, but the flesh of the loin has increased in 
dried material to a noteworthy extent.

The authors consider the method in England of 
dividing the food into four classes of corresponding 
values, a good 011c. If the first be represented by 
100, the second would be 74, the third 61, the fourth 
42, and while .the richer classes pay more highly fer
tile better parts, the poor are enabled to obtain the 
others at a more reasonable rate.

Spare the Quails.
The following article, which we transcribe from 

the Jiuiat Ho, Id, takes up a- sulqeet of- the greatest 
importance to farmers. While the vermin that 
prey upon every crop of the farm, garden, and 
orchard, are increasing daily, our feathered friends 
that aid us so effectually in our increasing warfare 
with the pests, are slaughtered on every hand by 
those whose effective allies they 
birds—spare the i/iiails.

Now, 1 do not believe that birds

can 
Work of

Spare the .are."Working in the same field with otic rs is a
In a liar-stimulus, and decidedly advantageous, 

vest field with a self-raking reaper the binders see 
each other olily occasionally, but how the counten
ance brightens when the turns come together, and 
the driver of the reaper cheers and encourages all. 
Raking and binding after a cradle, as I remember 
it, was equally social work. There was a constant 
strife betw’een cradler and binder to see which 

Under this stimulus some of the

can ever, under 
the most favourable circu .stances, destroy the vast 
hordes of grasshoppers that infest our country, but 
I do believe that quails and other birds can be made 
numerous enough to clean up the chinch bugs and 
many other insects, which do us more harm in the 
aggregate, in a term of ye.us, than grasshopp,- 
If quails had proper protection, they would -almost 
always he found right where chinch bugs were at 
work in the wheat and corn fields.

Let us have a low protecting quails for live years. 
It will take at hast two years to get a--Muck on 
hand sufficiently large to produce any marked effect. 
It will not do to let people kill them, even on then- 
own lands. I might raise quails for all my neigh
bours, and in turn they might all raise bugs for me.

cow

rs.

should excel, 
largest day s work on record have been performed, 
and sometimes by men who were not good for much 
else. They needed the stimulus of competition, 
and were good for little w ithout it. 
many more such men than we th 11k.

There are

Our Northern farmers, owning small farms and 
mostly working them w ith little help, live too iso-

!
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“No man liveth to himself,” are the words of the 
Book of books, and no man’s bugs will stay where 
they are raised, as I have learned to my sorrow. 
If people have not judgment nor interest enough to 
protect and spare the birds on their own lands, let 
the law step in and teach them a profitable lesson. 
Let petitions be prepared all over the State for the 
better protection of insectivorous birds, and send 
in early to our next Legislature, with such a list of 
names as will insure us attention and respect.

In the meantime, let farmers keep quail-hunters 
out of their enclosures, as they have the right to 
do, until we can get such a law as we want for their 
protection.

Farmers, your boys might trap a flock or two of 
quails during the winter, and perliars get a dollar 
for them, all in cash, and by the same transaction 
you will give the chinch bugs a wagon load of grain, 
and lay the foundation for the destruction of your 

and your neighbor’s crop another year. I be
lieve that a flock of quails is worth at least three 
times its market value in one season to the farmer, 
and in many cases ten times as much.

In a future article for the Rural World I will 
mention some ways in which we can assist in in
creasing the number of useful birds.

Savannah, Mo., Nov. "2, 1876.

of turnips or sugar beets may be given to horses, but which is appropiately styled the “Mainstay,” says : 
carrots are better^ if to be had. In these hard “We saw the finest sample of wheat that we have 
times farmers must study economy, but not'to 
an extent as to pinch their stock. I have

such seen this year (1875) at Ipswich market. It was a 
very fine white wheat, which weighed 66 lbs. per 
bushel, and made 4 shillings per quarter more than 
any any other wheat at market. ”

At Chelmsford, where the best wheats in the

kept
young pigs through the winter on sugar beets, cut 
up and fed raw every day with my leavings from the 
house, but no grain. As for parsnips, I prefer 
leaving them in the ground till the spring, they are 
valuable then either for cows or table use, but they 
must be taken up as soon as the frost leaves the 
ground, after they have begun to sprout they are 
very little use.

kingdom are shown, was offered the finest sample 
by far, the “Mainstay.” The Chronicle speaking 
of it says, “It is really superb.”

A large farmer speaking of spring wheat said 
that he put his in last March, and it was the best 
crop he had.

At the Centennial Exhibition this wheat carried 
off the only prize medal awarded for grain in the 
British section ; the continental journals are loud 
in their praise of Capt. Dey’s success, for the 
wheat and barley grown, he having bestowed great 
care in selection, etc.

The Société Centrale d’Agriculture, France, has 
elected the originator of the “Mainstay” wheat 
Honorary Corresponding Member of the Society, 
and he has received the gold medal of the Institu
tion.

Sarawak.

I
I

Michigan Pomology.
Sir,—The Michigan Bornological Society was or

ganized at the city of Grand Rapids, Kent County, 
July 5th, 1871, since which time it has become one 
of the most active and important societies in the 
interest of agriculture in the State. It has become 
a settled fact that Michigan as a fruit growing 
region is second to no other State in the Union. 
Michigan apples are now looked upon as “A. 1 ” 
in all the apple markets of the world. Her peaches 
are of the choicest varieties, and the crop abundant 
in certain localities on the lake shores which so 
nearly surround the State. Pears are cultivated 
in large quantities and of all varieties known in 
the market. Plums and cherries, notwithstanding 
the ravages of the Curculio, are being raised with 
reasonable success, and grapes are found of the 
finest quality.

All these, with a fair show of the smaller fruits 
—so delicious—are all nearly the outgrowth of this 
organized effort of the fruit men in the above So
ciety. It holds its meetings quarterly in different 
parts of the State, thus giving each section, with 
its peculiar fruit, an opportunity to exhibit its 
product. Its last meeting has just closed—a three 
days’ session at the beautiful City of Coldwater, 
in Branch Co. There was a good attendance and a 
splendid display of apples, grapes, preserved fruits 
and flowe.rs.

The exercises consisted of addresses, discussions 
and reports of committees, among the most im
portant of which was an address by President T. 
T. Lyon, who was chairman of the committee on 
fruit at the Centennial; he gave the Society his ex
perience there and a description of the various 
exhibits of fruits. Another important lecture was 
by Prof. A. J. Cook, of the Michigan Agricultural 
College, at Lansing. His subject was the “ Canker 
Worm," The Prof, illustrated his lecture with 
charts and diagrams, showing this past in all its 
stages.

This insect, by the way, is just beginning to get 
a foothold in this part of the State, and it was with 
the deepest interest that the orchardists of Southern 
Michigan listened to his exposition of its habits and 
work. There were many other papers read, all of 
which were commendable efforts,and with the kind 
hospitality of the citizens of Coldwater, this was 
one of the most profitable meetings perhaps this 
Society ever held.

The officers for the next year will be Hon. T. T. 
Lyon, of South Haven, President; Prof. C. W. 
Garfield, of the Michigan Agricultural College, 
Secretary, and H. Dale Adams, of Kalamazoo, 
Treasurer.

rare

own

There is sufficient evidence both in this country 
and on the Continent of Europe that the “Main
stay ” is a very valuable wheat ; it is very robust 
in its growth, the straw is very stiff', containing a 
deal of silicia, and its roots strike down a great 
depth, it will stand a great deal of knocking about 
at harvest time, no amount of wind and storm has 
any effect upon it, it stands erect and does not lose 
its grain.

We send you these few lines, which may be a 
guide to some of your readers of the Farmers’ 
Advocate, a journal from which it is not difficult 
for farmers on this side of the Atlantic to gain in
formation. Am; Li an.

if W. 11. E.
-

(Eomspoudwtrt.
The Crop Yield for 187<i.

-
Sir,—In the township of Kuawak spring wheat 

from about twelve to twenty bushels per acre ; but 
the latter amount only on one farm, where the 
grain was sown late—too late for the hedge, and 
the great heat was over before the straw began to 
change color, so that it had a chance to till well. 
One of my neighbors had a yield of Spring Wheat, 

badly Idled, and a poor sample ; j

[As we have other English correspondents, 
give the name of Anglian to the writer of the

more commiv

we
■ part of which was

this grewr on soil the usual depth for this part of 
the country ; the other part produced wheat well 
tilled, and an excellent sample ; but this part of 
the held had only a foot of soil lying in a liât lime
stone rock. Lime possesses the property of attract
ing moisture from the atmosphere ; so that lime 
when applied to land has a better effect in a dry

my own crops, what 
immediately after 

harvest, it ripened early ; but the grain shrank con- 
siderably. Of a field of Treadwell Wheat, Which 
was sown very late, one half was winter klled and 
re-sown with peas ; the other half, though rather 
short Oil the ear, gave an excellent sample, better 
it anything than the wheat of the same variety 
which took the first prize at the County Exhibition, 
the 1 read well \\ heat appears to suit my soil best, 
and I have sown no other variety this year. It
looking very well till the frost and l;.....
the 14th October ; this checked the upward growth, 
but as the weather became mild afterwards the 
check w ill probably prove beneficial by making it 
strike root downwards. My Spring Wheat
fair crop for the 
:uid Glasgow varieties ; the Glasgow provecTthe 
best as the Genesee is more apt to rust, unless sown

proves dry, when it 
' We

ram in June in this section of the 
country, so that the hay is only a moderate

year. Oats, peas, and 
, had showery weather during

and after harvest, though not rain enough to inter- 
tere seriously with our harvest operations. We 

six days in August, six days in Septem- 
, ,. , . - a“d four days now in Octo
ber, though ill no case was there a whole days rain 
at any one time, 'flip rain, however 
have been only local. In a township not ..._ 
îm?V.!iL!!‘.!leS t0 the past ward, the drought dried up

For

above article, from whom we expect 
nications.—Ed.]5

Artificial Manure.
Sir,—I see in your valuable paper a'prize offered 

for the best article on artificial manure, written by 
practical experience by a Canadian farmer. My ex
perience on artificial manure was on turnip ground. 
I manured one acre with barn-yard manure spread 

top of the ground, ploughed in, after that har
rowed and drilled up ; another acre manured with 
dung in the drills ; the third acre no manure but 
the artificial manure. The turnips on the artificial 
manure were much better than those sown on the 
manure ploughed in'; the dung in the drills turned 
out the best. My experience ou artificial manure, 
I can safely say that a fair yield can be got with
out any barn-yard manure by sowing the artificial 
manure, as I have given it a fair trial this year. 

Ancaster, Dec. 4, 1876. Richard O’Hara. ‘ 
[The next article must be more complete than 

this. We award a prize offered for an article on 
Artificial Manure to the writer of this article, 
although we should have preferred one giving more 
particulars in regard to soil, cultivation, and mea
sured results. As the competition for this prize is 
not large, we think it judicious to offer another prize 
on the same subject, as some inky not have had 
time to write.—Ed. ]

A second article on the use of

i
I summer than a wet one. 

.Scott Wheat I had
For 

was sown
Oil

I

was 
snow' came on

was a
I had both the (ieneseeseason.

very early and the t ............... ?
gives the best crop and makes the best Hour, 
had not much

summer

The next meeting will be at Pontiac, Oakland 
County, in January.

Adrian, Mich., Dec. 12, 1876.

crop,although better than last 
root crops good,

II. superphosphate 
has come to hand since our award of a prize to the 
foregoing communication. To the writer of this 
second one we also give a prize, and hope to 
further particulars of the application of the super
phosphate in. competition for the additional prize 

now offer, and other competitors too will be 
found in the list.

as we

Spring Wheat.
had rain on 
her, or seven days Sir,—A most important question is asked when 

says : “\\ hat is the best description to grow?” 
That is, what variety is most likely to yield satis
factory results ? Of course in answering tills ques
tion there are many considerations to be regarded, 
disci iption of soil, condition of soil, climate, etc.

Moat of the spring varieties are coarse, and are 
not held in favor by millers, and that is one reason 
why wé, in England, are reluctant to sow wheat in 
the spring when we can avoid it. The French 
farmers are growers of spring wheat to a far 
laigei extent than we, arc, hut they have ever 
been complaining that their spring wheats blight or 
break down, and that they grow rough kernel.

Recently a new variety of wheat has been pro
pagated here by Capt. W. Delf, who farms at 
Great Bentley, W. Colchester. This wheat is held 
ill very high esteem as a fine white wheat which 
grows upon a red straw and in a chaff which is 

red and rough ; it ia both 
spring wheat, and is very much sought after, not
lib 1,11Kl.1jIalul* but m Germany, France, Belgium, 
Holland, Hungary, Russia, etc.

The London Standard, in speaking of this wheat

Mill one we

seems to 
more than SiR,—V) e are highly pleased with the Advo

cate and consider it conveys a great deal of useful 
information. Our wheat crop was poor the past 
year; the midge was rather bad in the early sorts 
and the Scotch rusted badly, the first time I have 
known it to rust in twenty years. The two pre
vious years it was first-rate on rut ground and 
summer fallow; it yielded from 25 to 30 bushels 
per acre. Our turnip crop in July promised first- 
rate, but resulted in not half a crop; drouth and 
caterpillars were the cause. Our other crops are 
about an average, excepting hay, which is above.

Please inform me through the Advocate of the 
besc way to apply superphosphate to the turnip 
crop, as 1 intend to try a barrel or more. 1 have 
a (liill that will sow salt or any line substance with 
the seed. Would it

the pastures* and injured the root crop also, 
the benefit ot any of your readers1 who may be 
slioit o, hav I can recommend a method of feeding 
horses which proved very successful with us last 
" inter, viz., m cut straw, pea straw is best if well 
saved, and sprinkle it with pickle from a common 
garden watering pot, and mix chopped feed (oats 
and picas. I I Ins will stick to the dump straw, and 
m this nay my horses one of them a three in foal, 
stood their walk «ell through the winter, reserving 
some hay or them till the spring. In this manner 
one ton ot hay will he sufficient for three horses 
horn now till the grass season commences next

vows the cut straw also 
K leu with pk-kk* should Ikivu
it. Milk rows, of
supply oj

I

sprm-
some brail mixed with 

course, are better for a regular 
, ,, , sugar hoots, Swedish turnips or

mi lots tluyuglu,nt the winter. An occasional feed

an autumn and a
answer sown in that way ? 

Alex. S.vith, Mariposa.mots,
[Mr. Smith will find another page the infor

mation required concerning superphosphate. —Ed.]
on
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have recourse to our allies, the feathered tribes and 
others. Encourage the mul 
tect them from all 
gardens and orchards. Plant and preserve trees as 
well for the homes of birds as for shelter. Keep 
fowls in the orchards ; let your fowl-houses be situ
ated that, if not in garden or orchard, there 
should be direct access from it to them. They 
should be fed in them ; com-meal or other food 
scattered under the trees, that the fowl may pick 
up the insects with the food, and scratching the 
surface, make havoc among the young broods.

Keep pigs in your orchard as much as you can 
with regard to the under crops, if it be cropped ; 
they will eat all the fallen apples, and put out of 
the way of doing harm thousands of broods of pre- 
detory insects.

The washing of fruit trees as you have done is 
a remedy for the bark louse, not for the codding 
moth which is the enemy you have to control with; 
hence the mistake and the failure. The codding 
moth must be searched for in the stem of the tree 
and cut out. It is one of the most difficult to 
contend with of all the insect enemies that infest 
our orchards.

“ PrairieWill our esteemed correspondent 
Farmer,” Orford, who wrote in December No. con
cerning steam ploughs, kindly forward his address 
to this office as his letter has been mislaid.

Sir,—I am much pleased with your paper, and 
have sent you a new subscriber and induced more 
of my brother farmers to subscribe for what I 
sider a very useful paper. The crops are rather 
light in this section of the country the past season. 
1 would ask space to say a word on a subject which I 
consider of great importance to the farmers of On
tario ; that is with regard to traveling agents and 
the large percentage they receive, and which 
not out of the manufacturers’ pockets, but out of 
the farmers’ in the high prices we have to pay for 
machinery which we know can be made for less 
money by twenty or twenty-five per-cent, if our 
manufacturers had fewer agents to protect at the 
farmers’ expense. Some are doing away with them, 
and the increased patronage they receive speaks 
•the farmers’ thoughts on the subject.

Blenhaim, Dec. 18, 1876. T. N. Parnall.

four crosses from her, and their wool had the same 
tendency. I have had no trouble with cotted wool 
since I kept nothing but pure bred sheep. My ad
vice to Mr. Best is to keep an eye to his sheep at 
the time of shearing, and any whose wool has a 
tendency to cot should be turned over to the 
butcher. Select none but free open wool ewes for 
breeding, and put them to a pure-bred ram of what
ever class may be thought tit to breed from, and 
there need be no fear of being troubled with cotted 
wool any more.

[Thanks to Mr. F. for his' communication. In 
the letters we receive daily, and in conversation 
with subscribers, we have proof that one good 
aimed at by our publication is being fulfilled. The 
observations on agriculture are not merely glanced 
over, and then thrown aside. They are road, com
pared with known facts and actual experiments. 
The readers should compare notes with 
other and with us on topics of the greatest interest 
to the science and practice of agriculture. This is 
the most advanced education—the learning for 
selves from the light around us.

con-

comes
J. Franks, Harrietsville.

one an-

Sir,—Some two months ago I prepared some 
notes in regard to the case of superphosphate of 
lime for you, but failed to send them. I used two 
barrels on my own crops, barley, potatoes and 
corn ; on the barley I sowed broad-cast, 175 lbs. 
of super to two bushels barley. I am satisfied the 
yield was increased 3% and matured 12 days earlier 
by actual date. The potatoes and corn I planted 
in the usual way, covering lightly with earth, then 
I put one handful of super to three hills, again 
-covering with earth to prevent the super from 
-evaporating. I had a splendid crop of potatoes, 
much better than those planted in the same field 
without super. The corn grew very vigorously 
from the start and matured in ninety-three days 
from planting. It would have paid me well if I 
had used $50 worth of it.

As to the pitting of apples, you will see some 
good suggestions m another column of this Advo
cate.—-Ed.]

our-

Horscs for England.
I see in the October number of the Farmers’ 

Advocate a paragraph written by two eminent 
veterinary surgeons of London, wishing to know 
the best class of horses to sell in England.

Being a dealer myself, and having been in Cana
da this summer buying horses for England, I 
prepared to give you the best information I can.

What we require most are good carriage horses, 
from 15 hands 3 inches to 16 hands 1 inch high; 
color bay or brown, with high knee action, long 
necks, and to show plenty of breeding, and from 
1,100 to 1,300 lbs. weight, 
ways good to sell in our market.

I should say to breed such from your 
you should use a coach or a three-parts bred 
stallion, with big flat legs and high knee action; 
but be careful to keep from anything appertaining 
to the cart horse, or the horses called in Canada 
general purpose, which, by using such of late, you 
have nearly already ruined the breed of horses in 
Canada; and, in conclusion, remember it is not the 
speed that is required for England, but the style.

John G. Long.
Spofforth, Wetherby, Yorkshire, England.

Another Supposed Swindle.
Sir,—Enclosed you will find a drawing of the 

six-clevis harrow, of which my next neighbor 
bought one farm right to make and use it ; and so 
did other farmers in this township, 
contains six pieces of timber, and is put together 
with taps and bolts. Do you know if there is a 
harrow made in London of the same kind, or a 
man named .James H. Thorp, who sold the right ?

Goulburn, Dec. 25, 1876.
[We have examined the paper you have for

warded to us, and we do not know of such a per
son in this city. We can see nothing in the plans 
of this harrow to consider it equal to the harrow 
now in general use ; no agricultural paper has 
given any account of it that we have seen. It ap
pears to us as a useless affair ; if it was worth 
anything it would not be necessary to sell it by 
travellers, but let it openly be known : if farmers 
will be swindled we cannot help it.—Ed.]

Sir,—I sec by letters in the Advocate that the 
caterpillars have dcstroyd the turnips in other 
parts of the country as well as here. If each of 
our farmers would raise a good brood of turkeys 
and drive them into the turnip or mangold patch 
every morning, they would find that it would pay 
them. The turkeys are splendid hands at picking 
off the caterpillars. I believe I saved my crop of 
mangolds by driving the turkeys among them.

Thorn bury.

The Provincial Exhibition.
Sir, —In your last number of the Farmers’ Ad

vocate you gave some very good suggestions about 
the Proviucial Exhibition for 1877. Now I wish 
to offer a few suggestions in regard to the Provin
cial Exhibition which, if adopted, would, to my 
mind, prove more beneficial to the Province in gen
eral than the present system. There is certain! 
great expense incurred annually under the present 
perambulating system, and we are well aware of 
the large amount of money those cities have to 
spend every fourth year in erecting additional 
buildings for the accommodation of the exhibitors. 
No doubt many of the ratepayers of London dread 
to have the Provincil Fair being held there, know
ing the additional tax that will be laid upon them.

The plan I would suggest is this :—Let the Pro
vincial Exhibition be entirely done away with, and 
the Government give a grant of twelve thousand 
dollars to be divided thus : two thousand each to 
London, Guelph, Hamilton, Toronto, Kingston and 
Ottawa ; the grant to be given annually for three 
years, the forth year the grant to be withdrawn 
from those places and given to hold one great cen
tral exhibition at Toronto. There should be a 
guarantee given from all those places that receive 
this grant toehold no Exhibition the fourth year, 
but all unite to make this great central fair a grand 
success. This fair should be held for two weeks, 
and all articles for exhibition (excepting live stock) 
should be on the ground not later than Tuesday the 
first week, and live stock to be on the ground 
Saturday,■ ready for the judges to commence their 
work early on Monday the second week ; the judges 
would then have ample time to go through their 
work judiciously and not be hurried as they are at 
present. Under this plan the prize list could be 
raised to twenty-five or thirty thousand dollars. 
There could be several classes added to the prize 
list, which would give a large number of animals a 
chance to exhibit for which there is no class at the 
present time. Such an exhibition would be looked 
forward to with great interest by the mechanic, 
artist and stock-breeder, and would attract visitors 
from all parts of Canada. These are my views, 
and I think they should commend themselves to 
everyone that feels an interest in the agricultural 
associations of Ontario. I hope some one abler 
than I am will take hold of the subject.

Nissouri, Dec., 1876.

am
y »

John A. McColl.Wooler, Ont.
Such animals are al-

Dear Sir,—I would enquire of you or any of 
the readers of the Advocate, why it was that our 
apples were more wormy this season than ever I 
have seen them before ? And it seems to be general 
all over the County of Bruce; and I have observed 
that some kinds of apples are damaged more than 
others. The Seek-no-further was the most cored 
with me, except the Fall Strawberry and Holland 
Pippen. In fact, the Northern Spy andGreenNew-
ton Pippen did not escape the------ . If the disease
continue much longer our fruit won’t be worth 
much for marketing or for home use. We read of 
a great many cures in the papers, and of some re
medies in the Advocate; but it seems with all the 
washing and scouring wc give the trees, yet with all 
our diligence, the enemies go on with their work of 
destruction. I gave my trees last spring a thorough 
washing of soft soap, suds and chamber lye, and I 
fancied I had to some extent cured the disease ; but 
when I went to gather the fruit I found out to the 

scarcely can get apples enough to

marcs

The harrowon

-contrary, for we 
bake without worms. I have examined closely to 
see whether it be in the blossom or when the fruit 
is setting, or when further advanced, that the fly 
works. It failed me at any time to see the fly 
working. Some say they are in the ground all 
winter, and that they come to life in the spring.

I hope you will give us some practical informa
tion as regards the depredators, so that we may be 
able the next season to prevent their ravages if pos
sible.

A Subscriber.

I would like to ascertain which is the beat way 
to save apples during the winter—in barrels 
boards in bins ; and also which is the best mode of 
pitting in the ground. Last year 1 pitted Green 
Newton Pippens, Northern Spies, Alexanders, and 
Seek-no-furthers ; of the latter I lost seven bushels 
by decay.

My plan was as follows:—I dug a trench eighteen 
inches wide and one foot deep ; 1 piled the apples 
about two feet high all along the pit ; I fixed rafters 
made of scantling across the pit, then I sheeted with 
boards so that the boards did not press against the 
apples ; then covered with earth. This year I have 
pitted my apples according to a recipe I have seen 
in the Christian Guardian ; that is, to dig holes in 
the ground and put the apples therein, but not any 
higher than the surface ; then cover them with a 
few inches of clay, so that they will freeze all 
winter. In the spring the apples will come out 
fresh and good. -So the recipe says.

Matthew Couch.

or on

An Exhibitor.
[It is well to hear suggestions from practical 

Subscriber has some experience in the man-men.
agement of Exhibitions as well as exhibiting. 
Many would object to the plan suggested without 
being able to give publicity to a letter. All changes 
should be discussed. Such men as exhibitor do 
good in causing others to desire improvement.—Ed. )

Martin Bellery.Cotted Wool.
A Step in the Right Direction.

Sir,—-Enclosed please find payment for thirteen 
copies of the Farmers’ Advocate, for one year.

The foregoing members of the South Grey Agri
cultural Society having obtained prizes entitling 
them to an agricultural paper —(a speical prize 
offered by James If. Hunter, M. I*. V.)—is the way 
in which you obtain this club.

Sir,—I notice in your last number an enquiry 
as to the cause of cotted wool. I have found by 
experience that change of food or atmosphere is 
not the primary cause of cotted wool. I think the 
cause is hereditary. I remember purchasing a 
ram lamb about twenty years ago, and I found 
w hen I came to shear him that his wool w as badly 
cotted. 1 thought it arose from not being pro
perly cared for, but the second year it was cotted 
as bad, if not worse, and his lambs were also

Walkerton, Dec. 11, 1S70.
['I’he injury done to our fruit is every year in- 

creasing, and it will require increasing vigilance to 
defeat them. To do this it. will be necessary to

S. E. Legate,
Sec. South Hrey Agi. Association.
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Orchard Manuring.
There would seem to tie no good reason why, if 

we wish to raise good orchard fruits, we should 
not manure our trees. People often look at trees 
growing on rJcky hillsides and argue therefrom 
that trees can grow without manure. They know 
that potatoes and other vegetables must -have ma
nure or they will not thrive, but they regard trees 
as a different order of vegetation, something that 
can thrive and flourish where nothing else would. 
But, in the case of trees on rocky hillsides, the 
land is often anything but poor. The rocks them
selves frequently contain valuable mineral matter, 
which, as the rock decays, is presented in a form 
that plants can feed upon. Then whatever vege
tation grows among the rocks remains there to de
cay, and even leaves anil other foreign substances 
that blow into the crevices formed by the rocks 
make a - valuable plant-food, on which the tree 
thrives. Indeed, trees in apparently poor, rocky 
places arc really much better off than many trees 
in orchards, where they are in what appears good 
land. In more level laud trees must be manured. In 
many cases it is as necessary to the best success 
that trees have an occasional manuring as it is that 
any other crop should have manure. There have 
been many discussions as to whether manure for 
fruit trees should be applied broadcast or plowed 
in. For orchard trees there is no rule ; it depends 
on circumstances. If the trees are on ground 
where vegetables are grown, the manure is of 
course turned in for the benefit of these crops, and 
the roots of the fruit trees fight with those of the 
vegetables for some of it, and get it, too. But 
there are many orchards where no crops are grown 
but the trees, and then it is an excellent practice 
to apply manures as a top-dressing at least every 
other year, if you would have them bear an abun
dance of good fruit.—Boston Home of Chemistry.

Chestnut Plantations.
In making chestnut plantations, the seed should 

be planted where the trees are to remain. They 
should be much nearer than twenty feet apart, as 
the young trees may be thinned out when partly 
grown, and make valuable timber for various pur
poses; and those that remain will be taller and free 
from limbs if near together. A good way is to 
plant every alternate hill in every alternate row of 
corn, with at least two chestnuts, so that one tree 
may be taken out after they grow, and thus 
more uniformity. Cultivate with the corn the first 
year; the second year the land is plowed carefully 
and planted with beans, potatoes, or a second crop 
of corn, and the cultivation .continued. By the 
third year the young chestnuts will have made a 
line growth, and should be lightly cultivated for a

(Carden, (Ordtarti anil forest. Effect of Draining an Orchard.
The Gardener's Chronicle once related a case of 

an orchard of apples and pears, plums and cherries, 
which were planted in a heavy clay, trenched 
down to an iron pan on which it rested. For a 
few years the trees grew very well, that is to say, 
as long as their roots were near the surface and 
got the warmth of the summer's sun ; but as they 
advanced downward the grow th became small, and 
by degrees less and less, till at hist the trees 
ceased to grow, and nothing flourished except gray 
linchens, with which the branches soon became 
covered. The owner was advised to drain the 
field three feet below the pan. In the first year 
afterward vitality was roused so effectually that 
the lincln ns began to disappear, cast off by the 
swelling bark, and decrepitude in its last stages 
was by the end of six months put off for youthful 
vigor. In the second ami third seasons after 
drainage the trees made shoots from four to five 
feet long.

Prof. Bindley remarked that this sudden change 
was no doubt caused by the elevation of tempera
ture, as a consequence or result of very deep drain
age. Rain becomes heated by the surface soil and 
carries its temperature with it as far as it sinks 
into the soil. The gain in this way is estimated 
at from ten to fifteen degrees in summer—an enor
mous gain, making the soil a hot-bed and nothing 
else.

Protecting Grape Vines in Winter.
The needful preparation for winter by covering 

the grape vines bas, we may conclude, been made 
in almost all instances. Still an article in the 
Rural A etc Yorker on this subject is so plain aud 
practical that we reprint it. Some vine-growers 
may even now profit by its suggestions, late as 
the season is, and to others it will be useful for 
references when the most fitting season shall have 
again commenced. The value of the vineyard, 
wherever the growing of vines has been judiciously 
carried on in Ontario, has been remunerative, in 
some sections of the country very profitable, and 
as it is yet iu its infancy, we hope the country will 
be found deserving the name “Vineland" given to 
Canada by its early discoverers : —

In several of the Northern States, and in the 
Canadas, grape-vines of all kinds require protec
tion in winter. In some localities where there is 
little danger of the vines being killed down, it has 
been found that protection from severe cold in
sures productiveness, and we are inclined to 
believe that protection to the grape iu winter 
might be practiced with benefit iu many regions of 
country where it is now considered quite unneces
sary. A few years ago strawberry growers would 
have thought it a waste of money to cover their 
strawberry plantations with any kind of mulch as 
a protection to the plants in winter, but it is now 
done quite extensively, and is a very profitable 
investment. It is not done, however, because 
there is any great danger of the plants of the more 
hardy kinds being killed out by frosts, but they 
may be very much weakened, and the fruit-buds 
inclosed in the crowns during winter very much 
injured by exposure, if not entirely destroyed.

Now, the fruit buds which are to produce grapes 
next year are already formed on the vines, and it 
is quite important that they should not be injured 
by cold, or in any other way, if a full crop of fruit 
is to be obtained another season. Of course, in 
the warmer parts of the,country, the more hardy 
sorts generally pass the winter unharmed, but the 
tender kinds require protection almost everywhere 
in the Middle States, and the most hardy in many 
of the Northern States. This is well understood 
by most of the cultivators of grasses; biftwc think

Gladioli for Winter.
It is to be regretted that these highly orna

mental bulbs are not generally cultivated for 
winter blooming. They are as easily grown as 
hyacinths and bulbs of a like nature, aud their 
cheerful appearance for house decoration during 
our dull winter weather, wdl amply repay the 
little labor they give.

To insure success, select in spring, bulbs which 
have not pushed their buds. These should be
kept dry until about September 1st, when they 
may be potted in rich sandy loom, single bulbs in 
five-inch pots. I sometimes put as many as 
twenty-five bulbs into about fourteen inch pans, 
and if the bulbs are chosen of equal length and 
fordwardness they will come into bloom together, 

few of them practice protection to so great an and give a splendid mass of flowers for parlor or 
extent as would Joe found profitable through an | other decoration. As soon 
increase of vigor m the growth of the vine and iu 
quantity and quality of the fruit.

There is a safer method of protecting vines in 
winter than bending down the canes aud covering 
them with earth. Before doing this they should be 
pruned, leaving say one or two buds more upon 
each bearing cane than will be required for fruiting, 
as the terminal bud is more liable to injure in 
handling, either in layering or taking up in spring, 
than the others, and if they go safely through, 
it i» a very easy matter to rub off the surplus 
shoots w hen they apiunv. Three or four inches 
in depth of earth is 
thi’ coldest localities .

as potted they may be 
placed in the greenhouse until they have made 
siderable growth, after which they may be moved 
to a warmer position, and watered occasionally 
with liquid manure.

secure
coil

Those who have no greenhouse, may plant the 
bulbs about the middle of duly in the open air in a
rich border. When they have made a growth of a ; >ear or two more with a wheel cultivator or Shares 
foot or fifteen inches, they may be dug up and barrow. By this time they will form a handsome 
potted ; and before there is any danger from frost, plantation of young trees seven or eight feet apart 
should be removed to a sunny window in the house’ each way. It must not be overlooked that the 
and kept well supplied with water. The best time chestnuts will not grow at all if they are allowed 
to dig is after a continued spell of dry weather, to become dry in the shell ; as soon as gathered 
when the soil is rather dry ; and if they are potted must be mixed w ith «damp sand, earth, muck
and well-watered as soon as lifted, they receive no or moss, and he thus kept till planted in a fresh, 
apparent check whatever, but will give as good healthy condition. — Conntry fenth 
spikes of bloom as those ordinarily flowered in --------
the open air. I have a bed in an intermediate Tin: New I’k.u iu>. —Charles Downing writes to 
house of about three hundred bulbs which 1 have the Rural Xew Yorker .-—The new peaelîcs—Alex-
I’.fted in this way, and they are all giving indica- motor's Early, Amsdcn’s June and Honeywell__all
turns of bloom. ^ ripened this year so nearly at the same time that it

Bulbs grown this seasfln in the open ground, and ls difficult to say what is the difference, if any. 
v ell matured, may be potted for spring flowering ; East season the Honeywell ripened two or three 
they do not require to be covered to induce them bays in advance of Alexander's Early, both grow- 
to make a root growth, which is the case with ing near together: this season both a're ripe at the 
hyacinths and some other winter flowering bulbs ; same time. In another garden near here Alcxan-
but | think it best to avoid giving much heat in bor s Early and Amsden s June worked on the same
the beginning, as this would be apt to cause them tree, were in eating the same day, which would 
to make too wêak a growth for bloom when forced Ina*ie the three varieties ripen at the same time, 
in this way .—Gardener's Monthly. The fruit of each, in form. Color, flesh and quality,

arc so near alike that I am unable to see any differ-
(Ikaktino < Vkkwts_The Rural V ./■ r / Tt *, T1^ H,"“-\v'vell, however, has no glands,

. A mm juiiat Aui i orlo r while, the other two have. If the record is to their
reason toTeiVll '6 cu"jant aml gooseberry have origin is correct, there is no doubt that they are all
on ■ n StSC£lAl Wh,Ch Secmf 1, biffèrent origin, but not yet distinguai" and 

1 eiatting them upon the Missouri currant all arc probably seeding of Hale’s Farlvof* the borer'" ’ BeS^tWar^ * »* Karly thiKfis^aU but as

mildew. And thus by’a Jinok happy lid tïïe two * t1°T T* AA it,similar 1,1 tlle »>>«vc kinds, 
great drawbacks to n mnt ™l ’ I 1 he Early Beatrice, m the same neighborhood, ri-
vatiou have been overcome. ‘ Thebeautv of these 1 1’T'< r'T ^ T'f filno’ ,,nt was lcss iu size,
little trees when loaded with th , .. , . sc j n,lt ,ls high colored, but more melting, higher Ha
as displayed at the Centennial is of itself >emA I v''!x''1 n,'b qmte free from the pit, while the others 
to insure their genera/7uu" atim It l ' a' l*™1 N"w 1 «<* >ny these peaches
well for those wïio ini r *.!? ? lll,, h:ll.M' at % w.ne time, neither can any
grafting currants to bear in mind that tl"^ "lt 1 1 vvl>""1 l,v arm ed at until all arc planted in
great difference in the vanS ofthe Mh^iri ‘A f rT ' V":lr f:uh other, ythe'trees well

currant, some making better stocks than others. U’ A" mu thrcv or luur succus’

■ lout, pi<itvctiuii oven in

:But it often happen.' Ù. a vine* are tvaiiivù upon
some system which prex ents or w mild nuke bending 
(low n to the eitrth in order to give protection, c\- 
t vc ml y ditlicult. consequently 
must he adopted, 
number of vines, old sacks 
both sides of the tvclli

1man.
-

some other plan 
Where there is nut a small

i spread overmay 
»»r hi nulls fr. ail ex ergreens 

iy material whichset up again~t them, t-r alum t 
atlords shade and protects tlm \ ines fn-m cold 
winds, may lu- used. except where more protection 

W here vines are trained against w allsis required.
it w ill, of course, only ne liccessarv 
side requiring only 'naif tlm mate; i d u--vd iu 
touting both.

In training vines with protection ju view the 
stems may he set at a slight, inclinath 
direction they are to 1 »e bent down in the fall, 
slight crook in the main stem w ij.1. after a while, 
l»e produced, hut if the vines are bent down 
fall there lived he

t- eox ht one 
pro

in tile
A

i
every

lie tear (if injury or breaking, 
even when the vanes become large and old. 
slight protection 
he cron an 1 fret

A
otten prevents a total failure of 

[ttently ploies to he a very prolit- 
■ Rural A. • • 1' rk .

I have

iperut ion.

An agricultural society in Massachusetts, desir
ing to encourage tree-plantmg and the re foresting 
of poor lauds in that Mate, have offered prizes tor 
the best plantations of larch, pine, ash, 
trees suited to different localities and soils, 
prizes range m amount from sfOO to 81.000, and 
special instructions arc published to guide competi
tors.
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Growing Large Bunches of Grapes.
Mr. John Curror, of Eskbank, Dalkeith, Scotland, 

gives the Carden the following account of his mode 
of growing a bunch of grapes, weighing 26 pounds, 
lately shown at an Exhibition in Edinburgh :—

The vinery in which the large bunch of Raisin 
de Calabre grew that I staged at the international 
fruit and flower show at Edinburgh, is a small lean- 
to house with a southern aspect. It measured 20 
feet in length by 14 in breadth, and 11 feet in 
height at the back, and is heated by four rows of 
4-inch hot-water pipes. The vines were planted in 
1868, and produced four bunches each, the third 
year after planting. They are planted three feet 
apart in the inside of the house, with an outside 
border 18 feet wide and 4 feet deep, the soil of the 
border being composed of one-half yellowish clayey 
loam and one-halt light gravelly strongly impreg
nated with iron. With this soil are mixed a few 
half-inch bones and a small quantity of manure. 
The border is top-dressed every year, inside and 
out, with three inches of cow or horse manure, and 
gets no protection from rain during winter. There 
are five vines in the house besides the Raisin de 
Calabre, viz. : two Black Alicantes, one Lady 
Downes, one Ilowood Muscat, and one Mr^Pince, 
all of which carry bunches about the average size! 
The Raisin de Calabre which bore the 26 lbs. bunch 
produced three other clusters, one of which weighed 
6 lbs., another 10 lbs., and one that still hangs 
the vine is calculated to weigh about 18 lbs. This 
gives just 60 lbs. of grapes for one rod about 14 feet 
long. The vines are usually started about the 15th 
of February, when the house is shut up for two 
weeks without fire-heat. The third week they 
assisted by a little fire-heat, and are also syringed 
several times each day until they break into leaf, 
after which the syringe is never used. I leave 
from two to three inches of air on all night, both at 
back and front, according to the state of the wea
ther, and give very little fire-heat, except when the 

bloom, until the grapes begin to color. 
The inside border gets a thorough soaking with 
water three times a year—at starting with clean 
water, again after the berries have set, and finally, 
just before they begin to color, with guano' water. 
Under this treatment the leaves grow large and 
leathery, which, with well -ripened wood, I consider 
t° be the secret of getting large bunches of grapes 
of good quality.

the only great tract of timber untouched, covering 
ene half of the first named, and one-third of the 

When this vast belt of timber is broken 
into, and it will be soon after the Pacific railroad is 
built, there will then remain no great timber belt 
in the United States. Michigan has already been 
so seriously encroached upon that they are already 
beginning to feel the effects in climatic changes. 
Wisconsin is fast following. It is estimated that 
what timber remains in Michigan, Wisconsin and 
Minnesota will have been virtually swept away in 
ten years.

W here does it go? To all the lake cities and the 
East ; every town and farm in Ohio, Indiana, Illi
nois, Iowa, Missouri and the South. Kansas and 
Nebraska alone consume 50,000 acres of Wisconsin 
lumber each year.

The Eastern States are thoroughly denuded of 
valuable timber. Even the once g neat forests of 
Maine are becoming almost extinct. Pennsylvania 
has but a limited supply, and the only wooded 
tract in New York is the Adirondact, and this 
principally on account of its inaccessibility. The 
South has much timber, but as a rule only in situ
ations difficult of

Earthing up Trees.—It is often advised to 
raise the soil about the trunks of trees as a protec
tion against mice, and for other purposes. But it 
is questionable whether in guarding against 
form of injury we do not run the risk of another. 
We have noticed a tendency in trees thus treated 
to rot around tlie collar, and there is also danger 
of the earth getting permanently raised so high as 
to shut out the small rootlets and fibres from that 
access of ail which is essential to their healthy 
gr >wth. Sometimes in raising a piece of ground 
or levelling it for a lawn or other use, the general 
surface is elevated a few inches. The result is 
either a stunted growth or actual death to fho 
trees, whose roots thus become too much buried. 
Boxing around the trunk is resorted to in 
cases to obviate this evil, but it is ineffectual, lic

it is not the stem of the tree merely, but the 
entire expanse of roots, which is affected. When 
improvements are undertaken which involve rais
ing the ground where trees are already growing,

may as well face the necessity of making r ;___
plantation, for there will never be any satisfaction 
in the old one if it is doomed to deeper burial.

latter.
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Owing to the failure of the English orchards this 
year very large shipments of apples arc being made 
to Great Britain. When the crop of apples fails 
at home tlie English generally look to Jersey and 
Guernsay for their supply, but this year that 
source could not be reliéd upon. Single American 
houses are shipping as much as 15,000 barrels a 
week to Europe, England, as said, being their 
principal destination.

access.
To those who have seen the exhibit of cultivated 

timber in the Iowa section of the Agricultural 
Hall at Philadelphia, and the comparatively short 
time in which this has been grown to its present 
size, the problem of the cultivation of timber will 
not be one difficult of solution. It is the fact that 

all good prairie soils timber may be grown 
source of porfit, if the farmer can wait for his 
returns for a few years. The difficulty is, most 
people, even those fully alive to the importance of 
the subject, put off planting year after year, think
ing next year I will begin. Alas ! next year, like 
to-morrow, never comes. Thus the day of profit 
is also delayed. We reiterate what we have often 
written before : on all prairie farms belts of tim
ber will pay in the protection they afford to crops 
alone, and the growth is clear gam. It is difficult 
to make many understand this. Nevertheless 
some do, and these are the ones who will soon reap 
profits, while their fellows are waiting to see how 
that class succeed.

on

on as a

Although, says the Scientific American, there 
no available statistics to show the exact rate of 
speed with which they are using up the wood sup- 
plyi it is easy to see that it is being done with 
great rapidity. Taking the ligitimatc use of lum
ber, industries based on its manufacture, consti
tute the second point of magnitude in America, 
and are only exceeded by the iron interest. About 
150,000 persons are stated to be employed in pro
ducing sawed lumber alone ; $148,500,000 
vested therein, and 1,895,000 laths, 2,265,000,( 00 
shingles, and 12,756,000,000 feet of timber 
yearly manufactured. On the secondary interests
based on the use of lumber as a raw material_
carpentry, cabinet-making, ship building, &c. 
millions of peuple are employed. According to - 
Prof. Brewer’s assertion, wood forms the fuel of 
two-thirds of the population, and the partial fuel 
of nine-tenths of the remaining third. Add this 
to the former estimate, and some idea will bo ob
tained of the enormous drain upon the American 
forests that is constantly in progress. As a fact, 
it is well known that in 1871 as many as 10,000 
acres of forest were stripped of their timber to 
supply Chicago with fuel, and yet no attempt is 
made to reproduce. - Land and Water.
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Fruit Trees.
..Fruit trees, by the average owner of land, should
be planted for family reasons—that is to say, in 
order to have a supply of fruit always at hand 
one’s own place. It is'strange that people should 
have no better reason to give for purchasing fruit 
trees than that they could not get rid of the peddler 
without, though they must pay high prices for poor 
trees, which may never turn out as represented, 
unless the peddler of trees is a purer being than the 
peddler of other articles. Still, it is well that some 
trees arc planted—and even trees bought under 
such circumstances as these, may as well be cared 
fqt, for they will, or may, be of some use in the end.

Many persons ask what land is best for certain 
fruit trees, and what manures are the best to use. 
There is no doubt but that some soil is better for 
trees, and some manures more effective than others, 
but this is in a professional sense, where special 
excellence is desired, and need not worry th 
age man. There is no soil nor any manure that is 
neatly to one’s hand but is quite good enough for 
ordinary purposes.

The trouble with most people, and the 
why trees so often fail is, that the roots are allowed 
to get dry. Dry roots are a worse condition of 
tilings than poor roots ; and then the earth should 
bo hammered in very tightly about the roots, and 
the trees severely pruned. Not one tree in ten 
thousand need die if these things are really at
tended to.

The after culture of trees is very simple. Keep 
out insects from the stems of the trees near the 
ground ; do not disturb the surface roots by digging 
or plowing near them ; and spread on the surface 
above the roots, now and then, something for them 
to eat.

Destruction and Supply of Timber. Oil

The destruction of the old forests in North Am
erica is a subject above all others connected with 
the natural wealth of the country that engrosses 
the attention of thinking men. All admit that to 
the denuding of the country is to be attributed 
much of the failure of crops, now of so frequent 
occurrence, and many parts of the country already 
begin to feel the scarcity of timber for the many 
purposes for which it is required. The following 
article from the Western Farm Journal, on the de
struction and supply of timber, is well worth our 
consideration :—

Now that the AX est is fully alive to the necessity 
of planting timber, not only to supply the annual 
waste of the country, but also—and this is really 
the most important item—as a means of ameliorat
ing the climate, and preventing the recurrence of 
destructive storms, it may not be uninteresting to 
oui horticultural readers to know something of 
where the timber annually cut for market goes to.

It has been estimated that 80,000,000 of 
trees are consumed 
panies for ties alone, 
enormous quantities in the building of cars, for 
fuel, fencing and other purposes. The fences of 
the United States are estimated to have cost $1,- 
800,000,000. To keep these in repair costs over 
$100,000,000. The destruction of timber in clear- 
ing up new farms in timber countries is still im
mense, insane as it may seem, that such valuable 
property should be ruthlessly burned. It is esti
mated that between the years 1860 and 1870, fully 
10,000,000 acres were so burned.

The I orest lands of the United States are rated 
at 880,000,000 acres, and the total annual con
sumption of forests is estimated at 5,500,000 acres. 
Of thisj2,500,000 acres is required for fencing, and 
2,000,000 acres for lumber, leaving 1,000,000 ’ 
for other uses.

About 50,000,000 cords of wood are yearly con
sumed ; 5,000 acres

Freezing Apples. A sprinkling of sawdust 
was put in the bottom of the barrel, then a cake 
of ice, fitted in the sawdust, then apples set 
end as thick as could be packed, then sawdust 
sprinkled on these apples again, and so tilled, and 
packed away in the ice-house, covered well with 
saw'dust, and they were fre-h and good when taken 
out. 1 have found good apples in the leaves under 
the trees in the spring, where the snow laid On. 
Apples can be frozen up in tlie fall in tight barrels 
and kept so till spring, then rolled into a cool dark 
cellar to thaw gradually and be all right. I put 
away a barrel that way once, in a closet in

on

e over-

reason
an up

per story, and they froze up. It stayed there until 
warm weather, wdicn I rolled it to the cellar and 
thawed it ont and it was as good as ever .—Ohio 
Farmer.

young
com-every year by railway

Besides these there is used

New forests arc said to be growing up in the 
western part of Massachusetts faster than the old 
ones arc cut off. Especially in the hill towns is 
this the case. Many a locality that was improved 
as farm land twenty and thirty years ago, is now 
covered with a vigorous growth of young forest, 
the rapid increase in the population of the out- 
lying agricultural districts having rendered such a 
change inevitable.Moss on Young Trees. -AVe hear the enquiry 

many times every year—“ AA’hat shall we do to 
prevent moss growing on our young fruit trees ? ” 
It may be removed by washing with weak lye, or 
thin lime whitewash, or strong soapsuds. Or it 
may be simply scraped off', if thick, and the bark 
then washed with s' apsuds. Moss is more apt to 

and 20 non ooo n®cessary for charcoal, grow on feeble, stunted trees, with old rough bark,
"i A ’ t ’ , i ' of lumber are annually pro- than on thrifty smooth ones, and hence good culti- 
u ioonno '7’ S’ f’011? aJU CUt for vation and vigor are best to prevent it

lumber ’ ^ 2’000-000 acres frir times it is the result only of the trees being much
Or or,™ n,,,i n' i • . m , shaded, in which case it is not to be regarded
Uregon and \\ ashington Territory contain now I formidable evil in itself.

1 he descendants of the short-horn cow Duchess, 
which I'ol. Morris, of Kurd ham, bought at the Karl 
Ducie’s sale in England in 1803, have reached a sale 
of $5,000,000. The mother of all this wealth began 
her existence in 1850.

At the last Falkirk cattle fa if, Scotland, there 
were 8,000 to 10,000 cattle on sale, and between 
1,200 and 1,500horses. Sales ran lower than last 
year in the cattle ring ; the horses were of too high 
a '’grade for farmers’ use, and consequently did 
not go.
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of expense what 1 considered to be a fair valuation ^ 

Below will give you my account with a field of 
twenty-three acres, which may at least amuse your i 
readers :

Fresh, pure water for. drinking, and diet changed 
frequently and given with discretion. Dusting 
baths, lime and broken or ground bones, charcoal, 
gravel, a limited amount of fresh meat and green 
food should all be provided. By adhering strictly 
to these requirements you need have lilt'e fear of 
disease.

lauttry

Feeding Fowls.
11 days' Blowing at $2 50 per day 
5j “ Dragging “ “

“ Drawing manure 
(I “ Spreading do.

There is much difference of opinion as to the best 
method of feeding grain to poultry. Some leave 
open a barrel of shelled corn, and say that less is 
eaten in this way than in any other. It is true 
that after the first few days poultry will cat less 
when grain is constantly liy, than when fed twice 
or thrice each day all that they will eat by throw
ing it on the ground and letting them scramble for 
it. This is because of the strife among them for the 
largest share. The quantity eaten when the barrel 
is left open will be great for a week or so, and then 
the fowls will become cloyed. It is not a good 
practice, because the cloying process is a fattening 
one, and excessive fattening and thrift are not 
compatible. Of course, in fattening for the table 
this practice is good, but not in the ordinary man
agement of fowls kept for general purposes. Even 
after the first rush and gluttony are over, there 
will be too much consumed daily. The better way 
is to throw down twice a day just enough and no 
more—never as much as they will swallow. Prac
tice only can determine the quantity required to 
keep them moderately fat. They should be handled 
occasionally (night is a good time for this) to find 
out their condition.

The caution respecting over-feeding does not 
apply to young or partly grown birds. Give them 
all they will consume. There will be no danger of 
injury by ever-eating if fed from four to a dozen 
times a day, according to their age. They require 
a highly nourishing diet, for they develop very fast 
and make great demands on the material stored up 
in their tissues. Making half-grown fowls ton fat 
is simply impossible if they are allowed plenty of 
range and inducements to keep in almost constant 
motion. All young domestic animals require abun
dant exercise. Confining young Chickens in plea
sant weather indicates a lamentable ignorance 
the part of the breeder. In fattening adult fowls, 
induce them to eat as much as possible for fifteen 
or twenty days, and then kill them before they 
become diseased or enfeebled in digestion, 
time they will take on flesh rapidly, and the knack 
consists in butchering just before the appetite is 
satiated, and a reaction of the system prevents a 
further accumulation of fat.

at «2 50 per day 
at 81 ‘25 “ . ,

‘ Ganging at §2 50 per day................
‘ Drilling at “ “ ................

Voultry Shows for ÎSÎÏ.
Ontario Poultry Society will 

Galt, from the 16th to 20th January, when about 
§2,000 in prizes will be awarded. 1 ». Ai.i.en, See.

Southern Poultry Society will be held in Brant
ford oil tlie 20th to 23rd February, when we have 
every assurance of a good exhibition. Tlicir prize- 
list will be out in a few days. W. Sanderson, Sec.

held in 
Ward,

5
hold tlicir show in 1~'j ‘

23A bush, seed at SI 20 per bush
Harvesting............................................
Threshing.............................................
Interest oil land at 7 per cent. . . .
Taxes.......................................................
Wear of tools................................
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National Association of Fanciers willwAn 
Chicago on February 12tli to 17th. <
Sec. and Treas.

Ir
kep
veg.Total cost..........................................................

Deducting §1 per acre value of straw....

Net total..........................................................
Machine measure gave 427 bushels, which, at the 

above estimate, would be a trifle less than 70c. ~ 
bushel. The soil in which this crop was raised is a 
sandy loam. The wheat grown in another field the 
same season cost me 80c. per bushel.—J. K., in M. 
Far mi r.
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There is a valuable article, bristling with statis
tics on this subject in Le Journal tie Aijrieullure 
Pratique for June. The writer (Mens. L. Grandeau) 
observng that the general opinion having been that 
the heavier the oats weigh the more nutritive they 
are, states that the General Omnibus Company hav
ing for several years allowed the agricultural labo
ratory to make experiments, these have resulted in 
showing that there is no relation whatever between 
the natural weight and the nutritive quality of oats, 
the greatest difference per 100 kilogrammes found 
in the analysis being : In water 3.26 k. ; azotized 
matter 3.33 ; fatty matter 3.64 ; starch 7.32 ; cell
ular tissue 7.36 ; and ashes, 2.22. 
substances and the sum of the hydroearburets (fat, 
starch, &c. ) varied to the greatest extent in a 
hundred parts of the former 35.42, and of the 
latter 19.70—hence, says he, the first conclu
sion :

per
ç
-

1 sey,
tillCheese Factory—Sou ft him : for the Hard 

1 i mes.—This is the fourth year for the Kin tore 
Cheese factory. It lias paid a profit of about 28 
per cent., and the previous year the profit was 26 
per cent. It is owned by about sixty or seventy 
partners ; Mr. James McLeod, President. The 
cheesemaker’s salary is one dollar per cwt. 
number of cows whose milk was sent to the factory 
was 700 the past season, 11 of them the property 
of the writer. The price of cheese sold in August 
was IOJc. per lb., and the two following months 
l ie. So money can be made even in the hard 
times.
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That for large consumption of oats, 
such as those of carriage and omnibus companies, 
there is real interest in knowing the composition of 
oats, whether for purchase or for mixing rations. 
Giving a table of the mean analysis of nineteen 
kinds of French and twenty-one of foreign oats he 
says : “These remarkable differences between the 
mean composition of the oats of the two series bear 
mainly on their absolute richness in azote and ainu- 
laceous matter. The oats of Bohemia, Hungary and 
Germany, richer in protein substances, and at the 
same time .poorer in starch, present a nutritive 
value superior to the mean of the nineteen French 
sorts analysed.” To what cause, then, lie asks, 
must we attribute these differences? To the soil, 
the climate, tjie kind cultivated, the manure, or the 
year of harvesting ? That the nutritive value of 
oats, as regards the relative proportion of the pr 
tein to the non-azotised properties, was utterly in
dependent of weight, was shown thus : “Irish 
black oats of 1874, the most nutritive of all ana 
lyzed, weighed 44 kilogrammes a hectolitre, whilst 
Poitou grey oats, weighing 51. 1 k., only stood elev
enth in nutritive value. The oats of the Haute 
Marne, and of Burgundy, weighing respectively 40 
and 40 2 k. per hectolitre, were far in advance of 
black and white Swedish ; and grey Brittany oats, 
weighing respectively 50.5 and 48.48 k. per hectoli
tre. Finally, the two last oats in order of nutri
tive value, white Russian of 18,4 and grey Brittany 
of 1872, weighed the one 43.5 k., and the other -D 
kilogrammes. In a great many rural and, M 
Grandeau might have added, town works, the ra
tion of oats is still given by measure, without taking 
into account the weight per hecrolitre of the grain.

but,
AJohn Lay. Kintore, P. 0.
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Miss Edith Head will please forward her P. 0. 

address, as it has been mislaid.
■‘■'Ut,—I am troubled with the bark lice on my 

apple trees. I have tried different kinds of 
washes, but cannot get rid of them yet. Please 
give the best remedy. ,1. RkmonT. —

Lakeville, Cornwallis, Nov. 25th, 1876.
[For tmK. Bark Louse. — Scrape off the rough, 

scaly bark without disturbing the sound bark be
neath; then soak well with lye. Home add to the 
lye carbolic acid. Their breeding and hiding place 
is under the scales and in the little corners of the 
rough bark. For the scraping we prefer a cow’s 
rib to a knife. The rib does not wound the bark 
that is to be preserved, j

For a;

ami 
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Ive FOR SiTTiNii Hens.—J. E. Smith, Durham, 
N. H., states that lie has cured an obstinate lien 
of a desire for “setting,” by putting,.several lumps-. 
bf ice in her nest. Such uncongenial nest-eggs must 
certainly exercise a demoralizing influence on the 
would-be mother, but in some cases the operator 
may surely calculate on requiring duplicate eggs.

W inter Food.—In the morning we must feed 
boiled potatoes, or wheat bran, scalded and fed

warms the hens up 
after a long, cold night. At night we must feed 
-corn, oats and the like. At noon, vegetables, such 
as cabbages, raw potatoes, onions, apples, and the 
like, chopped up together with plenty of pepp 
Meat is relished w ell once or twice a week. Coal 
ashes are of great benefit to the hen-house; put 
them ill a box or in file corner of the house, changing 
them every day ; the liens pick out all the Httlelnts 
of slate, which serve to make eggslvcll. Old plaster 
is good, for it helps to make shell, 
have plenty of clean water or thick milk (the milk 
I think preferable) every day ; there is more profit 
in feeding milk to the liens than to hogs.

Warm Bovethy-Houses. 
tiler, do matter how cold the air is, if the, sun shines 
brightly, and the air inside the poultry-house 
not escape, .1 surprising amount of solar heat may 
be collected in the house by having considerable 
glass on the south side.

1 ho IiiiruL JS no } orli r tells a correspondent that 
if lie will “keep his fowls well supplied with lime 
and gravel, or brick-layers' rubbish, and animal

guri

“thI

(L’ommemat.warm, as it digests easily and .
w- day1 lie markets have for some time been very inactive ; in the 

Engli3h markets, owing in a great measure to t)iu unsettled 
state oi political affairs in Europe, buyers and sellers bave ill 
consequence been inclined to hide tlicir time and wait the 
course ot events. Prices have, however, been firm, and in 
some cases have again advanced.

Receipts of grain in Canadian markets have not been large.
Stocks stood in Toronto on Monday as follows: Flour, 6,512
lmsb.; fall wheat, 3f.,96D bush.; oats, 17,11)0 bush. ; barley, 
bkvtn, hush.; peas, 2D,026 bush. English markets took a start 
m the latter part of last week, which has been firmly main
tained ever sime.
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ENGLISH MARKETS. A: urh Lkf. • Wheat steady ; Corn firm ; California 

v 'ike Wheat, per cental, 11s 6.1 to 11s Dd ; Red American 
Spring W heat-, range of No. 2 to No. l, per cental, lvs 3d to 
los Dd; American Mixed Com, per qv. of id() lbs., 27s 6d ; 
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IIn clear winter wun-
Tlic Cost of Crops.

But few farmers, we think, spend a thought on 
the actual cost to them of any of the products of 
tlicir farms, per bushel, per hundred weight, or per 
acre, they content themselves with knowing that 
the farms, as a whole, are paying their expenses 
and a little over. Still it is well to know of each 
crop, if it it be profitable, and if so, what profit 
docs it pay. Thc.process is a simple one, and these 
long winter evenings give a good opportunity to 
those who have as yet made no calculation, to make 
a commencement. Will some of our subscribers 
examine the calculation of a Michigan farmer given 
below, amd compare it with such items of his” 
tanning, and let us have the result?
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Cram quiet and unchanged ; Hogs, .<7 to $7.10.food (fresh meat) in some form, it may prevent or 
cure his hens eating tlicir eggs.” But as soon as 
the fowls are hungry again after tlicir repast of 
fresh meat (which will he in about ten minutes), 
they will eat either more fresh meat or ,-i/ps, if ac
cessible, and prefer tin- latter. Another remedy is 
to scatter china eggs all around the poultry-house 
for fowls to peek at until disgusted, hut we have 
found that they will not entirely 
either china eggs or the genuine

pots
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“Nine hundred and ninety-nine too many,” said Miles, 

actually smiling at her. “Good-dav.” And when he re
appeared in the study, he had a daisy in his button-hole.

Mike came out of the dining-room, where he had been sooth
ing the canary with a crisp lettuce leaf. “Well, sur?” said he.

“ Hang the bird’s cage where the cat can’t reach it, lock up 
the chops after this, and drown thirteen of the kittens,” 
quietly said Mr. Guernsey.

“Mad, is it?” Mike soliloquizes, 
hatters. ”

“Good heavens ! tchat man in his sober senses,” Miles 
Guernsey asked himself, “toould hurt a frozen-eared cat T

Summer passed away, carrying with her the fragrant roses 
and thousands of other beautiful flowers ; autumn, in richly 
tinted rustling garments, gathered the gold and brown and 
crimson leaves to her bosom, and bade the earth farewell ; 
winter oame, and flung down snowy flakes upon and hung 
glittering icicles from the roofs of the cottages and the naked 
branches of the trees—and the neiçhborshau only met a dozen 

But in that dozen times Miles Guernsey had managed 
(principally from the old lady, a delicate, sweet-faced 

woman, from whom the daughter had inherited her pleasant 
eyes) that the picture of the handsome young man in the par
lor was the portrait of Rosa’s lover who had died fifteen years 
before in a foreign land, where he had gone for his health. 
“Rosa was well-nigh broken-hearted at first,” said the old 
lady ; “ but time has softened her grief,and now she can speak 
of him as calmly as she can of the darling little sister who 
died when she was a child. ” From the same source he learned 
that Rosa’s father had been a speculator, unlucky in all his 
speculations, and that when, his last great disappointment 
breaking his heart, he departed this life, there was very little 
left for his widow and children. “ Robert, my only son," 
said the old lady, “ helps us all he can ; but lately he has mar
ried a sweet girl, who has patiently waited for him five long 
years, and now Rosa and I will have to live more economically 
than ever, if that be possible. But, dear me, how I do run on, 
and how Rosa would scold me if she knew it ! but you are so 
kind and sympathetic, Mr. Guernsey, that, short as our ac
quaintance has been, I almost regard you as one of the family. 
Rosa, my dear, I should like Mr. Guernsey to hear that new 
song your brother sent you last week.”

“ And would Mr. Guernsey like to hear it?” Rosa asks.
“How can you ask me?” said the old bachelor. “I am 

always pleased to hear you sing.” By which remark you will 
perceive he had become entirely reconciled to the guitar.

It was the evening of Christmas-day. Miles Guernsey sat 
alone in his parlor, thought on his brow and a pipe in his 
mouth, when Mike entered with a dainty rose-perfumed 
three-cornered note.

“ From the owld maid, sir,” said he.
“ Miss Osborne, you mean, 

call her an old maid again.”
“Would Mr. Guernsey”—so the note ran—“glvé Mrs. and 

Miss Osborne the pleasure of his company this Christmas even
ing ? Brother Robert and his wife nave come down from the 
city, and there would be a little music, a little supper, and 
whist.”

“ Wait, and I’ll write an answer.” said Mr. Guernsey. And 
while Mike waited, he began to talk again. “ Shure ye heard 
the news, sur ? the village is full uv it. They say she oughtn’t 
’a done it ; that it’s incouragin' wickedness an’—”

“ Who the dickens are you talking about?” asked his mas
ter, turning impatiently around, pen in hand.

“ The owld—I mean Miss Osborne, sur,” answered Mike
“ And pray what shouldn't she heve done ?”
“ Taken Bessie West’s baby, sur.”
“Taken Bessie West’s baby ?” Go on this moment, Mike, 

or I’ll brain you with the poker.”
you see, sur,” Mike, thus admonishad, went on 

glibly enough, “ye know that unfortunate story about Bessie 
west, the purty sewin’-gurril ?”

“ Yes, yes—Heaven knows I do. Not a woman’s tongue 
within ten miles, except one, but has wagged about it.”

“Well, sir, last night she died, an’ she sint for the owld— I 
mane Miss Osborne. For she was frighted uv the other 
women, they’d been so hard to her— bad ’cess to ’em !—an' 
half uv ’em wid child her uv their own, an’ not knowin’ what 
they’re cornin’ to ; an’ the owld—I mane Mias Osborne, 
wint—”

fond of roses. The white muslin curtains were looped back 
with sprays of half opened ones ; a vase filled with them aeocxl 
on the centre table ; on the hearth lay shells from which they 
peeped, and a vine that ran up the window outside had been 
coaxed through a broken pane, and hung, heavy with sweet 
white buds, over the picture of a handsome young man in 
the dress of a clergyman. The guitar leaned against the arm 
of a cozy, old-fashioned crimson sofa ; a hanging shelf of books 
occupied one corner of the room ; a mirror, whose tarnished 
frame was almost hidden by a pretty arrangement of autumn 
leaves, hung in the other. “ Humph ! she’s got some taste,” 
said the old bachelor to himself, and began, without knowing 
whj’, to wish he were at homo—in fact, was meditating an 
inglorious retreat, when the old maid entered the room.
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“I Came to Ask—”8i
Two pretty, old-fashioned cottages standing near each other 

on a secluded tree-shaded country road, separated by a little 
meadow, which from the birth of Spring to the death of 
Autumn rejoiced in waving green grass and white daisies and 
yellow dandelions, and after that wore a robe woven of snow
flakes as fair and pure as when they fell from the skies, until 
old Winter, to whom the robe belonged, hearing the return
ing birds ask for the violets, gathered it about him and 
ished again.

-‘V Imsli 28 20 “ He’s madder nor fifty
57 85

.20 76
Ullt 119 70 ■

7 36 Tall, graceful, with chestnut-brown hair parted simply over 
a frank unwrinkled brow, and gathered into a silken net at 
the back of her head ; honest grey-blue eyes that looked full 
at you ; arched eyebrows two shades darker than the hair ; 
small, straight nose ; cheeks a little faded, but still throwing 
out pink roses on occasion; lovely mouth, with the faintest 
suspicion of a shadow at the corners, which was instantly lost 
in a sunshiny smile.

10 00
In one of them, the larger, in front of which was a neatly 

kept lawn, and at the back a small hot-house and miniature 
vegetable garden, lived Miles Guernsey and his man Mike, the 
one an old bachelor, the other, as he described himself, “a 
widdy man, thanks be to the Lord that sint her rest.”

In the other-Rose Cottage they called it, for in rose-time 
it was completely surrounded by roses ; they filled the space 
in front and clambered over the porch and up the sides of the 
house—had lived a quiet elderly couple for many years, until 
about a month before my story (if it may be dignified by that 
title) begins, when they went to heaven on the very same day, 
as they had often prayed to, loving old souls, and left Rose 
Cottage waiting for new tenants.

“Just as I’d got comfortably settled,” grumbled Miles Guern
sey, “ to be all upset again ! Other old men and women live 
till they’re a hundred. Why couldn’t these have done 
instead of dying at the early age of eighty ? And there’s no 
knowing who’ll take the cottage. Somebody with cats, dogs, 
and babies, I’ve no doubt—three kinds of animals I detest.”
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“ Our neighbor, Mr. Guernsey, I believe ?” she said, in a 
remarkably pleasant voice.per

“ Yes,” replied Mr. Guernsey, blushing violently (the idea 
of it! an old bachelor, forty-five his last birthday, [flushing 
because an old maid looked at him !), and having uttered this 
monosyllable, he dropped his hat, and put his cane through 
the crown of it as he stooped to pick it up again. The hat In 
his hand once more, he went on : “ I’ve called to see if you— 
that is, your mother—I mean both of you, of course— In 
fact,” with sudden inspiration, “ I came to ask if you would 
like some trout ; Just out of the water yesterday.”

“Oh ! thank you ; you’re very kind,” said Miss Osborne, a 
little surprise in her voice, and a puzzled expression in her 
eyes ; and at that moment Mike’s rough tones broke in from 
outside :
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“Thrue fur ye, boss,” said Mike, with an ominous shake of 
the head.

There was something else Mr. Guernsey insisted he detested, 
and that was an old maid. “ A man,” he used to say, “ don’t 
need smiles and kisses and pet names and children hanging 
around him to keep him sweet, but a woman does. Of course 
some of the poor things can’t help their forlorn state ; the 
men don’t propose, or they do and run away, or their parents 
cut up rough, or they have invalid relations to take care of. 
I’m very sorry for them ; they have my heartiest sympathy ; 
but, all the same, I don’t like ’em.”

And so when Mike came one lovely June morning to tell his 
master the Cottage was rented, adding, with a sly grin, “ An’ 
sliuro it’s an owld maid an’ her mother,” Mr. Guernsey said 
something o^ which he ought to have been ashamed, ; 
which, for that reason, I ahant set down, and then wont 
sarcastically, “ And now we’ll have all sorts of ‘sweet,cunniny 
pets,’ I suppose ; but if any of them come near my premises” 
—furiously—“ I’ll poison ’em, drown ’em, wring their necks. 
Do you hear, Mike ?”

The
The “ I’ve got him, boss, an’ the divil’s own time I’ve had to 

ketch him. Bedad, he’s the liveliest la)ne dog I ivor met in 
me loife, an* he’s pult down the other vine air—”

“ Good-day,” hurridly said “ the boss,” flying before the old 
maid’s questioning looks, and spinning off the stoop with such 
impetus as to almost knock down his faithful retainer. “Shut 
up, you idiot!” he said, in a hoarse whisper. “ Drop that 
dog, and go home and fasten the vines up again.’

“ Howly Moses !” ejaculated Mike, as he disappeared in a 
hurry ; “ is it mad he is ?”

“Oh, dear!” exclaimed the old maid, raising her pretty 
hands and eyebrows as she caught sight of the “fine little fel
low’s” dirty paws and drooping tail, “lie’s been in some mis
chief ; I’m sure he lias ; I saw your man. What has he been 
doing, Mr. Guernsey ? In the kindness of your heart you’re 
screening him ; I know you are. Oh, Waif ! Waif ! if you 
weren’t lame, I’d whip you. I picked him up in the street one 
day, Mr. Guernsey”—the pink roses were in full bloom now— 
“ where some wicked boys had left him after breaking his leg, 
and took him home and nursed him well again, and the poor 
thing became so attached to me I couldn't bear to leave him 
behind when we left the city.”
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” said his master, sternly. “ Don’t
Please

,1. S KM ONT. ~ “ Faith, I do,” said Mike, grimly.
" I’ve lived here ten years,” resumed the master, “ in peace 

and quiet, driven here by an old maid in the first .place, and 
it will be hard indeed if I am driven away by another. With 
a piano or guitar, no doubt ?”
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“ Aithcr that last or a fiddle, sur,” said Mike. “ I sor the 
gurril a-earryiiV it in yesterday in its own nate little coffin.” “ Of course not,” said Mr. Guernsey, adding, rather irrele

vantly, “ 1 don’t wonder at it. Good-morning. ” And so the 
acquaintance began.“ She’ll play and sing from morning till night, out uf time 

and tune, and I shall be obliged to close all the doors and suf
focate. ” “What a fool I’ve been !" said Miles, as, once more on hisI

porch, he picked up his newspaper again ; but, bless me, 
a want to hurt a lame dog ?”“Anyhow,” suggested Mike, “there can’t be no babies.”

“Thank heaven for that,” said Mr. Guernsey, fervently • 
“ though I don’t know but what the guitar’s worse. You can 
scare yodhg children by making faces at ’em. When do thev 
move in, Mike?” J

“To-morrow, sur,” said Mike. “Och, but its dreadful !”
We’ll go a-fishing. Mike. Be ready to-morrow morning at 

day-break, and we’ll stay away a week.. I never could boar 
the noise women make when they’re putting a house to rights 
as they call it ; and if I can’t stand it after wo come back why 
I’ll pull up stakes and go for good, that’s all.” ’ J

“ Yis, sur,” said Mike.

own 
who’

A week passed away, during which Mr. Guernsey only cauht 
occasional glimpses of bis fair neighbor as she came out into 
the garden among the roses, with a plain straw hat shading 
her face, and tied with a bit of blue ribbon under the chin. 
“ I always liked blue ribbon,” sighed the old bachelor, 
used to wear it.” “ She” was the young girl he ha 
some twenty years ago, and from whom he had been separated 
by the machinations of his father and her old maiden aunt. ,

All was calm and serene, when one morning Mike burst into 
the library, where his master sat, and gasped out, “Thim 
lamb chops, sur, the dilicatc tinder wuns I mint for yer dinner, 
they're gone, an’ the burrid’s most frightened to death, sur, 
an’ no lias—or may I niver slipake another worrid— than four
teen kittens in the wood-shed, an’ all on account of Miss Os
borne’s cat, the thafe uv the wurrild.”
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When Miles Guernsey and his man returned from the fish
ing excursion, Miss Osborne and Miss Osborne's mother and 
Miss Osborne’s maid of all work were installed in Rose Cottaire 
and sure enough the first sounds that greeted the ears of the 
fishermen were the pleasant tinkling of the guitar, and 
equally pleasant voice singing an old-fashioned love song—not 
out of time, however, and decidedly In tune.

And the very next day a small dog, after sniffing curiously 
about ou the outside for a while, squeezed himself nearly flat 
and, crawling under the front gate, frisked gaily Over the tiny 
lawn, and from thence up to the porch, where sat the lawn's 
owner reading the newspaper.

The intruder was n bri

•‘ This certainly must bo stopped at once,” said Mr. Guern
sey. “Give me my hat, Mike, and away he went, growing 

grier and angrier at every step. His lamb chops ! and 
more to be hail until to-morrow—good gracious ! And four
teen kittens—gracious goodness!—to say nothing of the canary 
in a fit, perhaps its power of song scared away forever!

an “ Of course she did,” interrupted his master. “ Go on.”
“ An’ she prayed wid the poor thing, an' closed her eyes ; 

an’ whin she came away she fetched the young wan wid her, 
an’ they do say she’s a-goiiV to 'dopt it, an' they’ll niver shpake 
to her agin. ”

He actually banged the gate of the garden of roses ; but hie 
anger, which was up to “ butter melts” at least, fell to “zero” 
when he entered the pretty parlor. There sat the old mafd, 
in a low rocking chair, idly swaying to and fro, dressed in a 
loose flowing white wraq per, without a ruffle or puff, with a

“ Which would be a very great pity !” said the old bachelor, 
with emphasis, and rather a diabolical grin.

“ Yis, sur. An' now I suppose we’ll be afther movin’,shure, 
for it only n&ded the baby to make it complate ; owld—1 mane 
Miss Osborne, cats, dogs, an’ babies.”

“Get me my great-coat,” was the only reply he received. 
“ I’ll answer the note personally. ” And the great-coat on, 
away started Miles Guernsey for Rose Cottage once more.

. ght-oyoU little terrier, slightly lame
hi one of his hind legs, and he proceeded to caper about the 
old bachelor as though in him he recognized an early but long. golden-hearted daisy in her hair and another,at her throat,and 

by her side stood the lean, lank cat with a squalling kitten 
hanging from its mouth. “ Poor Mary Ann!” she was laying; 
“ but where, oh, where are the other—” when she raised her 

eyes and met the not at all irate glance of the old bache- 
“ Glad to see you again, Mr. Guernsey," she said, in her 

frank voice, rising and holding out her hand. “ Mother is

“Mike!” shouted Mr. Guernsey.
handSanL8“,,Mtheeoïhenrning ^ wlth * W in “>•

kind “ Bedad,”said Mike, with an intoxicated wink, “it’s mesilf 
knew he wouldn't shtand the baby.”

Miss Osborne's parlor was that night, if possible, brighter 
and cheerier than it was on the summer day the old bachelor 
first entered it. Instead of roses, Christmas greens dotted 
with brilliant red berries looped back the currains. enwreathed 
thirpictures, arid drooped from vases and shells, and right 
over the tall wax candle burning on the centre table hung a 
bunch of mistletoe (sent with kindly greetings and a real Eng
lish plum-pudding from some kinsfolk across the sea), its 
waxen berries gleaming like clouded pearls among its slender 
green leaves. Miss Osborne had evidently not expected her 
guest so soon, for she sat before the glowing grate fire with 
Bessie West’s baby on her knees, its small pink toes held out 
toward the welcome warmth, and itself cooing and gurgling 
after the fashion peculiar to extreme youth.

“Remove.this dog.”
“ ^&lll0vc is, sur,” ^aid Mike, dropping both knife 

potato.
But “

lor.

and much better, thank you in answer to some rather indistinct 
query on the subject. “ Run away with your kittin”— to the 
cat. “ Not a very handsome cat, is she, Mr. Guernsey ? Poor 
thing ! she came to our door one cruel cold night last winter, 
half starved, and with the tips of her poor ears frozen off. I 
took her in, warmed and fed her, and she wouldn’t gr 
again. To tell the truth, I didn’t try very hard to malt 
and I couldn’t bear to desert her, when we came here, any 
more than I could Waif. He and she, odd as it may seem, are 
very fond of each other. But one bad havit, I’m sorry to sav, 
I can’t break her of, or haven’t as yet—a result of her early 
vagabond life in the streets : she steals. ” Then suddenly 
noticing a queer expression on the face of her listener, she 
continued, eagerly, “I hope she hasn’t been annoying you in 
anyway?”

was climbing to the rouf of the porch, and u,'rc i down 
seized the knife Mike had dropped, in his mouth and made 
off with it ; and the “ widdy man," making after him slipped 
on the treacherous potato and came down with a whack ‘

“This thing must be stopped “at once!" exclaimed Mr 
Guernsey, setting his broad-brimmed hat firmly upou his head 
and grasping his cane. Out of his own gate he marched in 
the most dignified style, along the path, through the rose- 
crowded garden to the door of Rose'Cottage. “ I want to 
your mistress,” he said to the black-eved maid-servant who 
answered his ring.

“ Which ?” asked the girl.
“What?” retorted Mr. Guernsey.
“Oh ! I thought p’r’aps you didn’t know the old lady’s laid 

up with rheuinatiz—got cold moving. Will Miss Osborne do ?”
into the parlor, as- she 
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How lovely she looked, with a spray of holly in her hair a 
tender light in her eyes, and the loose sleeves of her dark silk 
dress falling back from her shapely white arms, as she held the 
child with motherly grace, and softly sang a dreamy nursery 
rhyme ! Miles Guernsey thought of a beautiful Madonna he 
had seen in Romo as he looked earnestly at her, a moment be 
fore she became aware of his presence. (The black-eyed maid
servant going out in a hurry as he reached the door, he had 
entered unheard.) At last she started up, the roses in her 
cheeks sweeter and pinker than ever. “A merry Christmas !”

Straight into those still child-like eyes did Miles Guernsey 
look, and say, deliberately, “Oh, no, not at all. I came to 
ask if you—that is” (growing a little Incoherent), “ vour 
mother—of course I mean both of you—would like a fresh 
cucumber or two and some green pease”—with a flush of 
pride) ; “ I’m ahead of all the neighbors.” He meant the 
pease were“ Anybody,” said Miles, walking 

threw open the floor. Evidently Mi “ A thousand thanks,” said Miss Os berne

r
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«he^cried^o^How good of you to come so early ! “ I’ll go call The Modern Novel.
A modern novel ia condensed thus :

VOL. i.

A winning wile,
A sunny smile,

A feather ;
A tiny talk,
A pleasant walk 

Together.

VOL. II

A little doubt,
A playful pout, 

Capricious ;
A merry miss,
A stolen kiss, 

Delicious.

VOL. III.

You ask mamma, 
Consult papa,

With pleasure 
And both repent 
This rash event,

At leisure.

Dancing.di.se .fifsa axtesnt
I think they, or some of them, are more hurtfd 
than dancing. I do not think there is any ham 
m having a social dance at a friend’s house or vom 
own, where you know everyone, and know vm 
are in good company. Yet I don’t believe iS 
gomg to dances where you have to pay ; for the™ 

T *Xe eompanyîa too
danclng whenl am lively and happy 

would not dance any other time. *
I would like to kn

“ I don’t want to see your brother," said the old bachelor— 
“ at least not yet. I came to ask—”

I was sure you would,” said Miss Osborne, breaking out 
into a laugh like a young girl’s. “I told mother so this morn
ing. I know what you came to ask. ”

“ Are you quite certain you do,” said the old bachelor, an 
odd smile spreading over his face, until it danced in his hand
some dark eyes.

"Quits certain” said the old maid, seriously. “But we 
really don’t need your help, Mr. Guernsey ; for although we 
are far from rich,we have enough to share with this dear little 
one, sent to me, it seems—don’t think me foolish—as a pre
cious Christmas gift ou the blessed Christmas day—the day 
Mary clasped her beautiful Boy to her heart in the stable of 
Bethlehem. See, isn’t she pretty t And so plump ! Take 
her in your arms. I am sure you, who are so kind to cats and 
dogs, must almost love this motherless little.girl." And she 
laid the child in the arms of the man who had never held a 
baby before, and who looked down upon it with something 
very like tears glittering in his eyes.

“Yes, it is pretty, and plump, and everything you say. 
Rosa—pardon me, Miss Osborne ; but please take it back. I’m 
anaid of it. It’s making fearful mouths at me, and I’m sure 
it s going to scream,” said the old bachelor, after holding baby 
exactly two minutes, the tears, if they were tears, gone, and 
the smile back again. “Do take it, I beg, or I shall drop it.”

The old maid held out her arms. He placed the child in 
them.
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, , ow what the readers of the 
Advocate think about the parties where they nlav

î® ï--=îS
IsubscZbI10 get exerciae in other w‘y-

Happiness at Home.
I 14 baa keen said by a philosopher that every 
| cross word uttered or angry feeling experienced 

- leaves its unerring mark on the face. This can be 
I vf nfied by a close observation of the countenances 

To , ., ?f those around us whose tempers and habits are
io any subscriber sending us one new name, we ?»™har to us, and its truth thus established. And 

wdl send a beautiful lithograph of the celebrated ll ■ hneamenta of the face show traces of such 
painting by Thomas Faed, R. A., called “The Offer ” mU.tih more must the general, moral

ir h“dT —• —Æ'S »leaning against a marble mantelpiece in a graceful that one angry word brings on another, except the 
attitude, reading a letter. The envelope and a £°od °ld Biblical saying, that “a soft word turoeth 
few flowers which have been sent to her are Ivina . j nX PeoPle> really possessed 6f ae - “■ a ssateErastslarge mirror and writing materials are on the man- ^en unkind words to those around*them whenjf 
tel. A door is standing open, showing her father I !ï°lr a™ention w.e.re called to the fact in the right 
busy in the shop adjoining. We can’t half describe TWi’, ™ W u ** astonished at themselves.

„, vTJZ1: SSK SftSJSJSt* htEv.b^
superior to any picture we have ever sent out, or I aliy 18 this harm perceptible in the family cMe, 
that we have seen with any paper in Canada at I S(Ü .ie «doping child is Ü^prcmd imitator of 
such a price. ? P * al?-tbe acts of ite ”W«rs, Tnciparticalarly those

“ThuO™»»i.«w which are pronounced and noticeable. Here is
LUE Offer is fit for any gentleman’s parlor or where the carelessly sown seeds of uncentleness 

any farmer’s home. It will please" everyone that are] eventually ripened into a harvest of harshness 
sees it, and on your wall wall make your home Tv! hi gathered in a crop of vice and crime.-—-a rrz rites s
picture is exquisite, and is well worth $2 without I generation.
the paper. We guarantee satisfaction to everyone aU reaults from a lack of fuU appreciation
that earns this picture. If you are not entirel,, I 0t th.e meaning of “Happiness at Home.Happi-

satisfied with it we will give you 50c il Tl* TJZ 5^ “•ot born" 14 may with reason*!. , . " 11 »lve y°u °0c. tor it if re- argued that it is an impossibility to hn l,,™. ..turned to this office within ten days. The selling home when one is crushed by the cares ofhlife-by
price of this very handsome and pleasing picture dl*cultlea crowding on every side. But that
was 83. They have been reduced, and we have Ûus to renLt^ïh^h* WC are seekin« tod

„ ® " I vexing cares of business, or a woman the aggrava-
For two subscribers we will send a handsome FI™ °f fdomestic life, when the family is united,di"> *» ■>««> » g sr-xrassis
Should any prefer choice needs, plants, useful aa effa|'t is required preset their’dUturtumM 

books or cash, they will receive a liberal reward I rm?,w^>81ghtcat Prov°cation ; but each effort
for their trouble in obtaining subscribers at the TVmo « v, 8 .8noce8sor easier of accomplishment.
“m”1* T e*oh new *nb,crik“- ->fbi.:q„8S"a;hs^,sdb„‘?t

the;.Th.s•ï^sr“ <h“» »«"

Enclosed find $1 for another new subem-ib L1 8vat Bel£-«mtrol, while the neighbors are soft-
His name is-------L P. 0 Send aZther “OffH n , by contf * with it, and the result is what we
The picture has pleased me and everyone thathas ' U Sh°UU Beek~“HaPPmess at Home.”

True Politeness is benevolence personified ; it is ifyou would^e me’tTJniae* “ lot °f subsoribers

the EoTpopenesT-''it ^^0"merdy^nech" fTh . W- &. Woodstock. I th<TtSîy^hedtShÏn influenCBUp°^

nThmvin it1ktC,'savair CUsbion.’ althou8h there is ^he PIcture 18 given only to old subscribers that is no doubt true that ailments ofXheXdv^aus^
not cultivate a plSrSol o^ecognitioS Tli ^ Tl*™' AU 8ubscriber8 that want ™lm COnditions of the mmd; but
every one we meet on the street, however sliclit a“d ®annot get m a new one shall be supplied emotions'^ sorrowful and disagreeable
the 3afntanC° ? U W-0ul(l mauy 11 time lighten , h.® loWe8t possible Price. We positively Refuse enced liy thÏViuw'Tde111,,}'"8011,, who, uninflu-

'Snor.?z Vr ”û;r"‘b“r't w- nn ! & usge of no utter hopelessness bv the in<mirqKnn .viol • F *°r our 8ub8cribers. Agents I even physicians always consider the im-
of the feeling “there’s somebody^! least !res 1 wishmg to use the picture to aid in canvassing I °f this fact. Agreeable emotions set in
little for me.” It elevates the lowly to have their y SeeUre lt Wlth the paper at an additional cost* hrain°an3erV°US cu"°nts, which stimulate blood,
superiors greet them courteously- it unwittimrlv a , ------—^--------- brain and every part of the system into healthfnl
to themselves, begets a resolution to act more wn.y fPerson sending in four new subscribers’ grlef’ disappointment of feeling,
thy of such recognition ; to earn it bv a better 1 e8> accompanied with the $4, will receive their .1 d brooding over present sorrows or past mistakes behavior, a more tidy dress, a more dLifled de I free for 1877 J if five new subscribers are PrCSS f the vital forces- To be physically wefi, 
portment,- W. W. Hall. 8 * d ; yo,u ™ay have.’the.handsome picture “ The ™t T ’ genera1’ be haPPy- The reverse is

Otter and the paper for 1877 lbe I no* always true; one may be happy and cheerful,
J and yet be a constant sufferer in body.3

" And now you must go to bed, baby,” she said, turning 
away ; and then turning back to say, with another merry 
laugh, You d scarcely believe it, Mr. Guernsey, but Waif is 
jealous, and so is Puss and her daughter."

And there they were—Waif on one side of her, and the cat 
and her kitten on the other : all the objects of his detestation 
grouped together in one terrible tableau !

“ Op6 moment, Miss Osborne, before you go,” he stam- 
mered. “ I have come to ask—”

“ Ask anything I can grant,” said Miss Osborne, encourag- 
ingly, and I will grant it, for you have been a kind neighbor 
—I hope I may say friend—and this is merry Christmas—”
, “You to be my wife," interrupted Miles Guernsey, 
derful look of love lighting up his face.

“ÏJe baby would have been dropped then if he hadn’t 
caught it. But he did catch it, and the old maid too, I11 his 
strong, tender arms.

“ 1”®n’t te» you what the laid, but I will say that nowhere 
î>n,2,arn\.Waa t8e™ »vm«irrier Christmas party than that at 

Veto'S® t.hat Christmas mght ; and I will say, further, 
that the following summer a Mrs. Miles Guernsey helped to 
superintend the culture of the early cucumbers and pease in 
Miles Guernsey's miniature vegetable garden, and thatTnum- 
berof rose-bushes found their way across the daisy-spangled 
meadow and over the fence to the border of the neatly kept 
lawn, and on that same neatly kept lawn a wee baby girl turn- 
bled about unreproved, with Waif as a constant companion 
al!„ Ann, the (at, as an occasional visitor. And I will
still further say that the next Christmas there was a grandma 
in the house, and a grandson with his mother’s light brown 
îwî “d htofather, dark eyes, and the most abject slave to 
both little ones was Mike, the “widdy man.”

Prize for One New Subscriber.

a won-
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Be Employed.
Happiness is almost sure to result from the use

ful occupation of time. When persons are actively 
engaged in their several callings or professions 
time thus usefully employed is conducting to re
spectability, honor, and wealth. The whole com
bined must be a never-failing source of self satis
faction. Those who have no regular business or 
profession are apt to resort to the expedient of 
beguiling their hours by some pursuit or amuse- 
ment to supply the place of business. Their en
deavor is to fill up time agreeably. The idler in 
the country may devote himself to the sports of 
the held, making dogs and fast horses his principal 
companions, while the viUage or city idler will &1 
np his evening hours in frequenting theatres, card 
parties, balls, &c. These, however, are by no 
means the most eligible modes of employing time • 
nor are they productive of genuine self-satisfaction.’ 
Pursuits of a more tranquil nature, such as study 
reading and music, should engage the minds of 
those possessing leisure ; but even these dainties 
will taste better if seasoned with some hard work
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APPLE FRITTERS. I SUOAR ICING.

|=£Sf«  ̂bœSSgsS®
made in with currants in the same way. Serve 1
with sugar sprinkled over them. I batter or Yorkshire pudding.

WELCH RAREBIT.

traie Pay’s iepttwetrt.
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t them are more hurtful 
think there is any harm 
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what the readers of the 
parties where they play 

^ of course, but 
it a sin ! For my part I 

every time. An5.be- v 
ihat will not exert them- 
cise in any other way.—

A Few Words on Cooking.
My Dear Nieces,—Now “I feel a little jealous 

of Uncle Tom,” for he receives a great many more 
puzzles for his department than I get recipes for 
mine, and cooking is an art upon which so much of 
our daily life depends, it is of the highest impor
tance that it be well performed. We may not all 
be able to procure the finest kinds of food, but we 
must all try to make the best of what we can pro
cure. By a certain degree of skill and attention, 
very humble fare may be dressed in such a manner 
that it will rival the most expensive dishes, both 
in savoriness and nutritiousness. Mere scraps, 
which a careless individual would throw away, are 
put to a proper use, and by means of certain aux
iliary seasoning are brought to table in a new and 
attractive guise. When a dish has a slovenly ap
pearance both the eye and the appetite are offended, 
therefore, it is consistent to prepare food for the 
table in the most tasteful and agreeable manner. 
One of the chief points to be attended to in cook
ing is cleanliness. We must have our hair neatly 
brushed and pinned up, as nothing presents a more 
slovenly appearance than to see the hair hanging 
loosely about one’s shoulders. The next point of 
regulation is to keep all the saucepans and other 
utensils perfectly clean. Another essential point 
in cooking is attention. We must not expect to 
put a joint of meat or a turkey to roast and only 
to go back at a certain time and find them ready 
for dinner. No, dear nieces, that kind of inatten
tion will surely spoil everything we undertake to 
cook. A good cook is pretty frequent in her visits 
to the fire, and perfection in cooking is only at
tained by experience and careful attention.

Take a quart of sweet milk and mix in it a large 
. cupful of flour, making the mixture very smooth. 

One teacupful of minced cheese, one teacup of Beat four eggs and strain them into the batter, 
milk, one egg, butter the size of a butternut. Boil a little salt and mix altogether. Butter your dish 
the milk, butter and cheese till they are a smooth or tin and pour the batter into it. Place the dish 
paste. Add the egg, well beaten, and turn at under roasting meat. It should have a nice browned 
once upon half slices of toast well buttered. Serve appearance, 
hot, with mustard to add, if desired. Have care
about curdling the milk by too hot a fire. Boiled Turkey is one of the most delicate and

Another way is:—Toast slices of bread, and excellent dishes which can be brought to the table, 
butter them. Slowly toast some slices of cheese and should be dressed with as much care as possi- 
in a pan in the oven ; spread some of the melted foie. Make a stuffing of chopped suet (or butter) 
cheese on the bread, then another layer of bread, crumbs of bread, chopped parsley, pepper, salt,and 
then cheese, then bread, and so on until you have nutmeg, which wet with an egg and milk. Put this 
enough, then finish off with cheese; set it in the stuffing into the breast, leaving room for the stuff- 
oven, and let the heat melt the last layer until it jng to swell, after which draw the skin of the breast 
spreads over all. over the opening and sew it neatly across the back ;

corn-starch pie. I by which means when the turkey is brought to the
Large tablespoonful corn-starch, wet with cold t»ble with the breast uppermost no stitehing wffl 

water ; large tLup boiling water ; let it cool ; cup be seen. Place the liver in one wing and the gu-

1 r"!iSx’ài:?r*“'1 “lr“5of lemon ; then add the mp-edients together and ^ * off at*the first jointg| and draw out the
Fu v „a foe frosted For fronting sinews ; then pull down the skin and push the legswRife. o;f Two et™ ’two sLÏ then “«de. Put in a cloth and boil fora length of time,
whites of two eggs, two tablespoons sugar. then d- t j d The sauce used is vari-
set m the oven to brown. Jennie A. Young. ^ ag pf^ and bXr, celery, or oyster sauce.

a Danish dish. a very delicate saucecan be made of melted butter,
One pint of currant juice, one pint of water, boiled maccaroni and milk, 

half pint of sago, two cups of sugar. Boil all to-

Add

TO BOIL A TURKEY.
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A HOME-MADE CARPET.
An Eastern Lady says Have any of you a 

spare bed-chamber seldom used, which you would 
like to carpet at little expense T Go to the paper- 
hangers’ and select a paper looking as much like a 
carpet as you can find. Having taken it home, 
first paper the floor of your bedroom with brown 
paper, then over this put down your wall paper. 
A good way to do this will be to put a good coat of 
paste upon the width of the roll of paper and the 
length of the room, and then lay the paper, unroll
ing and smoothing at the same time. When the

*«=” » «*■ I Ss
rotocna sausages and the floor will be all the better for the darken-

. , T ‘ , . , , ing these will give it. When it is dry, put down a
Take equal quantities of bacon, fat and lean fe” by the fo^lsitle and toilet table, and you 

beef, veal, pork and beef suet; ch<ç> them small, foave ag pretty a carpet as you could wish, 
pepper, salt, &c., sweet herb and sage 1 1
fine. Have a well washed intestine, fill
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THE CINDERELLA PASTRY ORNAMENTER.

We have given various recipes for making pies 
We have seen them made in various forms. For 

use, the plain crust, without any orna
mentation, satisfies the appetite as well as if great 
labor was bestowed in ornamenting them; but 
when we have visitors we like to be with the times. 
We therefore give you a little representation of a 
Yankee notion for crimping and ornamenting pies 
and cakes. It is called the Cinderella. The 
crimping wheel is made of white 
metal, and rolls the edge on the pies 
and cakes, and the back part forms a 
star. The above pie shows the work 
done with the Cinderella.
Aspenell & Co., of Chesshire, Conn.,
U. S., are the manufacturers of this 
invention. We do not know if any 
person in Canada has yet procured 
any of them, as they are called the 
Centennial notions. Minnie May.

common

!season, 
rubbed
and prick it ; boil gently for an hour, and lay straw 
to dry. They may be smoked the same as nams.

Behaving at a Party.
The rules for any party are not different from 

those for behavior at home. You dance and play 
and make yourself pleasant, just as you do at 
home always. This ought to put some of you on 
your good behavior, for, try as you will, and put 
on all you can, you can’t show anything better in 
company than your old home everyday 
You may set out to he very polite, but unless you 
are polite every day, the shabby, rough, common 
style gives all the impression that people can get 
of you. Manners are not like clothes, that you 
can put on fine or coarse at pleasure, but like y< 
spine and shoulders, that grow straight or crook 
as you carry yourself all the time. And let this 
be a caution, never to have manners too fine for 

Beat the whites of three eggs to a froth and add I everyday, oi to try to be so nice that you can’t 
a pound of almonds beaten very fine, with a little carry it out. I mean, don’t use too fine language, 
rose-water, and by degrees one pound of white or try to be too sweet, or tire yourself out waiting 
sugar. Lay the icing on the cake, set it in the on people, just to make an inrprassion. Don’t 
oven to harden, and then add the sugar icing, smile every time you speak to anv-one ; it looks 
which should be three-quarters of an inch thick. | silly, and you should allow somebody at home to

make fun of you a good many times to break you 
of the habit. Smile when there is anything to 
smile at, but to grin or giggle when you say any 
common thing, like “ Itrs a pleasant day,” makes 
you look little better than a fool.

Einr^B
*3 r

G. J. manners.P*»»
..

, : our
cd,WORK DONE BY THE CINDERELLA.

ALMOND ICING.Recipes.
SPANISH CREAM.

One quart milk, four eggs, half ounce gelatine. 
Pour one pint of milk on the gelatine, then add 
the other pint of milk, and stir it over the tire in a 
farina kettle. Beat the yolks of the eggs with 
three tablespoonfuls of sugar, and stir into the 
milk just before it boils. When it comes to a 
boil, take it off, stir into it the whites of the eggs, 
beaten to a stiff froth, with three tablespoonfuls 
of sugar. Flavor with vanilla ; pour into moulds. 
Use the next day.

AUNT SUSANNAH’S MOLASSES PIE.

Cover a plate with paste as for pumpkin pie ; 
spread over this crust three tablespoonfuls of 
Hour, and a spoonful of butter cut in small pieces, 
and five tablespoonfuls of Orleans or maple syrup 
(the latter is the best). Bake in a moderately 
heated oven, When nearly done, stir till the in- | 
gredients are well mixed, then let it finish baking, j

M. E. A.

MOTHER EVF.’S PUDDING.
If you would have a pudding observe what you’re 

taught :
Take two pennyworth of eggs when twelve for the 

groat ;
And of the same fruit that Eve had once chosen,
Well pared and well chopped, at least half a dozen; .
Six ounces of bread (let your maid eat the crust), Better to wear a calico dress without trimming, 
The crumbs must be grated as small as the dust ; if it be paid for, than to owe the shopkeeper for 
Six ounces of currants from the stones you must | the most elegant silk, cut and trimmed in the most

bewitching manner.
Better to live in a log cabin all your own than a 

brown atone mansion belonging to somebody else. 
Better walk forever than run into debt for a

Health.
far more influence upon 
[enerally supposed. It 
nts of the body cause 
litions of the mind; but 
>wful and disagreeable 
i persons who, uninflu- 
in sound health; or if 
functions are disorder- 
lways consider the im- 
reeable emotions set in 
vhich stimulate blood) 
system into healthful 
ppointment of feeling, 
arrows or past mistakes 

To be physically well, 
appy. The reverse is 
e happy and cheerful, 
■er in body.g

It is Better.

sort,
Lest they break out your teeth and spoil all your 

sport ;
Five ounces of sugar won’t make it too sweet ;
Some salt and some nutmeg will make it complete ; I horse and carriage.

1 Three hours let it boil without hurry or flutter, Better to gaze upon bare walls than on a bril-
I And then serve it up without sugar or butter. ] pant display of charming but unpaid-for pictures.

I
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Hurt# low’s ioyartwtttt.
12— Take that which when we possess we no pleasure t

can taste, ■
And the initial of what we too frequently waste ;
These joined together will quickly declare 
What ruins the health of many a fair. T. M. T.
13— To weapon much used by the sly archer

A part of the face must be join’d,
Which done with much ease, unless you are stupid,

A town’s name of note you will find. T. M. T.
14—ENIGMA.

2—NUMERICAL ENIGMA, 
eed of 13 letters :

My 12, 1$, 7, » a bird.
My 12, 10, 12, 4, 6, 3, 2, an animal. 
My 9, 8, 7, Is a fish.
My 6, 1, 11, is a metal.
My whole were the dying words of

I am com

Built on the Sand
BY ELIZA COOK.

’Tis well to woo, ’tis well to wed,
For bo the world hath done 

Since myrtles grew, and roses blew,
And morning brought the sun.

But have a care, ye young and fair,
Be sure you pledge with truth;

Be certain that your love will 
Beyond the days of youth !

Dor if you give not heart for heart,
^ As well as hand for hand,
You U find you’ve played the unwise part, 

And "built upon the sand. ”

I'CMM * v 0

V
poet.

E. Elliott.
a

A3—ENIGMA.
My first is large, small, and thick and thin,
And my outside in general shows what’s within ; 
Its outside in colors outnumbers all scenes,
And yet it is within every one’s means.
The rich and the 
The schoolroom, 

great;
The scholar, the dunce, all have me in lore, ^
But the dunce often deems me a very great bore ; 
Yet who can I harm as in second I lie ?
Both first and second, indeed, please the eye, 
Except in some cases where frequently used,
Then we may seem as if much abuseüf.
My whole may be seen in the room or hall :
Now, what are the words that make up my all ?

E. Elliott.

I

1wear
A word of two syllables will express 
A condition of cold and hot distress ; 
Two letters more make a syllable less 
And a vast addition of distress.

A
poor, the Church and the State, 
the bench, and rooms small and S

Mary W. McEvery.
’Tis well to save, ’tis well to have 

A goodly store of gold,
And nold enough of shining stuff.

For charity is cold.
But place not all your hope and trust 

in what the deep mine brings—
We cannot live on yellow dust 

Unmixed with purer things.
w n lho Çiles °P wealth alone 
Will often have to stand

c.?ffer chest> and own 
lis built upon the sand.”

C15—ENIGMA.
All civilized nations through the wide world, 

Most useful pronounce me to be ;
The high and the low, the rich and the poor, 

Oh what would they be without me ?

1S

1
In castle and hovel alike I am found,

Even now your eyes I’m before ; (1)
If you glance ’round ÿour room, I there meet your 

gaze,
In one form at least (2), perhaps

I am worn by the ladies and gentlemen too ;
(As merely a substitute then,) (3)

With my face clean and smooth, I am very much 
used

By those known as “Knights of the pen.” (4)
I may at your window hang gracefully down, (5) 

Perchance at your tea-table stand ; (6)
In summer the place of a fire I take, (7)

Or be seen in some fair lady’s hand. (8)
And now, in conclusion, pray take my advice;

I m never used up, bear in mind ;
For a process gone through, I again reappear,

And as money saved you will find.

1
4—Geographical Pczzlb (Illustrated.) !

•• W Amore.
a

V
’Tis good to speak in kindly guise, 

And soothe where’er we can-

But stop not at the gentle words, 
.Let deeds with language dwell* 

The onf who Pities starving birds 
fshould scatter crumbs as well 

Tho mercy that is Warm and true 
Must lend a helping hand,

telk- F6* fail to do, 
But build upon the sand.”
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5—CROSS-WORD ENIGMA.

;hl™,Is. m nng, but not in knock ;

IMy eighth is not m bow, but it is in gun •
Mv *Rwhite’ but not in brown ; ’
My whole is the name of a Scottish town.

Emma Turner.

1
;

V. S. McCallum.
Ye^rl NePI,iews Nieces.-Our New

J3». “ ST «h2$,g’«S

fcîciS5sas?£yi7 i-‘ k-

16—DIAMOND PUZZLE.
1, a consonant ; 2, a place for repose ; 3, is seen 

m every town ; 4, a messenger ; 5, a cover for 
plants ; 6, what men should all be ; 7, a philan.
thropist ; 8, a division of Prussia ; 9, an. abstract__

mmn ; 10, of divine 
institution ; 11, a com • 
plete participle; 12,a 
girl’sname; 13.a vow
el (ora consonant).

The above form a 
diamond. The cen- 
tre letters read down- 

L— wards and across will 
give the name of a 
great philanthropist.

James M.

run ;

■

n\

rr
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% IS - ftVi6—Illustrated Rebus, 
rivers,

B.w often », „ I | | ^ «= ™).

a sfts, 'I a, a.1 ^ p" >™„8,make any one * d°e8not L6',
words by deeds if% would CZonltsl ZooZ ^

I7—buried
17—RIDDLE.

It foams without anger,
It flies without wings,
It cuts without edges,
And without tongue it sings.

Names of Those Who Have Sent in Cor« 
rect Answers to December Puzzles.

Rroughton,0 E^UioH^ Nelly *MleAdamsy*Fre<fdte0Ben^*M^v
Fvpî^t0T ’ M[8' ? McCubbin, Marian McKay*, Mtiry Wcf- 
lan^’rio6 r?le ®arah Jano Sharp, John Wright

y-. L îir.ï Êl»„ M.», Sïï’

SMtiïïœ B8StW!6â&SK

Bfett >EroSsiu»0wJssrb,isg
Answers to December Puzzels.

to!52-The lips. 163-Flog, log, og, o, 164-Tooth, toot, too,

1
■S

and you
He began gesticulating to help him to under-

l
\

^2WilSBSrJwrEEE: ;
once t month Can hear fro“ one another | a nice trick. P ’ Uharle8- and I will

Uncle Tom.

the county

show you
E. E.

9—RIDDLE.
Prize Puzzles. I 1 "AfTon H* °f COpper ttnd sometimes of tin,

by M6issrV6 ^McCollum4 ‘tT bee-n «amed 0n®elementI alw?y™cany within 
very close, as many havésentYn C»n}P?tltJ0n was another I’m never afraid;
saAr* sv&fcft '*œts,ïï: -k”'™

the attempts, we have decided tT ZZZ}0" of flacea Ü1 New Brunswick ■ 
petitor a small present for a New o t ba« and a collection of ho
They have been mailed to you- we u Y6ar s 8lft. 2. A man s name and a weight
time you have received them. ’ h°pe by thls f Conversation and an article* of food

4‘ A liquid and a game of cards.

Mary Bowman.
11—NUMERICAL ENIGMA, 

l am composed of 21 letters •
My 20, 17, 16, 6 and 4 8 11 1Q l o 1 

I du®t of my 19, 5, 13, ]0 ’ ’ ’ 9’ 12> J’ 18 a

the
I. M. Taylor.

Æ
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1uses.
U

ANT 
GUIDE 

155—U N I C O R N 
DRONE 

U R N

7
1—HIDDEN birds.

Of the following bbxfs 0n° tH“C a,“1 took the

i
4- XVhata’TGe^anda011'1 “J1 a conso“ant.
6- What boys are fond "f °WeL

eggs N
iAQ~allria,tlnas' 167—Honesty. 158—Glass, lass ass as
159- upplement. 160—Juan, Hemandev. 161—tSic letter

Contentment is gain. 163—The letter H.a pro-
164~rJils an oId maxim in the schools, 

That flattery is the food of fools ;
B0W and then your men of wit 

>> ill condescend to take a bit
totfe S»apple- Wlter-mctou

but
V. S. McV.

166—Nor-

9
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Bseaawe no pleasure f

ài?>H"bT^lïlE£5tance of the Alerts boats! But after a little particles of gold leaf set with Alaska diamonds 
expenende had been gained, such confidence had and which are utilized for retaining in proper poei- 
we in each other, that there was not the slightest tion the habiliments of the lower extremities, which 
swerving in any one instance. innate delicacy forbids me to mention.”

The Shepherd’s Darling.
requently waste ; 
ly declare 
fair.
by the sly archer

0 Winter, ruthless Winter !
Why is the world so small ? 

You crowd us all in the valleys— 
In the narrow cabins all.

T. M. T.

And if I pass, by any chance, 
My darling’s house a-near,

I scarcely see her little head 
From the little window peer.

n’d,
less you are stupid, 
l find. T. M. t iiA Queer Witness.—À young man of very 

good character hired a horse from a livery-stable 
to go to a town twenty miles distant. Unfortu
nately, about half way out the horse was taken ill 
and died. The liveryman sued him for the value 
of the horse, representing that the horse had been 
killed by fast driving. One of the young man’s 
witnesses (rather green, or supposed to be, 
who had a peculiar way of talking very low) 
called to the box, and questioned thus by the 
plan tiff’s counsel “Are you acquainted with the
defendant ?” • *Y-a-a-s” (very slowly drawled out). 
“How long have you been acquainted with him ?" 
“About three years.” “Well, sir, please tell to 
the court what kind of a reputation he bears, at 
to fast or slow riding on horseback.” “Well, I 
suppose if he was riding with a company of per
sons who rode very fast and he didn’t want to be 
left behind, he would ride fast too; and if he was 
riding with a company of persons who rode very 
slow, and he did not want to go ahead alone he 
would ride slow too.” “You seem very much in
clined to evade answering questions properly,”

said the judge, 
much enrag
ed. “Now, sir, 
having stated 
how the 
tleman 
in company, 
I'wish you to 
state how he 
rides when 
alone?” “Well 
having never 
having had 
the pleasure 
of riding with 
him when ho 
was alone, 
don’t think 
can telL”

HUMOROUS.
Why is a dog’s tail like the heart of a tree ? 

Because it is furthest from the bark.
The nation that produces the most marriages is 

fascination. ; and perhaps the nation that produces 
the most divorces is alienation.

I express 
distress ; 
liable less 
■ess.
fr W. McEvery.

And if I take my heart in hand, 
And enter her cottage door,

She site between father and mother 
And looks down at the floor.

and
wasThere is said to be something consoling for every 

ill in this. life. For instance, if a man is bald- 
headed his wife can't pull his hair.

A negro held a cow while a cross-eyed man 
going to knock her on the head with an axe. The 
darkey observing the man’s eyes, in some alarm 
inquired “You gwine to hit whar you look ?” 
“Yes.” “Den,” said Cuffee, “hold this cowyour-

It is told for a fact that a little flaxen-haired boy 
of five years old, who had passed the afternoon at 
the Boston Art Museum, looking up in his mother’s 
face said “If all the mammas when they die 
turn into mummies, do all the papas turn into 
puppies ?”

0 Summer, lovely Summer !
Thy world is all bo wide !

The nearer we climb to the hill-tops, 
The broader on every side.

You stand upon the cliffs, my love,
I call from out the blue,

The echoes bear my words afar,
Yet no one hears but you.

And if I fold you in my arms,
Upon the hill-tops green,

We see o’er all the land abroad,
And yet we are not seen.

wide world,

ad the poor, 
at me?
und,
>; (i)
I there meet your

ps more.
tlemen too :
(3)
I am very much

f the pen. ” (4)
efully down, (5) 
nd ; (6) 
ike, (7) 
land. (8)
e my advice;

in reappear, 
nd.
S. McCallum.

V>e ;
was

n« fee

amBritish Arctic 
Expedition. feistd >
Heroism has not 

yet become oxtinct. 
It still lives in the 
hearts of the British 
tars, and it is at^the 
present day as true 
as when first written 
that, “ Our ships' 
British oak, Hearts 
of oak our men. ” 
The spirit of nobly 
daring, the power of 
unflinching endur
ance, were well ex
emplified in the Bri
tish Arctic Expedi
tion, of the scene of 
which we now pre
sent one

6.
0%

! i n,.-

i;

arc

LB.
'JÊœepose ; 3, is seen 

5, a cover for 
be ; 7, a philan- 
l ; 9, an. abstract ..

Hi ,
S-

in ; 10, of divine 
kitution; 11 ,a com
te participle; 12, a 
l’sname;13.avow- 
or a consonant), 
'he above form a 
mond. The cen- 
lettersread down- 
•ds and across will 
9 the name of a 
it philanthropist.

James M.

m
engraving, 

representing the Dis
covery steaming 
through the ice, with 
her consort the Alert 
in her wake. They 
were unable to reach 
the North Pole, the 
object of the expedi
tion, being prevented 
by an inpenetrable 
and apparently illim
itable field of ice, or
rather mountain on the alert and The discovery in the ice.
mountain, piled
through the untold ages. The expedition, how- The First Lesson in Music.—An Irish gentle- 
over, has not been fruitless. They have been able man called on an eminent singing-master to enquire 
to add much, though not all they had contended bis terms ; the master said he charged two guineas 
for, to our former knowledge of those hyperborean I°r the first lesson, but only one for as many as he 
regions. Another engraving of Arctic scenes will pleased afterwards. “Oh, bother the first lesson,” 
appear in our February number. Captain Nares, sa'd the applicant, “ let us commence at the 
in describing the process of forcing their way second. ”
through the floes, says : Said a distinguished politican to his son : “Look

It will be difficult ever to efface from my mind atme! I began as an alderman, and here I am at 
the determined maimer in which (when the Alert the top of the tree ; and what is my reward ? Why,

era ,ef < : I" the 1C8,’ 7?lch’ bJ he" when I die, my son will be the greatest rascal in 
impetus against it, had accumulated round and the cit » To thia the young hopeful replied:

in EtXÆlp- "Y- <■“*. V" ■“«-'»* »* ““ “-t 

lesslyenclosed her abaft) the Discovery was handled The judge asked an Irish policeman, named 
in her arlvannihg to our rescue Having backed O’Connell, “ When did you bcd your sister ?” The 
some distance astern, for the double purpose of policeman replied, “ The last time I saw her, my 
allowing the debris ice from a formey blow to float lord, was about eight months ago, when she 
away, and for the vessel to attain a distance suffi- called at my house, and I was out. The judge : 
cient for the accumulation of momentum with which “Then you did not see her on that occasion ?” 
to strike a second blow, coming ahead at her ut- The Irishman answered, “ No, my lord, I wasn’t 
most speed, she would force her way into the ice, there.”
burying her bows in it as far aft cs the foremast : . ,, T, „ , , . ...the commanding officer on the bowsprit, carefully , ,Jab ’ L aW* a] h+Lgdn111861 *?. t that 
conning the ship to an inch, for had the ice not Z t forblddeTn,the hou8e> ‘‘I don’t care
been struck fairly it would have caused her to Q ii r i g L1 lov? you « ™uch-
carom off it against ourselves, with much havoc to . 1l(d°n * “?d ,8? much, akout the
the two- Firm the moment of the first impact the ?E* ° TL mV y°Ur dr“? 8 7ere a
overhanging stem necessarily caused the ship s bow fe<;1 more confident, you
to rise three or four feet as she advanced from kn™- about staymS-
twelve to twenty feet into the solid floe,and imbed, A^Pair of Garters.—A very modest young 
ded herself, before the force of the blow was ex- New York lady who wanted a pair of garters ad-

A prisoner 
was up for 
two frivolous 
charges, as his 
lawyer desig
nated them, 
viz., forging a 
note of hand 
and stealing a 
horse. On run
ning his eye 
over the jury, 
the lawyer 
didn’t like 
their looks, 

so he prepared an affidavit for continuance set
ting forth the absence in Alabama of a principle 
witness. He read it in a whisper to the prisoner, 
who shaking his head said, “ Squire, I can’t swar 
in that dockymint. “Why?” “Ease hit hain’t 
true. The lawyer exploded loud enough to be 
heard throughout the room. “ What ! forge a 
note and steal a boss, an’ can’t swear a lie ! I 
leave such a confounded fool to hie fate.”

Rome years ago a gentleman in Liverpool, who 
had the misfortune to lose his nose, was followed 
by an Irish beggarwoman. and who kept exclaim- 
™8 =— ‘Heaven preserve your honor’s eyesight !” 
The gentleman was at last irritated by her imnor- 
tunity, and said, “Why do you wish my eyesight 
to be preserved ? nothing ails my eyesight, 
likely to.” “No, your honor,” said the ■
“but it will be a sad thing if it does, 
have nothing to rest your spectacles on.

«
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Sent in Cor* 
er Puzzles.
Anderson, William 

Freddie Bell, Mary 
Cay*, Mary W. Mc- 
îarp, John Wright. 
Bell, Lizzie Elliott, 
ir, Rate E. Crerar, 
Elenor Nost, Sami. 
Eliza Cook, Emma 
er, Charlotte Smith, 
tries Green, Frank 
G. Robson, L. Ssif- 
A. G. Loose, Mary 
rob Weeks, George s
Puzzels.

4—Tooth, toot, too,
nor is 

woman, 
for you will

The dreams of love, to continue true, must not 
take too visible a form, nor enter into a too conse
cutive history; they must float in a misty distance; 
the soul in which they hover can no longer think 
of the laws of existence; it inhabits another world; 
it forgets itself in the ravishing emotion which 
troubles it, and sees its well-loved visions rise, 
mingle, come and go, as in summer we see the bees 
on a hillslope flutter in a haze of light, and circle 
round and round the flowers,—faine.

Hass, lass, ass, as.
161—The letter 

îtter H.
Is,
Is; v •►46wit

ifscion, 166—Nor-
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the snow fell in driving waves, and pattered like 
hail against the windows of the little cottage, where 
the enlarged family of Morrisons dwelt in love to
gether.

There came a knock at the door, and the widow, 
saying it reminded her of poor Arthur's knock, 
sent one of hei sons to open the door. The hostler 
from the tavern said he wished to see Charles im
mediately. His coat and hat were on in a moment, 
and he followed the messenger as rapidly as possi
ble.

Early the next morning, Charles Morrison stop
ped on his way to sghool to inquire of the landlord 

certfing the stranger who had so deeply inter
ested them. He learned joyfully that the horse, 
which Arthur had promised to leave at the next 
tavern, had been found there and brought home, 
thus making it almost certain that he had escaped 
danger, at least for that night.

No one at the tavern, however, had seen the 
youth, but it was probable he had feared to enter, 
and, after putting the horse in the stable, had 
sought shelter at some hospitable farmer’s. He 
would be likely to continue to do so, and for a day 
or so avoid the inns.

<Ihe 3§ome Circle. =
con

The Fatal Test.
iiAn aged man, my fellow-traveller, related to me 

the following story, as we sat in the warm chim
ney corner of a comfortable country tavern, after 
a day’s travel in a stage-coach. He assured me 
that the test was tried during his father’s time, 
with such results as are here narrated:—

TO
n
8
si
a
81The snow was falling thick around a small house

at some distance from the little village of------, in
Massachusetts, on a Christmas Eve seventy or 

o. The widow within did not give 
it "a thought, for she expected the arrival of no 
husband, and her children were snug and warm 
by the fire.

There came a knock, however, and she answered 
it speedily, with an exclamation of surprise at such 
an occurrence on such a night.

A youth stood without, who asked permission to 
warm himself, as he felt the death-sleep creeping 
over him. Instantly the widow’s elde-t son drew 
him into the house, and taking the reins of his 
horse from his stiffened hands, zealously attended 
to the comforts of the beast. The eldest daughter 
prepared some hot coffee, and the mother herself 
took off the stranger’s hat and coat. Everything 
that kindness could suggest was done for him; and 
when he had become in some measure comfortable, 
questions as to his inducements to travel were put 
with an earnest simplicity which rather warmed 
his heart than gave offence.

He had been several times much moved by the 
tenderness shown him; and he did not hesitate to 
tell them frankly about his affairs. He was a very 
handsome stripling; his name was Arthur Vernon, 
the only son of a rich widow. He was now on his 
way to New 'Hampshire, taking a large sum of 
money from his mother in Boston to his aunt, who 
was left in debt by the sudden death of her hus
band. The stage routes were impassable from the 
deep snow, and he intended, as the need was ur
gent, to perform the journey on horseback, then 
the most common mode of travel.

The landlord was awaiting him in a private room, 
and told him that the man whom he could not 
help suspecting to be Arthur’s murderer had ar
rived, and taken a room for the night. He con
fided to Charles his plan for his detention by an 
old superstitious test. He felt so sure that the 
murderer was now in his house that he had sent 
for Charles and several other men of the village to 
witness the conviction, and secure the guilty.

Supper was not yet ready, and though the 
stranger was very hungry and impatient, the land
lord hoped to detain it long enough for the others 
to arrive.

tl
ti
o:The landlord, who feared losing custom if he dis

played such a suspicious temper, swore that young 
V ernon was a fool who could not keep his tongue 
between his teeth, but must needs betray the 
friend who, out of prudence for him, had risked 
getting into trouble himself. He protested he 
suspected none of his guests of any design upon 
the young man’s money, but. thought it best to 
send him on, as he himself had led to his impru
dently mentioning his business before strangers. 
But when Charles took a private opportunity of 
questioning him, he confessed that he felt uneasy 
when he saw an ill-looking man glaring at young 
Vernon several times. After he had sent the youth

e

h
f.

tl
a

h

As each came, he was informed of the suspicions 
the landlord had formed—and then they dropped 
into the bar-room as if accidentally, 
tained full belief in the efficacy of the means pro
posed, though Charles in a different manner from 
the others. When he entered the room he stamped 
the snow from his boots, and drew near the blaz
ing wood fire, beside which sat a stout, grizzled 
man, of dark and savage aspect, gloomily playing 
with the tongs.

“A cold, stormy night,” said Charles.
“Ay,” answered the traveller.

t
tAll enter-
saway, he took occasion to say, at the supper-table, 

that the poor fellow had fallen asleep on his bed 
without undressing, “just for a blind. ” He no-

r
h
tticed that the suspected man’s attention was at

tracted. Soon after he had missed him, and learn
ed that he had been to the stables, and had been 
told by the hostler of Arthur’s departure. When 
the fellow returned to the bar-room, he said he 
had been so refreshed by the supper and something 
warm that he believed he would ride on.

b
u
c
ll

I“And one to make a man fear evil things, have 
strange fancies, and look on the gloomy side.”

“More eause for shutting up about it !” was the 
surly reply.

When all were assembled and drawn around the ' 
fire, Charles led the, conversation to a natural topic 
on such a night, when the driving storm without 
seemed like infernal revels to the witches of olden 
time. There were those present who still believed 
in them, and this led by apparently natural tran
sition to ghosts and to haunted places, among which 
Morrisons’ woods were mentioned, 
stranger seemed displeased with this turn in the 
conversation, and for the first time opened his lips 
to protest with an oath his disbelief in ghosts.

“Stranger,” said Charles, “you will 
many people about here to agree with you in your 
disbelief. Many a person who has been along the 
wood-road after dark has heard what they dare not 
talk about in a lonely p’ace—neither can they dis
believe. But I have not heard it, and those who 
have are hera to tell for themselves.”

f.“I shook in my shoes, Charley, ” the landlord 
concluded; “but I should have been ’most too smart 
if I’d meddled, for it’s a’l turned out all right. 
That man stopped quietly all night at the next 
tavern, and Vernon left my horse there all safe.”

Charles ran home light-hearted with the news, 
and Mary sang for joy.

“If he only don’t dog him and catch up with
He had stopped at the village tavern at ------, him yet,” muttered her brother.

having determined to spend the night there; butas A few weeks afterwards came two men with
he imprudently mentioned the money he carried eager inquiries about a young stranger called Arthur 
before several travellers in the bar-room, the land- Vernon, who had left home on a journey into the 
lord privately advised, even urged, his riding on as interior of New Hampshire, and of whom the last 
fast as possible, that he might not be obliged to news came from this village. They could trace 
travel the next day with those who had heard his him no further, and were obliged, after a vain 
rash words; and that while they supposed him search, to return to hia sorrowing mother without 
asleep, he might be on his way far from them and any clue to the mystery of her son’s fate. Neither 
possible danger. Arthur was still cold and his could they discover anything about the suspected 
horse fatigued; but the landlord supplied him with stranger, except that he had gone through several 
another and sped him onward. villages on the road to Maine.

The deep snow of the road was entirely untrod- The landlord really grieved over the poor youth,
den; therefore he had ridden slowly and become He feared that he had lost his way and perished 
chilled. Thinking it better to risk the danger of with cold. The widow’s family would not believe 
delay and of being overtaken in the morning than that he could meet a fate so hard, and thought him 
to become sleepy and fall from his horse to certain I ill in some out-of-the-way place, 
death by the wayside he had concluded to stop The winter passed away, and the matter was 
and warm himself by their fireside before he enter- ^ill a mystery, 
ed the forest through which the road now led. The n-n / - ,T ~ ,
little family had listened breathlessly, and for „ + B-n°Ta of a New England winter lin-
some time the silence was unbroken, until Mary §?■ till late m the spring in the wood near Widow 
said, with a shudder—"It’s sr horrible road. Peo- M°rnson s house. It was totally unfrequented,
ple ’ ____" os it was believed in those superstitious times to
1 , , ,, , ., ,lT, ,. . be haunted by a murdered woman, whose cry of

“Hush, dear, said her mother; “Don t repeat dying agony still resounded through its depths 
those idle tales. INo sensible person, such as this riu i ® r
young man, would believe them, to be sure; but ar es> however, was free from fear, and he
when he is riding through the woods alone, they 0 en roame< through it in search of game, 
may seem fearful to him.” He was out with his gun one day in spring,when,

Arthur asked for pen and paper, to write a few attracted by the screaming, hovering crows, he 
words to his mother, and Charles promised to take aPProaoned a wild, rocky spot, and saw, gleaming 
the letter to the village post office. among the loose stones, long, golden hair. He be-

“I will not lose what is perhaps my last chance turned smke'nedTnd ^orrow^mken^rimste to 
of letting her hear from me, he said. the village and direct the proper persons to the

spot.
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ii“No; let’s be done talking about it,” said the 

stranger to the old Justice, who was giving a pre
paratory “ahem.”

t
f

L
He would not be silenced, and began in a weak, 

trembling voice, “I have heard it, and since neigh
bour Wright goes home my way, and I’ll have 
company, I don’t mind telling you about it, though 
I think it no shame to be prudent.”

“About what?” said the stranger, fiercely. 
“Well, I had to come through the wood that 

night, and I was determined to close my ears to 
e\ ery sound, but I was not more than half-way 
across when it came, and I trembled like a leaf. It
was the most dreadful cry------”

“Who cried?

8
a
c
f

t
h

t
Did you say anyone cried or 

groaned?” broke in the greatly perturbed stranger.
was a long moan or 

wail, that sounded as if it gurgled through blood. 
Ugh ! it makes me shudder now 1”

t

“I don’t say who, but it

s
s aCharles narrowly watched the stranger, 

moment he seemed almost paralyzed with dread. 
But he rallied, shook himself slightly, as if to 
loosen the fetters of fear, and asked, sneeringly, 
if that did not happen long ago in old times, when 
such things were common.

“No,” said the Justice ; “I heard it myself, 
stranger, and not three months ago. ’

Gloom again sunk upon his brow, and he re
mained silent. The conversation was resumed and 
the topic still discussed, the stranger seeming to 
listen with secret uneasiness and terror.

“Heaven is just,” said Charles, “and that is 
why murders wiil out. The very stones would cry 
out, or perhaps the bones of the murdered testify, 
as they really do according to the belief of the 
people here, when the murderer touches them.”

For a
When he had finished the note he insisted upon 

continuing his journey, and they did not urge him 
very much to remain, trusting much to the wis 
dom of the landlord. Charles Morrison brought 
his horse, and after a farewell, almost as affection
ate and sad as if he belonged to the family, he de
parted, Charles accompanying him to point out 
the entrance to the wood, ancl Mary calling after 
him to “ride fast.”

v! tA rilled pocket-book, with the name of Arthur 
Vernon upon it, left no doubt of the identity of 
the body. A fractured skull and a hatchet lying 
beside him made it almost certain that he had been 
murdered. Yes, murdered almost within sound of 
a pistol-shot from the. widow’s cottage, so that 
death had been waiting for him just outside its 
hospitable door. Charles and Mary remembered 
how his last words had been of his unwillingness 
to leave them, as if his instincts told him for what 
he was exchanging their warm shelter.

Many years passed. Chartes Morrison became
the schoolmaster in------, Mary was married to the
young orthodox minister, and the landlord still 

, welcomed travellers. It

t
t
t

f
t
3
aHe said, just before leaving the door, “Oh, how 

unwilling I am to leave you ! But go I must. ” 
When Charles returned they talked until bed

time of their admiration of the stranger and their 
pity for him. Mary’s heart bled for the poor yo th, 
hastening onward through the winter's ni ht, 
haunted by a dreadful fear.
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“How so ?” asked a traveller who was present. Faint Heart Never Won Fair Lady.
A charade that may be acted by some of the young mem

bers of the household ; it will be amusing to the old, and pre
ferable to many.other.amusements. |

CHARACTERS.
Mrs. Osborne, a young widow.
Colonel Hector O’Leary,
Mr. Lindsay,

Colonel, (rising, and standing directly facing 
her.) Are you sure?

Mrs. Osborne, looking ap at him.) Yes ; see !
Colonel, (bending over her.) I see such a flood 

of light, with two dazzling meteors in the midst, 
that I am bewildered, and cannot judge of color.

Mrs. Osborne. Flatterer !
Colonel. Nay, now you veil them, and I am in 

the dark again.
Mrs. Osborne, (looking again at the verses.) 

There is another error.
Colonel, (kneeling, so as to bring his face on a 

level with hers, and looking also at the paper. 1 
Where ? ^

Mrs. Osborne, (pointing to a line.) Here ! You 
speak of my image haunting you, and the agony of
seeing me and not being able to pour out your_
your----- What is this word ?

ColoneL Love !

“It is an old usage,” replied Charles, disregard
ing the winks and coughs of the landlord, “to 
make a knife and fork handle of a bone of the 
murdered man, and to place them at every stranger 
guest’s plate at the public inn. If the murderer 
should take them up, they will adhere to his hands, 
and so convict him. 
such a knife and fork.

[Looks down.Now our landlord here has 
I have been looking at 

them to-night—^they have a skull and cross-bones 
traced on them. They have never convicted any
one yet.”

“But they may,” said the Justice ; “for I have 
heard that the test has been tried hereabouts and 
found true.”

“ Well, I’ve no need to be afraid to touch them, 
thank heaven !” said the traveller who had asked 
about them.

| her suitors.

PROPERTIES.
Furniture for a Parlor. Table, Boohs, Bell, etc.
Mrs. Osborne.—Another bouquet, and with it 

this time a oopy of verses. This is the fourth 
bouquet within two days, and I strongly suspect 
the giver is a handsome young officer who so 
gallantly stopped my horse as he was going toward 
the river, rather faster than his mistress’s inclina
tions warranted. What a fascinating bow he 
made, and how beautiful his smile was ! Pshaw ! 

thinking of him again,
I am expecting Mr. Lindsay, the young 

millionaire, to visit me, and, I strongly suspect, 
propose te me. I will accept him. He is young, 
so am I. Handsome ! I, too, or my glass deceives 
me. Rich, and I am not poor. He is a fool, and 
I am not, so I will rule. My [dear departed Os
borne was an old tyrant, and when I marry «gain, 
I am determined to be the head of the house. 
Lindsay is not so handsome as the young officer. 
Bah ! I am thinking of him again. He fairly 
haunts me. [Takes the verses from bouquet, and 
puts them in her bosom. Bell rings.] Ah I here 
comes my future lord and master !

Enter Colonel O’Leary.
[Aside.] The young officer !

Colonel. Madam,, I have dared, uninvited, to 
intrude myself upon [the [notice of one, whose 
beauty has-----

Mrs. Osborne, (haughtily.) Enough, sir ! In
trusion is the proper word, and as you find it is so, 
you will, of course, instantly free me from it.

Colonel. Nay, I have dared so much, that I 
cannot consent to abandon the siege before a single 
shot is fired.

Mrs. Osborne. Sir, this is unwarrantable. A 
stranger-----

Colonel, 
hold my car

Mrs. Osborne, (tossing it aside.) So, you 
the person who pesters me with ‘flowers, and— 
copies of verses. Such verses !

Colonel, (eagerly. ) Then you have read them ?
Mrs. Osborne, (aside.) What a goose I am! 

[Aloud.] You will allow me to return them, sir.
Colonel. You are cruel. Never mind. Some 

day you’ll read, cherish, nay, love them.
M rs. Osborne. Sir !
Colonel, (handing her a chair. ) Pray be seated, 

madam. It must fatigue you to stand so lung.
Mrs. Osborne, (aside, ) His impudence is really 

refreshing. [Aloud.] Mr.-----
Colonel. 5 Colonel Hector O’Leary, madam, at 

your service.
Mrs. Osborne. Colonel O’Leary, I have already 

stated that you intrude. Will you force me to 
dismiss you in a more decided?manner ? 
up a bell from the table.

Colonel. Madam, 'a gentleman never ramains 
where his presence is distasteful to a lady, yet if 
you will allow me just five minutes I will then re
lease you, never to intrude again. [Aside.] Now, 
old fellow, your time is limited, bo awake ; she’s 
worth the trouble. By Jupiter, what a perfect 
hand that is upon the bell, and what a queenly air 
she has !

Mrs. Osborne. Be it so, then.
[Places her watch upon the table.] Now, sir, your 
errand. [S)its down.

Colonel, (also seating himself. ) If you have read 
my verses, you will see how fierce a flame con
sumes my heart.

Mrs. Osborne. I think there is something 
abou* a flame. [Looks round.] Wher are they ?

Coionel. I have not seen them.
Mrs. Osborne, (taking them out of her dress.) 

Oh, I remember. I have no pocket, so I slipped 
them in here.

The gloomy stranger’s face was hidden by his 
handkerchief, which he pretended to be using.

“Supper is ready,” screamed a shrill voice from 
the kitchen. All received a hearty invitation from 
the landlord to partake of it, and all rose, but the 
stranger fell back to his seat again, for his knees 
refused to support him. He stooped to pick up his 
handkerchief, and the others passed on to the 
table before him. It would have been regarded 
by them all as proof positive that he dared not 
undergoe the trial, being guilty, had he refused to 
come to the table ; but he did not, he soon fol-

Mrs. Osborne. So it is—love. Now this is a 
false statement. You never see me.

Colonel. There’s not a day when from my heart 
there does not rise a vision, seen once, never for- 
gotten. A face so fair, that were the queen of 
beauty, Venus, to rise again from the sea, she’d 
throw herself upon its waves, so envious-----

Mrs. Osborne. Ah, I understand ; see me in 
imagination.

Colonel. Mrs. Osborne. Clara !
Mrs. Osborne. Why, who told you my 

was Clara?
Colonel. Ah, love is a keen detector. I took 

some trouble to find out the first name of thefuture 
Mrs. O’Leary.

Mrs. Osborne. Future Mrs. O’Leary ?
Colonel. Certainly ! You do not imagine I 

sent bouquets, saved you from drowning, or at 
least a wet habit, and finally found my way into 
your presence, without some hope of reward ?

Mrs. Osborne. This is the most unparalleled 
assurance I ever heard of. Colonel O’Leary, if I 
have ever-----

Colonel. Oh no, you never have, but you will. 
I do not wish to hurry you. I allowed a whole 
week for courtship, ana then—Clara-----

Mrs. Osborne. This is too much. I blame my
self severely for having permitted your stay for so 
long a time. I have the honor, sir, to wish you a 
very good morning ! [Attempts to pass him.

Colonel, (standing before her.) Not so. Do not 
leavs me in anger. Forgive me, believeing it was 
only my deep, earnest love that-----

Mrs. Osborne. Enough, sir !
Colonel. Well you silence even my excuse ? My 

passion is my only apology. If you will not heed 
that, 1 am indeed, despairing.

Mrs. Osborne. Allow me, if you please, to

I am 
when

and at such a time !

lowed them, and took the vacant seat. name
His hard old features were pale and ghastly. 

His eyes rested with horrid fear on his knife and 
fork. They were common-looking enough—he saw 
no death’s head. His color came back, and he 
looked up boldly, but as his glance travelled around 
it met every eye keenly bent upon him, and there 
was a dread, awful silence. He paled slowly be
fore the fixed and suspicious gaze, but turning his 
eyes slowly away from its fascination, he again 
looked at the knife and fork narrowly. He saw 
the fatal sign, and he fell back insensible.

“Itiethe judgment of Providence,” said the 
landlord, solemnly ; and the Justice said, “Amen !”

“It is the power pf conscience,” said Charles, 
triumphantly.

It began, however, to some to seem not the legi
timate thing. They wished to see the knife and 
fork adhere, and these soon busied themselves in 
endeavoring to revive the senseless man. They 
partially succeeded ; a strong shudder passed 
through the huge, stout frame, and he opened his 
eyes. After vacantly staring for some minutes, he 
suddenly started up, looked with bold defiance 
into every eye, and though his face and limbs 
twiched convulsively, he seemed to be recalling the 
force of his will.

Pressing his hand for a moment over his un
governable features, he burst into a mocking laugh, 
and seized the fatal tests. Instantly his hands 
closed upon them, and he was thrown into fright
ful convultiona.

[Rises.

(pointing to bouquet.) Madam, you

are

pass.
Colonel. When may I call again ?
Mrs. Osborne, (amazed.) Call again?
Colonel. To-day, or to-morrow ?
Mrs. Osborne. To-day?
Colonel. So soon. Thanks ! I will be punc- 

[Seizes her hand, kisses it, and exit. 
Mrs. Osborne. Did ever a poor woman have 

such a suitor? To-day ! No, that will never do. 
I will tell the servants not to admit him. [Goes 
toward door.

It was not over for an hour. Even after death, 
the rigid hands could not be made to unclose, and 
he was buried with those tokens of his guilt still 
grasped tightly.

The verdict of the coroner’s jury was “ Visita
tion of God.” In our day it would probably have 
been “Epilepsy.”

[Takes tual.

Enter Mr. Lindsay.
Mr. Liedsay. G-o-o-d morning. [Bows, and 

drops his hat ; in attempting to pick it up, drop- 
his cane ; tries to get that, and steps into his hat ; 
finally leaves both, and sits down.)

Mrs. Osborne, (concealing a smile.) Good mom- 
ing, Mr. Lindsay. [Silence fur a moment.] Fine 
weather, Mr. Lindsay.

Mr. Lindsay V-e-r-y—very fine. I—-I------
[Stops, embarrassed. 

We have had such lovely 
weather, lately. 1 have enjoyed my rides on 
horseback very much. Do you ride, Mr. Lindsay ?

Mr. Lindsay. I—yes—when—you know—if the
— on a gentle horse—I—I---- [Stops again ; tries
to pick up his cane, almost loses his balance, and 
sits very erect. ]

Mrs. Osborne. It is a delightful recreation.
[Silence again'

Mr. Lindsay. I call—to—to—ask—that—if___
Mrs. Osborne, (looking at him, with grave atten

tion. ) Yes.

When supper is served, a boy will look out for 
some little girl to wait on, and bring her what she 
asks for, a plate of oysters or a cup of beef tea, 
which is fashionable for parties now, or some cold 
tongue first, cake and jelly with ice-creams, and 
the grapes and candy afterward, if there are such 
things. But a gentleman does not take his supper 
till he sees that whoever he waits on has all she 
wants first. At a sit-down supper people look out 
for themselves more. Don’t try to eat all the good 
things you can, and don’t carry off anything in 
your pocket to eat afterwards. Don’t be greedy, 
and what is more, don’t speak of it if you see any
one else greedy. Remember the good old rabbi 
who was wakened by one of his twelve sons say
ing, “ Beheld, my eleven brethren lie sleeping, and 
I am the only one who wakens to praise and pray. ” 
“ Son,” said the wise father, “you had better be 
asleep, too, than wake to censure your brothers.” 
No fault can be as bad as the feeiing which is 
quick to see and speak of other people’s wrong.— 
I Vide A wake.

s
Five minutes.

Mrs. Osborne.

Colonel, (aside.) Next her heart, by Cupid ! 
Mts. Osborne. Now, let us see what it is. Oh ! 

by the'Way, here is a line about black eyes. Mine 
are blue.

Colonel. Blue ? j
Mrs. Osborne. Yes. Can’t you see thqt ?

1 ?
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Double the Circulation.

A greater attempt than ever ia to be made this 
year to double the circulation of this journal. To 
do this, we will give a much greater inducement to 
really good agents, than we have ever beforeoffered; 
or to any one of our old subscribers, or their' eons, 
that will undertake an active canvass. Send for 
terms.

Mr. Lindsay. To see—if—you—I—o
[Stops.

Mrs. Osbome, (aside.) Why don't he speak 
out! Will you have me? That’s what he wants 
to say.

Mr. Lindsay. To see if—you—had seen any
thing of the gloves I left her yesterday. [Aside.
I can’t propose when she looks at me in that way.

Mrs. Osbome. Your gloves! No.
Mr Lindsay, Oh, I found them in my hat. I 

—came to-day—to see—if----- [Stops again.
Mrs. Osbome, (aside.) Oh, why don’t he speak ? 

It will be so apropos. I want a protector against 
that impudent officer. Fancy his expression when 
I tell him I am engaged. [Sighs.

Mr. Lindsay. You know, Mrs. Osbome—you 
—must—hav e—seen—that —that

Mrs. Osborne, (aside.) Oh, he will set me 
frantic! [Aloud.] Yes. Mr. Lindsay, I have

i

n

Ontario Agricultural College.
REPORT OF EXPERIMENTS IN FEEDING PIGS. <u

Mr. William Brown, the farm manager, has 
kindly forwarded to us the full report of the results. 
As it has arrived just as we go to prone, we cannot 
give the full statistics, as it would delay this issue. 
The results have been carefully noted by Mr. E. H. 
Carpenter, one of the students.

The following is the result of a series of experi
ments, conducted with much care and accuracy at 
the Ontario School of Agriculture, for the purpose 
of ascertaining which of the two feeds, pease or 
corn, it is more profitable to feed, and also to find 
out whether it is most profitable to feed these two 
grains raw or soaked in water, or, as in the case of 
pease, boiled.

For this purpose, five comfortable pens were set 
apart, each bearing a large numbered ticket, so as 
to avoid any mistake in feeding.

Pens Nos. 1, 2, 3 and 4 had each two pigs in 
them, pen No. 5 having but one. We omit the 
figures for future reference.

It was demonstrated that pease fed in their raw 
state again take the lead, with soaked and raw 
com not far behind. And now, in summing up 
the whole, we leam the following tacti—That 
boiling pease, soaking pease or soaking com is but 
a waste of time and money. It is well to observe 
that although pease cost a few cents more than 
corn the bushel, a bushel of the former, fed in its 
raw state, makes many more pounds of flesh than 
a bushel of the latter fed in its raw state.

Errata.—The cuts of fastenings on page 9 
should have been placed the reverse side up.
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seen.
Mr. Lindsay. I am glad of it.
Mrs. Osbome, (aside.) Will he stop there !
Mr. Lindsay. If I—may-hope—that—that----

[Stoops for his cane, loses his balance, and comes 
down upon his knees, in front of Mrs. Osborne.] 

Mrs. Osborne. Don’t prostrate yourself.
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Mr. Lindsay, (rising, with his hat and cane. ) 
Madam—I—I—wish you good morning ! [Exit. 

Mrs. Osborne. Was there ever such an idiot !
«I_I_you—you.” I almost prefer the officer’s
style. [Goes forward and sits down, facing
audience.
Enter Colonel O’Leary, back. [Mrs. Osborne 

does not see him.]
He is very handsome. His eyes are splendid, I 
noticed, when he looked into mine.

Colonel. It must be myself.
Mrs. Osbome. And what a 

he made. He would woo in a 
my friend Lindsay. Really, his impudence is al
most fascinating, “I allowed him a whole week 
for courtship !” Positively, 1 should not be sur
prised to see him kneeling at my feet at this mo
ment.
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Colonel. Shall I take the hint?
Mrs. Osbome. Oh no, that is too lowly a posi

tion for his lordship. He kissed my hand. (Raises 
her hand.] Here! Next time he will probably 
clasp my waist, and kiss my cheek. [Rises. Col
onel springs forward, throws bis arm around her, 
and attempts to kiss her ; she draws back.] Sir!

Colonel. You said to-day ! so I came. I cannot 
live an hour away from you, having once enjoyed 
your dear society.

Mrs. Osborne, (haughtily). Colonel O’Leary !
Colonel. Will you not say Hector? 

hold my name a thousandfold more dear when those 
lips have syllabled it.

Mrs. Osborne. Will you drive me, sir, to call
ing a servant for protection? [Takes up the bell.

Colonel. Replace it, madam. I go! But if 
you ever want a friend, a protector,«nay, a servant, 
remember, Hector O’Leary waits for hie word of 
recall. [Going. Suddenly returning. ] One little 
favor, before we part, perhaps to meet no more. 
Will you say Hector?

Mrs. Osborne. How will it affect you for mo to 
say Hector!

Colonel. Thank you for complying.

FÏ3

H
I shall

li
!

M^s. Osborne. Complying?
Colonel. Did you not say it ! [Takes a ring 

from his finger.] I have something here to show
you.

1

ThMrs. Osborne. Will you leave me, sir?
Colonel, (coming nearer). One moment ; see, I 

had this engraved for my betrothal ring. You 
the emblem ? a lover’s knot, and in the centre the 
words are entwined—Clara and Hector. [Takes 
her hand and slips the ring upon her finger.] It fits!

Mrs. Osborne, [trying to take it off]. Sir, this 
insolence----- [Aside.] It will not come oft'.

Colonel. You see the ring is as persevering as 
its giver. Mrs. Osborne, ! love you ! Will 
be my wife ?

Mrs. Osbome, [laughing]. Your wife !
Colonel. Will you state your objections ? I 

will overcome them. There is plenty of time. A 
whole week.

Mrs. Osborne. Why, it would take a week to 
•frame my objections.
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AGRICULTURAL STEAMER
Saves One-third of Food

IN FEEDING CATTLE.
Send for pamphlet on the subject to

E. LEONARD & SONS, Londom.
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Colonel. Then we have no time to lose. [Offers 
her a chair.] Pray be seated.

Mrs. Osbome, [aside]. I will crash his preten
tions now, finally. [Sits down.

Colonel, [sitting opposite her]. Madam, I listen.
Mrs. Osbome. In the first place, you are an 

utter stranger.
Colonel. An utter stranger, when you wear my 

ring, and call me Hector?
Mrs. Osbome. I know nothing of you, save 

your name.
Colonel. Yet I am the brother of your dear 

friend, Mrs. Marshall. You will own my family 
good?

Mrs. Osbome. Y-e-e-s!
Colonel I have property independent of my 

profession ; quite enough to live on. I am no for
tune-hunter, you will grant.

Mrs. Osberne. I—really, sir—
Colonel. You have already said that I am hand

some and fascinating ; I love you devotedly ; my 
superior officer will give me a good character. 
What more can you ask?

Mrs. Osbome. Sir, I—
Colonel. I love you ! First, from report ; for 

sister’s letters were filled with your praises, and I 
hastened home, determined to win you. 
you—need I say how far the reality exceeded my 
wildest hopes ? Your beauty enchanted me, 
wit enthralled me ! If you are obdurate, my heart 
is broken. I have proffered my suit, and I await 
your answer. For, [with dignity] impudent as I 
appear, I would not force my love upon any wo
man. [Rises.

Mrs. Osbome. I really—I— [Aside.] What 
can I say ?

Colonel, [aside]. She hesitates ! She’s lost!
Mrs. Osborne. Colonel O’Leary, as the brother 

of my dear friend—
Colonel.

I saw

your

No, no! If you will not be gracious 
on my own merits, I will leave. I will not shine 
in my sister’s reflection.

Mrs. Osbome. Well, then, since you will have 
it so, in your own person I welcome you to my 
house. — [Extends her hand.

Colonel, [seizing it]. And heart?
Mrs. Osborne. I yield—to your superior impu

dence !
Colonel. Dearest !----- But we will spare our

friends here my ecstasies, only asking them if my 
wooing and Lindsay’s reminds them of any pro
verb?

Mrs. Osbome. Proverb!
Colonel. Yes; do you not know it!
Mrs Osborne. I do not recall any now.
Colonel. Then our friends here [to audience] 

will, I am sure, help you. [Curtain falls.

Office Receipts.
From Adams & Co., New York, "The Peep 

Show ;” one of the most interesting, amusing and 
instructive books for the young we have seen this 
year ; it is very handsomely illustrated.

Also the “ Lays of Ancient Rome,” by McCau- 
lay ; and the "Lays of Scotch Cavalier,” by 
Aytoun. These publications are of noted standing. 
The price is $1 ; it is well worth the money.

Gems of the Dance—a music book, containing 
240 pages of choice music, waltzes, polkas, galops, 
quad-dies, &c. Price $1.50. Published by Oliver 
Ditson & Co., Boston. This is one of the choicest 
music books we have seen for the amount of 
music it contains. new

W e have a very handsome companion picture to 
“The Offer.” It is the same size and as expens
ively gotten up. It is called "Accepted.” By send
ing one more new subscriber you can have this 
handsome picture. —-

Each one of our nephews or nieces would be 
much pleased with the very handsome picture, 
“The Offer.” You should try and get it. Every 
one that sees it is highly pleased with it. By send 
ing in one new subscriber for the 
procure it.

paper you will

Our readers will welcome the advertisement of 
the popular seedsmen, Messrs. D. M. Ferrv & Co 
of Detroit, Mich. Their Seed Annual for 1877 far 
surpasses their previous numbers. This firm 
of the largest in the seed business, needs 
dorse ment from us.

one 
no en-


